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Foreword

On May 13, 1971, President Richard Nixon signed Executive Order 11593, entitled "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment." a far-reaching
document charging all departments and agencies of the Federal Government with
responsibility for preserving the Nation's historic properties. This book, compiled
by two authorities on the stabilization of archeological ruins, is issued to further
the purposes of that Executive Order.
The President's order makes the Secretary of the Interior responsible for developing professional guidelines and providing Federal. State. and local agencies
with professional advice and technical information to assist in safeguarding these
antiquities. The National Park Service provides the Department of the Interior
with the staff and professional services to meet these responsibilities.
ROGERS

C. B.

MORTON

Secretary of the Interior
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Preface

From the time the first American set foot on this continent, at least 150 centuries ago, his concern for shelter required a substantial portion of his energy and
imagination. Much of what we know about him is reflected in his constructions,
whether flimsy huts in the open or in caves, elaborate stone dwellings, or religious
structures. When the first Europeans and later immigrants arrived, they too
sought to modify the environment, bringing with them the building traditions of
their fathers, thereby contributing to the richness and extraordinary diversity of
architecture in the United States.
Many of us have visited our Federal, State and local parks and landmarks
where the remains of such prehistoric and historic structures are being preserved.
During these visits, we have been enriched and moved by the spirit of our distant
predecessors reflected in their will to build and exercise their artistic talents. We
may also have seen the effect of time's unrelenting assault on man's creations.
Wind, rain, heat and cold destroy the sturdiest of structures. Add to these fire,
plant growth, bacteria, insects, rodents, and even man himself, and the forces
that eventually turn great edifices to rubble are better understood.
Although the forces that destroy cannot be controlled everywhere and at all
times, we can insure that future generations will experience some of the richness
of this archeological and historic heritage. The contents of this book provide a
partial answer. It tells us how to go about the business of preservation in a
straightforward way. It assumes that time heals no wounds where the works of
man are left to the vicissitudes of nature. And it assumes that there will always be
men willing to learn the fundamentals of ruins stabilization, which often combines
hard labor with the application of the most recent advances in chemistry and construction technology.
This guide was compiled by Roland Von S. Richert and the lateR. Gordon Vivian, both with many years of experience in the stabilization of ruins for the National Park Service. The work will be of great value to historians, archeologists, and
architects. For the student of ruins stabilization, and for construction and maintenance personnel of local, State, and Federal agencies, it should prove indispensable.
RONALD H. WALKER.

National Park Service
Vll

Director
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1 Introduction

This book is a guide to the methods, materials
and techniques employed in the stabilization and
maintenance of prehistoric and historic structures in a ruinous condition. It is designed especially for construction and maintenance personnel of local, State and Federal agencies charged
with the care of land on which there are historic
structures worthy of preservation in an "as is"
condition. The publication is an outgrowth of a
very early ruins stabilization manual written by
the late R. Gordon Vivian in 1949 for the National Park Service, and revised in 1962.
The interests served by the two earlier manuals were confined largely to a few specialists of
the National Park Service whose duties involved
the preservation and maintenance of prehistoric
and historic structures. Today, however, a
greatly expanded program of preserving cultural
properties on a nationwide scale has prompted
the need for disseminating guidelines on a much
broader base. It should be made abundantly clear
that Mr. Vivian's original work is so basic and
fundamental that much of it remains intact. Most
sections were revised or amplified, and new ones
were added as required.
The present edition incorporates important
new material reflecting not only the development
of ruins stabilization practices, but the urgent
need for getting this information from Federal
into State and regional channels where it may
serve a useful purpose for all who attempt to
preserve historic structures. While emphasis is
given to definitions, principles, and standards,

considerable effort is made to describe the process of stabilizing a given structure, and to evaluate the effectiveness and durability of the measures employed. This manual is concerned primarily with ruins stabilization in the southwest
United States, although many problems and
techniques discussed herein are applicable in
other climates and regions.
The users of this book are encouraged to read
another National Park Service publication, entitled Recording Historic Buildings (Washington,
D. C., 1970) compiled by Harley J. McKee. As
McKee stated so aptly in his work, "Only a productive partnership between Federal, State, and
local governments, and private individual initiative can assure the adequate recording and successful preservation of our great national patrimony of historic architecture.''
HISTORY

The ruins stabilization program of the National
Park Service is concerned with the preservation
of historic and prehistoric architectural remains.
The legal bases are derived from five general
laws passed by the .Congress of the United
States: the Antiquities Act of 1906, the Act of
1916 establishing the National Park Service, the
Historic Sites Act of 1935, the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
General policies under which the program
functions were formulated by the Advisory
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Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and Monuments in 1938, by the Director's
Committee on Ruins Stabilization in 1940, and by
the Handbook for Ruins Stabilization, Part 2,
Field Methods, 1962, codified and brought up to
date in a Compilation of the Administrative Policies for the Historical Areas of the National Park
System, revised, 1968.
The purposes with which the ruins stabilization program of the National Park Service is now
concerned, and which will continue in the future,
are five-fold: 1) the actual work of field crews
preserving sites scattered throughout the Service, involving a wide range of structures; 2) the
compilation of a complete inventory of archeological and historic structures, and the development, from this, of long-range priorities to cover
the maintenance of stabilized sites and the stabilization of others, particularly those in National
Park Service areas of increasing visitation and
need for research and interpretation; 3) improvement of technology and the use of Space Age
plastics and synthetics with emphasis on the
preservation of aaobe structures; 4) coordination
with other units of the Service concerned with
the combined excavation-stabilization of interpretive sites, and, wherever possible, further
the development of techniques for preserving
objects in situ and furnishings in museums; and
5) cooperation with other Federal, State, and
local agencies by providing them with information and expertise on professional methods of
preservation.
The beginnings of Federal involvement in
ruins stabilization can be traced back to 1889
when a $2,000 memorial to Congress provided
for the stabilization and repair of Casa Grande
Ruins near Coolidge, Ariz. Three years later, in
June 1892, President Benjamin Harrison signed
an executive order recommended by the Secretary of the Interior reserving Casa Grande Ruins
and 480 surrounding acres for permanent protection because of its archeological value. Thus the
first national archeological reservation in U. S.
history was established, preceded by the first
ruins stabilization attempts (Lee, 1970, p. 20).
Other pioneering stabilization and repair jobs
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were performed at Chaco Canyon, Canyon de
Chelly, Mesa Verde, Tuzigoot and Wupatki, all
of which will be mentioned later in this volume.
Recognizing the need to devise means of preserving sites which were rapidly deteriorating
under his charge, Frank Pinkley, Superintendent
of the former Southwestern National Monuments, Coolidge, Ariz., organized a Mobile
Ruins Stabilization Unit in 1937 with a field station at Chaco Canyon National Monument. It
was originally set up as a program of the Civilian
Conservation Corps by inter-bureau agreement
of the National Park Service and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. The National Park Service furnished materials, equipment, and supervision,
and the Navajo Agency supplied their camp and
a crew of 25 Indian CCC enrollees. An archeologist-foreman and an engineer-foreman supervised. The goal of the Indian mobile unit was to
move from area to area among the 14 southwestern archeological and historic monuments, accomplishing emergency, comprehensive, and
maintenance stabilization.
As a result of economic retrenchment on a national scale, the Navajo Agency was forced to
reduce enrollee strength from 25 to 20 in 1938,
and to 10 on July 1, 1940. The unit was disbanded
in April of 1942 for the duration of World War II,
and was reactivated in October of 1946. Since
the latter date, funds for its operation have been
provided through the Maintenance and Rehabilitation Account of the National Park Service.
Labor continues to be recruited on a WAE (when
actually employed) basis, largely from the Navajos, all of whom are qualified by previous training and experience in stabilization. In fact, one
or two of the older crew members are former
CCC enrollees, while the younger members are
"second generation," their fathers having been
employed in the Mobile Unit before them. Native patience, artisanship, and resourcefulness,
coupled with adaptation to isolated locations
under camp conditions, have earned for the
Navajo first choice as members of specialized
field crews. Their employment is consonant with
our National policy of assisting minority groups,
and of providing gainful and useful work for
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people living in economically depressed areas.
Significantly, employment has not been confined to the Navajo. In recent years, other minority groups, including the Apaches and SpanishAmericans, have been attracted to the program.
The San Carlos Apache have been employed on
an archeological project at Gila Cliff Dwellings in
New Mexico, and on the stabilization of BeshBa-Gowah, a city-owned ruin dating in the 14th
century A. D., near Globe, Ariz. A deep and
abiding dedication to the preservation of mission
architecture. combined with a unique skill in
working with adobe by the all-Spanish-American
crew was largely responsible for the excellent
work at the important site of Pecos National
Monument in New Mexico.
Work during the formative years of the Mobile
Unit's history was concentrated at two or three
of the huge surface ruins of Chaco Canyon and
at the large West Ruin, Aztec. Stabilization in
those early years was accomplished without
blueprints or manuals, the work consisting of a
unique combination of art, archeology, and a
building science in its infancy. Numerous thorny
problems involving control of erosion by capillary moisture, repair of wall breaks, support, and
realignment, were new and without precedent.
Standardized and proven remedial measures
were unknown. Wherever possible, standard
building procedures were employed, but in many
instances untried techniques had to be devised
and the results observed and analyzed with the
passage of time. Because of obvious structural
differences between prehistoric and modern
buildings, stabilization has sometimes resulted in
a compromise between sound building practice
and an attempt at authenticity of appearance.
Clear and complete records were maintained
for each project from the beginning of the Mobile Unit's work in 1937. Standardized record
sheets were designed and used for each room or
unit, together with photographic pages showing
both the general conditions and important details
of the site. The major objectives were to set
down in permanent form the condition of the
structure prior to stabilization, and to record stabilization measures taken, including new con-
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struction. Thus, a stabilization record evolved
into a structural history of a site or an architectural unit of that site. Field notes were maintained as a daily log. Photographs, recorded observations, experiments, special reports and job
unit reports were amassed over the years, all of
which proved valuable for present and future
work. Eventually the repair jobs which were
similar in many sites became standardized, involving the same proven technique or group of
techniques. More than three decades of periodic
inspections of earlier work permitted reliable
evaluations as to success or failure and, usually,
the reasons therefore. Moreover, based on previous performance standards, it was possible to
estimate rather closely the costs of various proposed projects in terms of measured wall areas
and quantities, and the material and labor required for stabilization. This data and experience
resulted in the formulation and evaluation of stabilization techniques and materials which provide a sound basis for the discipline of preserving prehistoric architectural remains.
The ruins stabilization program of the National
Park Service is now carried on at its Archeological Center in Tucson in cooperation with the
University of Arizona. The program represents
an activity within the Division of Cultural
Properities Conservation of the Center, and is an
integral part of the Center's operation. A permanent staff of four full time employees are engaged in stabilization work throughout 'the year.
During the summer months, from 40 to 60 temporary employees, including graduate students in
anthropology, are organized into crews and are
sent to the field.
National Park Service archeology is unique in
a number of ways. It approaches the task from a
comprehensive viewpoint and embraces research, preservation, and interpretation-a program tailored to the mission of the Service. National Park Service project archeoloy, institutional archeology, and ruins stabilization all benefit from a cooperative approach. Experience
has shown that where the Service project archeologist and an institutional archeologist from
a university work hand-in-hand to further the
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goals of the ruins stabilization program, excellent and durable results are usually obtained.
There is absolutely no reason for conflict among
government, university. or privately endowed
institutions in the allied fields of archeology and
stabilization, provided standards and aims are
clearly established and implemented on a cooperative basis. Moreover, as funds become available, National Park Service archeologists and historians increase their cooperation with other
Federal and State agencies, as well as with local
organizations and civic groups. Stabilization
requires the expertise of archeologists, architects, engineers, manufacturers, material suppliers, and labor. Each group provides distinct
talents which should be sought for every project.
DEFINITIONS

For purposes of discussion in this guidebook,
a historic structure is considered to be a work of
man, either prehistoric or historic, consciously
created to serve some form of human activity. A
historic structure, by nature or design, is usually
immovable. Besides buildings of various kinds,
the term includes works such as dams, canals,
bridges, stockades, forts and associated earthworks serving a similar purpose, Indian mounds,
gardens, roads, mill races and ponds. By definition, ruins are classified as historic structures
and will be accorded treatment as described under the term stabilization. It is emphasized that
in this volume we are dealing with structures or,
more usually, with mere remnants of structures
in various stages of deterioration.
In professional circles, the words preservation, restoration, reconstruction and stabilization
frequently stir up a war of semantics. It is small
wonder that the layman has difficulty in distinguishing the meanings of these terms. Both within and outside the National Park Service, there is
a growing consensus that these words logically
come under the broader, all-inclusive phrase
"conservation of our nation's non-renewable
historic resources." Our definitions of preservation, restoration, reconstruction and st.abilization
are:

Preservation

Preservation, used architecturally, refers to
the stabilization of a structure in its existing form
by preventing further change or deterioration.
Preservation, since it takes the structure as
found, does not relate to a specific period in time
and is the most authentic treatment of a historic
structure (Bullock, 1966, p. 1, and Compilation

of the Administrative Policies for Historical
Areas of the National Park System (1968, p. 21).
Restoration

Restoration means the process of accurately
recovering, by removal of later work and the replacement of missing original work, the form and
details of a structure or part of a structure, together with its setting, as it appeared at some period in time. The value of a restoration is measured by its authenticity.
Reconstruction

Reconstruction refers to the re-creation of a
building by new construction. Although re-creating the form and details of a vanished structure
should be based on all the historical, archeological, and architectural data available, very often
the evidence is far from complete, thus detracting from both the accuracy and intellectual integrity of the reconstruction.
Stabilization

Stabilization involves those construction
methods, materials, and techniques used to minimize the deterioration of a structure, thereby
accomplishing the objective of preservation.
Hence, the preservation procedures and techniques designed to arrest further deterioration of
ruins are encompassed by the phrase ruins stabi-

lization.
Ruins Stabilization

Ruins on unexcavated sites should be stabilized only to that extent which is necessary to
preserve them for further investigation. Sites
other than those excavated in advance of unavoidable modern construction should not be excavated until adequate provisions have been
made to stabilize ruins as they are exposed. In
cases where ruins are too fragile for direct visitor
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contact, or where deterioration would result
from sustained contact. public use should be
strictly limited or prohibited. The deliberate creation of ruins out of whole structures by the
owner, whether at local, State or Federal levels,
is contrary to currently accepted environmental
and esthetic principles. Such practices are theatrical, unauthentic, and fraudulent, serving only
to deceive the public.
Comprehensive ruins stabilization involves
careful planning to place a prehistoric or historic
structure in a sound structural condition, and to
preserve its appearance immediately following
excavation and study. Usually this is the final
action taken in prehistoric sites intended for interpretation and visitor-use.
Comprehensive ruins stabilization usually follows closely upon the heels of excavation, and
requires the use of evidence from the excavation
and other documents. Most comprehensive stabilization requires some archeological excavation, either as a part of the stabilization project,
or as a separate but closely related project of interpretive research.
Appearance is a major consideration of comprehensive ruins stabilization. Every effort is
made to satisfy the requirements of stability and
appearance. It is permissible to patch holes
which will approximate the original materials. It
is permissible to realign walls, returning them to
their original positions, to use force to push them
back into plumb position, or to change them
from their existing alignment. Parts or elements
of structures may be replaced or reset in their
original position. This might include resetting
part of a fallen wall or resetting a dislodged
beam. Original material or newer materials may
be substituted for missing parts of a structure. A
variety of techniques may be employed in the
reinforcement of walls or foundation; internal
structural reinforcement members may be built
into a wall and concealed, or external ties may be
used if these provide the best solution.
Comprehensive ruins stabilization differs from
restoration-reconstruction. in that no attempt is
made in the former process to restore the structure to its complete, in-use appearance. The sur-
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viving original, plus the fallen or displaced elements revealed in the archeo-historical record,
limit the extent to which the structure may be
returned to its original appearance. The replaced
or repaired elements must be readily distinguishable upon close scrutiny, but their appearance
should match that of the original and not be apparent to the casual observer.
An excellent definition of stabilization is incorporated in the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and
Sites. It appears in the "Decisions and Resolutions of the International Congress of the Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments,"
Venice Charter(1964). It is quoted in its entirety,
with italics supplied, indicating the passage
which appropriately describes "ruins stabilization" as applied in the United States.
EXCAVATIONS
Article 15. Excavations should be carried
out in accordance with scientific standards and
the recommendation defining international
principles to be applied in the case of archeological excavation adopted by UNESCO in
1956.
Ruins must be maintained and measures
necessary for the permanent conservation and
protection of architectural features and objects must be taken to facilitate the understanding of the monument and to reveal it
without ever distorting its meaning.
All reconstruction work should however be
ruled out a priori. Only anastylosis, that is to
say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The material
used for integration should always be recognizable and its use should be the least that will
ensure the conservation of a monument and
the reinstatement of its form.
Two additional terms deserve mention. Related stabilization includes those measures taken in
proximity to the structure for its prolonged preservation. The work must contribute to the stability of the structure and not detract unduly from
its appearance. Typical examples of related sta-
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bilization projects include the walkway within
the council chamber at Ocmulgee, the river diversion devices in the vicinity of White House
and Antelope House at Canyon de Chelly, and of
Pueblo del Arroyo in Chaco Canyon, the retaining wall in front of the Lower Ruin at Tonto, the
deep interceptor drainage line and surface dike at
Aztec Ruins, and the protective roof of Casa
Grande.
After a structure has been stabilized and prepared for public view, it is considered to be in
maintenance status. Sufficient annual funding
should be programmed for maintenance stabilization whereby systematic inspections can be
made to check and repair minor erosion from
natural and human forces before the structural
integrity of the building is threatened. In addition
to the routine of cleaning up wind-blown or visitor-thrown debris, weed control, renewal of
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walking surfaces, and the cleaning of drains,
maintenance stabilization includes the renewing
of wall plaster, repointing wall joints, and resetting loose or missing masonry elements. Maintenance defined simply is the routine, recurring
work that is necessary to keep prehistoric and
historic structures in such a condition that they
may be used for their intended purpose and designed capacity. It includes the replacement,
overhaul, or reprocessing of worn and deteriorated materials. Attempts should be made to
keep the structure in the same condition as it was
when acquired, or when the responsibility for its
maintenance was assumed following stabilization. Ideally, maintenance personnel who are
responsible for the structure also will have participated in the stabilization. If this is not possible, the maintenance personnel should be given
special training and orientation.

2 Problems

The problem of stabilizing and maintaining historic sites is one that has almost as many ramifications as there are individual structures. Since
this book originated from experiences derived in
the Southwestern United States, including Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, southeastern California, and western Texas, it is concerned largely with pre-Columbian masonry
structures, post-1540 A.D. adobe structures,
and, to a lesser extent, with monolithic soil structures. sometimes termed pise or rammed earth.
In the following discussion of Southwestern archeological sites, we will deal first with the problems of structural faults and inherent weaknesses. We will then look briefly into the iorces that
have contributed to their deterioration. Some
understanding of these faults and forces is necessary before they can be effectively counteracted.
Anyone who sets out to stabilize a prehistoric
structure will find that he has two conflicting
objectives. The first of these is the requirement
of authenticity in preserving irregular and relatively primitive construction. Equally important
is the need for permanence, the requirement of
any sound building practice.

and construction circumscribed by the limitation
of local materials. At any one time a village consisted of an accretion of ruined, decaying, remodeled, and new units. Rooms were often built
on the partially razed wall of older structures and
on loose fill. Foundations were often narrower
than the walls they supported. Walls were rarely
bonded at corners or other junctions.
The materials encountered in almost all possible combinations include abundant soil mortar
with spalls stuck in the surface, soil mortar with
unshaped or slightly shaped stone, facing at
stone-to-stone contact, dry. masonry, wattlework, and jacal or pole and mud construction.
Soil structures were always laid in a plastic condition-in thick courses at Cas a Grande, in plastic loaves in turtleback walls of Pueblo I sites,
and in roughly squared plastic blocks in ruins on
the Animas and at some late prehistoric Rio
Grande pueblos.
The following list summarizes the structural
faults most commonly encountered:
I. No foundations (fig. 1).
2. Foundations narrower than the walls they
support (fig. 2).
3. Construction over loose and unconsolidated fill.
4. Long spans over openings supported by
extremely small lintels.
5. Lack of bond at wall junctures.
6. Lack of headers or ties through walls where
there is more than one width of stone.
7. The incorporation of large horizontal wood
beams in masonry walls (fig. 3).

STRUCTURAL FAULTS
The prehistoric mason was a progressive architect and builder for his day. The Anasazi
progressed in a short span of 300 years-10 or 12
generations-from pit houses to multistoried
buildings of 400 and 500 rooms. In each period
and area, he followed a rather set pattern of plan
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PROBLEMS
Adolph Bandelier. the famous Swiss anthropologist. undertook his first important field project in American archeology-an exploration of
the Southwest. in August of 1880. He began with
a preliminary study of Pecos. In his report (1883,
p. 42) there appears this shocking account of the
18th-century mission church of Pecos:
Mrs. Kozlowski (wife of a Polish gentleman,
living two miles south on the arroyo) informed
me that in 1858, when she came to her present
home with her husband, the roof of the [adobe
brick] church was still in existence. Her husband tore it down. and used it for building
outhouses; he also attempted to dig out the
cornerstone. but failed. In general the vandalism committed in this venerable relic of antiquity defies all description ... all the beams of the
old structure are quaintly ... carved ... much
scroll work terminating them. Most of this was
taken away. chipped into uncouth boxes, and
sold, to be scattered everywhere. Not content
with this. treasure hunters ... have recklessly
and ruthlessly disturbed the abodes of the
dead.
Prior to acquisition by the National Park Service, a number of military posts either suffered
severe depredations or were fortuitously preserved. at least in part. following abandonment
by the Army. Fort Bowie was turned over to the
Department of the Interior in 1894 and the land
was auctioned off to ranchers. Subsequently.
local residents cannibalized the buildings for
.::onstruction materials. Erosion quickly set in,
and the post soon fell into ruins. Some of the
major buildings at Fort Davis and Fort Larned
were occupied by civilians who kept the structu~es in repair. occasionally remodeling them to
swt personal tastes. It is axiomatic that the only
adobe buildings which remain intact are those
with weatherproofed roofs.
The most ~ell-intentioned, carefully planned,
and systematically executed archeological exca-
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vatwn, however scientific, is likely to create
difficult preserv~tio~ problems. The principal
cause of destruction 1s the result of archeological
"":'ork which neither proceeds nor ends upon a
smgle plane (fig. 4). This leaves the site partially
filled at many different levels. Water collects in
an area of two or three rooms and cuts its way to
lower levels. Deeply excavated portions are subject to the pressure of damp fill. The loose, moisture absorbing fill in rooms transfers water to
concealed walls and diminishes the strength of
ado?e mortar. In a site of any complexity, burrowmg and tunneling are particularly destructive, even when backfilled, since the fills will not
be as compact as the material which was removed.
Regardless of the condition in which standing
walls are found, it must be remembered that the
entire depth of the wall is seldom exposed, and
that the exposed portions-which form a base
over which the stabilization is being done-have
been subject to nearly all the forces listed above,
i.e., surface weathering, construction over loose
fill or partial walls, breakdown or theft of wood
members, erosion at the base, buckling from
pressure, excavation, and backfill (fig. 5).
. Frequently, cattle cause more damage to ruins
m the Southwest than people. Until they were
fenced and under the protection of the National
~ark Service, the well-preserved cliff dwellings
m Walnut Canyon suffered greatly by trampling
of cattle seeking shelter in the ruins. Herds of
sheep and goats have created preservation problems at sites in Canyon de Chelly and Hubbell
Trading Post. Ironically, large and imposing
adobe wall sections of the corral at Fort Bowie
were reduced to low mounds by open range livestock during a brief span of eight years-from
the time of the Service's initial investigations to
that of the enacting legislation which created the
Historic Site. Erection of fences was given top
priority immediately following acquisition.

FIGURE 4 Excavat1on ne1ther proceeos nor ends
on a s1ngle p1ane and often leaves walls unsupported (K1va I west perimeter. Chettro Kettle Rum ,
Chaco Canyon Nat•onal Monument, N. M.)

. .,_.;
FIGURE 5 Cleanng of deoresseCI areas leaves
them open to surface runoff ana rap1d oestructlon
(The Great K1va . Km Nahasbas Ru1n , Chaco Canyon
Nat1onal Monument. N M.)

3 Materials

or by stains. It is also possible to achieve a desired tint by selecting sand or an aggregate with
certain color characteristics, or by using naturally colored cements.

PORTLAND CEMENT,
CONCRETE AND MORTARS

Portland cement mortars are the most universally and effectively used materials for ruins stabilization in the western United States. The use
of lime mortars is more prevalent in the East.
Portland has a long history of use in stabilization.
It was employed by Cosmos Mindeleff at Casa
Grande as early as 1891, in mortar to set brickwork foundations and patches. It was used there
again during the winters of 1906 through 1908 by
J. W. Fewkes, in plaster coating to prevent erosion at the bases of walls. At about this time the
first heavy concrete capp.ing was placed on the
Sun Temple in 1915.

Texture

While various textures, ranging from glassy
smooth to rough, can be obtained with concrete,
it is practically impossible to match a soil mortar
texture because of the size of the sand grains.
Shrinkage

Concrete shrinks somewhat upon setting, and
is increased appreciably by a high water-to-cement ratio, and by too rapid curing.
Tensile Strength

The tensile strength of concrete is very low. It
is a very brittle material, an attribute that is generally not realized, or often ignored, Specifications for tensile strengths of mortars (portland
cement and sand for use in setting stone) call for
strengths of from 275 to 350 pounds per square
inch. As Bauer states: "The question is frequently raised as to the value of a tension test when
the concrete rarely ever is considered as having
any tensile strength." Lack of such strength is
the cause of most concrete failures, particularly
the cracking of very thin capping.

Durability

Concrete has great resistance to weathering
when properly made and placed in thick sections, or in thinner sections upon an unyielding
material.
Compressive Strength

Up-to-date mixes of portland cement give
compression strengths of 4 to 6 thousand pounds
per square inch, and mortar strengths (concrete
without the coarse aggregate) of 3 to 4 thousand
pounds per square inch. These strengths are far
in excess of any compressive strains that will be
encountered in ruins stabilization.

Resistance to Moisture

Ordinary concrete or mortar is not particularly
water-resistant. Even good concrete will absorb
up to 20 percent of its weight in water. This absorption accounts for the fact that ordinary con-

Color

Concrete can be colored almost any desired
tint, either by the addition of dry mortar colors
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crete used in the bases of walls, or as foundations. will not prevent the capillary rise of moisture into the wall above. In ordinary commercial
work. waterproofing of concrete is accomplished
in various ways:
I. With the use of a special waterproofing
agent. usually tannin. added to the cement at the
time of manufacture.
2. Addition. at the time of mixing, of hydrated
lime or waterproofing compounds such as emulsified asphalts.
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GALLO:'\S OF WATER PER SACK OF CEMENT

FIGURE 6. Strength curves for selected watercement proportions. Data taken from Portland
Cement Association publication entitled Design
and Control of Cement Mixtures.

3. The use of mixes richer than those not intended to retain water, plus smaller amounts of
mixing water. Restricting the mixing water will
result in a much denser concrete; the longer concrete is moist-cured. the more dense and waterresistant it will be.
In most commercial work. however, concrete
or mortar that must be waterproofed is treated
after laying. Basement walls are protected by
porous fill and drains, and then mopped with hot
asphalt or painted with various materials intended to seal the exterior surface. The tops of masonry walls (stone, brick, tile. cinder blocks,
etc.) laid in concrete mortars are either coated
with asphalt or covered with asphalt-impregnated cloth, fiber glass, or paper, or with a combination of these materials. With these restrictions, then. the waterproofing of concrete and
mortar for stabilization is practically confined to
the addition of such compounds as emulsified
asphalts at the time of mixing, or by the use of
special waterproof cements.
Field Control of Concrete and Mort~r

The design of concrete mixes and the drawing
of specifications for cement and aggregates are
functions of the branch of engineering of the particular agency engaged in the work, and that
branch should be consulted for specifications.
The Portland Cement Association, the American
Concrete Institute, and the Building Research
Institute also cooperate in disseminating building
information. However, the data to follow on
proportions and mixes are supplied for the field
man who may not have technical assistance readily available for minor jobs.
The strength of concrete or cement mortar is
affected by a number of factors. Among these
are the ratio of aggregate-to-cement, ratio of
water-to-cement, length of mixing, gradation of
the aggregate, and length of moist~curing. Of all
these factors, the ratio of water-to-cement is
most important. Few supervisors and workmen
seem to realize this. Strength curves for various
water-cement proportions should be examined
(fig. 6) as they show the rapid loss of strength as
the ratio of water to cement increases.

1ATERIALS
In most specifications, the water-to-cement
atio is a controlling factor in design. Table I,
aken from a handbook, The Design and Control
,f Concrete Mixtures, issued by the Portland
:ement Association, is intended as a reference
or the construction of concrete piles, thin walls,
ight structural members, and exterior beams and
·olumns.
rrial Mixes

Trial mixes may be made in the field to deternine proportions of sand and cement for use
vith a given water-to-cement ratio chosen for
equired strength. A weighed or known quantity
,f aggregate is used, and when a suitable mix has
1een obtained, the unused material is weighed or
neasured and the quantity required for the mix is
letermined. To conduct a trial mix, a set of
.cafes and a measure or box of I/ 10th cubic foot
:apacity are needed.
For example, let us suppose that the concrete
)r mortar employed in stabilization will be laid in
hin sections and will often be exposed to exreme weather, but will not be in constant conact with water. A ratio of 6 gallons of water to
1e sack is chosen. Following is an outline for the
'reparation of a trial mix:
Standard sized sacks of cement weigh 94
'Ounds and have a volume of I cubic foot. One
allon of water weighs 8.33 pounds. Fill the
I lOth-cubic-foot measure with cement. The
ement should weigh 9.4 pounds.
Measure out, say 4 volumes of sand and weigh
nem. In this example, call the weight 32 pounds.
Six gallons of water to the sack would be 6 x
U3 or 49.98 pounds of water for a whole sack.
vVater required for 1/IOth sack is 4.998 or roughy 5 pounds.
Mix the 5 pounds of water with the 1 volume
)f cement (1/lOth cubic foot or 9.4 pounds). The
.vater-to-cement ratio for the mix is now estabished and no more water should be added.
To this mix add some of the 32 pounds of sand
Jreviously measured out. Continue to add sand
mtil a workable mix is obtained.
At this point weigh and measure the sand that
remains of the unused 4 volumes or 32 pounds.
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If the sand remaining measures I l/4th volumes, the mix used at 6 gallons of water to the
sack is, by volume, cement I part, sand 2 3/4ths
parts.
If the weight of the remaining sand is, say 10
pounds, the mix is I part cement to 2 2/3rds parts
sand by weight. With this ratio established, larger mixes may be made, always based on a portion of a sack of cement.
·
For l/3rd of a sack of cement mix (a convenient size to use in the smaller mixers): cement,
1/3rd sack; water, 2 gallons; sand, 9/lOths cubic
foot (at 1 part cement to 2 3/4ths parts sand by
volume).
The field worker should be aware that an increasing number of gray portland cements have
appeared on the market in recent years, ranging
from Types I to III and from Types IA through
IliA. These have been created by demands of
industry and technology. Type I is a general purpose cement suitable for most purposes. Type II
cement is intended for use in mass concrete
where control of hydration heat is necessary. It
is recommended for use in structures of considerable size, where cement of moderate hydration
heat tends to minimize rises in temperature.
Such structures include darns, large piers, heavy
abutments and retaining walls. Type III is a high,
early strength cement designed for concrete
which must be put into service rapidly, and is
used in industrial and highway maintenance.
Types lA-IliA include a regular Type I portland
cement into which an air entraining agent is integrally ground. This provides resistance to freezing and thawing, and prevents scaling action of
de-icing salts and chemicals used in snow and ice
removal. These cements are recommended for
pavements, highways, etc. In addition to gray
portland cements of six or eight types, several
kinds of white cement have been developed .
Finally, there is a waterproof gray cement
known in the Southwest as plastic cement.
The important point to remember is that Type
I portland gray cement should be used for most
purposes under discussion here. Exceptions include masonry cements discussed below which,
although forming a class of their own, are simply
derivatives of portland.

RUINS STABILIZATION
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Both Trinity white cement and a new, natural
tan colored product (known by the trade name
Warmtone. manufactured by the Trinity Portland Cement Company) have definite uses in stabilization, particularly in stuccos and plasters. It
shouid be kept in mind, however, that in the restoration of a mortar with a high lime content, a
lime mortar should be used. Differing coefficients
of expansion and contraction between portland
and lime mortars make the combination inadvisable for pointing or patching.

equivalent). The ratio may be one part in five of
£he total mix, or equal parts of masonry cement
and waterproofed gray cement, with three parts
of sand (1- 1-3). It should be mixed dry and the
aggregate should contain just enough water for
troweling. Because of their advantageous characteristics and slightly lower cost, these mortars
should prove of value in the setting of large
patches where very slight shrinkage and good
bond with stone are needed.

MASONRY CEMENTS

Mixes of lime-cement mortars are usually
made by volume and not by a water-to-cement
ratio. Most common mixes call for one part masonry cement, and two or three parts fine sand,
with sufficient water to make a workable mortar.

Masonry cement is a combination of portland
and hydrated lime, usually in proportions of oneto-one, packaged in 1-cubic-foot bags weighing
from 65 to 80 pounds.
Characteristics

The use of masonry cement is more widespread than st.·aight portland cement mortars in
commercia! setting of brick, tile, masonry
blocks, etc. The major reason for this is that
mortars containing lime are much more workable
than portland cement mortars. They are easier to
handle and they trowel much better. Furthermore, masonry cement is cheaper. However,
masonry cements are. not as strong as portland cement mortars in tension or compression,
although they should not be ruled out for pointing. Masonry cements are much less resistant to
abrasion and should not be employed in capping
or sections that may receive some visitor traffic.
They may be colored with dry mortar colors in
the same manner as portland cement.
Evaluation

The principal objection of masonry cements
for use in capping is their lack of resistance to
moisture penetration. Since manufacturers of
waterproofing materials do not recommend their
products for inclusion in lime-mortars, there
seems to be no way to overcome this limitation.
Therefore lime-mortar cements are not recommended for capping. However, recent experiments show that the water-repellent capacity of
masonry cement can be improved by adding a
waterproofed gray cement (Plastic, Medusa or

Field Control

SOIL-CEMENT MORTARS

Soil-cement is a mixture of portland with a
suitable local soil brought to a workable consistency by the addition of water. The amount of
cement varies from 5 to 20 percent by volume of
the finished project. The primary reasons for
using soil-cement in lieu of other mortars in stabilization work are I) cost, 2) the extreme difficulty in obtaining concrete sand in some locations, 3) appearance in some special applications, and 4) suitability for use in monolithic soil
structures.
A comparison of the qualities of soil-cement
intended for ruins stabilization with the same
material in its various commercial applications is
difficult. Soil-cement used for roads, airport
runways and hard standings, ditch linings, etc.,
is always laid fairly dry (at optimum moisture)
and is heavily compacted. The compactive effort
in such applications is equivalent to the force
exerted by a 5 1/2 pound tamper dropped 75
times a distance of 12 inches upon l/30th of a
cubic foot of the material. Obviously, such requirements of moisture and compaction cannot
be obtained when laying mortar. All material
published on soil-cement is directed toward
these commercial applications, and there is no
known research on its use as a mortar.
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MATERIALS
History

The earliest use of soil-cement in stabilization
appears to be its employment by J. F. Motz in
1934. He used it as a mortar between stone at
Wupatki National Monument during a Civil
Works Administration project. It was also used
in the 1935 repairs at Tuzigoot in another WPA
project supervised by Edward H. Spicer and
Louis C. Caywood. While no records of this
work are available, and it is not possible to determine precisely the type of mix used, the soilcement samples at both areas show a rich mixture of cement (not Jess than 20 percent by volume) and an admixture of red mortar color.
Some of this material is still in place at Tuzigoot
after 37 years, attesting to its durability if properly made.
The first controlled tests of soil-cement made
expressly for stabilization purposes were those
conducted by A. E. Buchenberg between December 1941 and May 1946 (Buchenberg, 1951).
These were carried on at Wupatki National
Monument. and were simply outdoor exposure
tests made on 6 x 10 x 3/4th-inch briquettes of
the mortar. It should be noted that they were
made by mortar samples only and did not include
samples of masonry laid with this material, and
that the briquettes were made in a semi-compacted state, a condition that is not possible to
obtain when laying mortar.
Durability Tests

At the conclusion of the 4-year period of testing, Buchen berg found the material satisfactory.
"A mixture of soil and cement stands up very
well under exposure to climatic conditions, with
an approximate admixture of from 15% to 20%
cement .... " (Buchenberg, 1946) A series of tests
was carried on later at Chaco Canyon to determine the durability of soil-cement mixtures under conditions of wetting and drying, and freezing and thawing, and the strength of the bond
between mortar and stone under the same conditions.
Only two general types of soils in the tests
were available for use in stabilization in the area.
One variety, classed as Soil A in the notes, is a
heavy, dark-colored and poorly drained clay, 64
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percent combined silt and clay. It appears to fall
into USBPR Classes A-6 and A-7. The other,
classed as Soil B, is a silt-loam, rather fine, poorly graded, 18 percent combined silt and clay,
probably USBPR Class A-5. Both soils may be
considered as fine-grained under the Unified Soil
Classification System. (See: Earth Manual: a
Guide to the Use of Soils as Foundations and as
Construction Materials for Hydraulic Structures,
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, 1963, Washington D.C.) Soils
containing more than 50 percent visible particles
are classed as coarse-grained, while those containing less are fine-grained. For classification
purposes, the No. 200 sieve (0.074 mm., or .003inch) will separate the fine- and coarse-grained
types. Particles of .003-inch size are about the
smallest that can be seen by the unaided eye.
Mixes of varying cement content were made
above optimum moisture in these tests, and at a
consistency which could be troweled. The wetdry tests were run on molded cylinders of soilcement approximately !/30th cubic foot in volume. Test cylinders were moist cured for seven
days after molding. Each soil-cement cylinder
was placed under water at room temperature for
five hours. They were then dried for 42 hours,
which completed one cycle. Although 12 cycles
are considered a complete test, the cylinders in
question were run through 22 cycles. Standard
wet-dry tests for soil-cement specified by the
American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM
Designation D-559-44) require that each cylinder
be wire brushed at the end of each cycle, the cylinder weighed, and the soil-cement loss computed. Lack of suitable balances prevented the
completion of this part of the test.
The same kind of cylinders, cured the same
length of time, were used in the freeze-thaw test
(fig. 7). After curing, the soil-cement cylinders
were placed on absorptive pads which extended
into a pan of water. Thus, the soil-cement had a
constant supply of moisture and there was no
limit to the amount available for absorption. Soilcement and portland will absorb large quantities
of moisture (up to 20 percent) and it is useless to
try a freeze-thaw test without making moisture
available.
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Standard pr,,~cdure.., I-\ 1 \ 1 De..,tgnation Drequtre th. t the C)llnJcr'l be froten for:!:!
hour., at -10° F. Th1' requtrement couh.l not be
roiiO\\eJ tn the field . ~o freezing c.1binet \\a:-.
available . .,o the C) Iinder \\ere frozen outdoor
at tern perature-, ranging downward lO -24° F.
After freamg . the C\ 'inder' wer~ tha'' ed for the
requ1red 22 hour . . . the compktion ,,r one C\lk .
' o tC'Ih ''ere knL)\\ n tu Jetermine the 'trength
of bond bet\\een ruck and monar. 'o the foliO\\ing procedurt' wn.., carried out in the t1eld : Alter
the wet-dr~ and freeze-tha\\ q Iinder' were
made. two ,l\erage ized rl1ck:-. \\ere dampened.
the mortar 'lprcaJ 1oughly on tme. and the ,econd roc k tapped lig h tl~ into place up1)n the fir'it.
Th ickne.,., of the mortar bet\\ecn the! rod,., JH'raged 38th-. rnch. The-.~ \1. ere cured for -,e, en
days. The mortar 'peclmt:n'l were te,teJ for reststance to "euing and dr~ mg for "" c~ c e'
along with and in the "arne manner .. ., the C}lrnde r'l. It wa-. found that tht' 'oil-cement ''a' fJr
more re'i l'>tant to we lti ng and Jr}tng than tO
fre ez1ng and thawing . .Xt th1' point. the \\et-dry
tes t on mortar "a' 'topped .tnd the rock ':>ample-.
wJth mortar between were tran'lferred lO the
freeze-thaw te't. Thu,. all the mort.tr ... ample'
pa.,sed \I\ (;~cle"> of wetting and dr). ng "'dore
undergoing the freeze-thCJW te't A ,ummar} of
the re'lul t'l of 10 e\emplar\ te\1\ I\ pre'iented in
tahle 2 and 1n the following <.'b\ef\ at1on' ·
560-~>

R UI~S

STAB I LIZAT I ON

I. ,\11\e, of 'tr.t1ght Snrl A ladobel were \en

hard tow ur"- ;1nd temkd Ill crctck. The~ were di'regarded and do not appear in the tabulation of
re . . ulh.
2 -\ little a 10 percent ~ement b~ \Oiume
ga\ e \a t i,factor~ re-.i,tance to wetting-drying
c~cle'>. All c~ lindt:r 'JmpJe, ,Jt or ,thll\.: 10 per~ent cement pa . . -.ed 22 q cle' v.1thnut f.tilurc.
and '" c~ ~le \\ llhllUt dc,trn~ ing tht: hond het" een rock and mortar .
3. Cement in the amount nf at lea'! 14 percent
for q Iinder ,,tmple' wa' required to re'i't the
c.~ctton ol repeated freaing .md thawing. C\ 'inder' at cemen t content Je,, than 14 percent dt . . integr~Hed at the third cvdc Ob,u 'at ion of the
cylinder' undergoing le'>h indtl:.tte' that no
amount of cement '' 111 pre,ent the '>Oil-cement
from ab,orbtng moi,lllre either 11nder ireezethav. or '' et-dn condition.... Cement . . tre:ngth
mu..,t be high enough to re'i't the fMce of freezing after the moi,ture ha' t:ntercJ the. 'Pt:Ltmen
\1 01\lure merna(} lrmh:r 4 indl\:' h1gh v.," 2 tu
3 rnches When c~ Iinder'> faileJ under freaing .
there V.a\ no graJual \\Caring cl\\ I~ of the C\terior. but rather a breaking up llf the enure .trea that
had ab,orbed mlli,ture
J Freeze-thaw te't on bond Wl!re far mot:
'\C\ere thJn either free~e-thaw or \\et-dr~ te~h
on c~ IInder,. Thu,. '>.tmple' "hich pa'' a freezelhaw te't ma~ not ret.tin a 'trong bond with '>tone

FIGURE i
Se lected cylinders subJected to freeze-thaw test Nos 14 ana 16. wtth 10 and 12 percent cement
oy volume respectively fatted at thP. thtrd cycle. Both were made up wJth equal parts clay and stlt-loam No.
20. w 1th 15 percent cement by volume . IS shown at the 12th cycle Nos 7 and 8. cons1sttng of three parts clay
two parts s11t-loam . and emulstfted bttumen . were tested tn conJunction with the SOli-cement and are shown
at the 15th cycle.
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when subjected to weathering. This failure is
Jrobably attributable to the fact that some of the
noisture entering the soil-cement is absorbed by
;lay particles which causes the entire mass to
~xpand and break the bond.
TABLE 1. Optimum water-to-cement ratios
for various climates and conditions.

Exposure
~xtreme. Severe northern climate

)evere.

Ratio

5 1/2 gallons of wa-

alternate freezing and
thawing. wetting and
drying.

ter per sack

Northern climate. rain
and snow. freezing and
thawing. but not in
contact with water.

6 gallons of water per sack

Compressive and Tensile

Strengt~

Soil-cement is usually tested by its reaction to
the wet-dry and freeze-thaw tests, and seldom by
compression. No tests for tension have been
found. Recorded compression tests indicate 28day strengths of from 200 to 1,078 pounds per
square inch. This is considerably less compressive strength than is developed by concrete mortar, but under all normal circumstances it is sufficient.
Color

v1oderate. Ordinary southern U.S.. 6 3/4 gallons of water per sack
weather. but not continuously in contact
with water unless completely submerged and
protected from freezing.
"rotected. Enclosed structural
members. concrete
below ground, not
subject to freezing.

the bond does not necessarily mean that the soilcement has disintegrated.
7. The addition of a bitumen to samples 23
through 31 demonstrates that the additives do
not increase the moisture resistance of soil-cements, but merely compound the problem of tinting ..

7 1/2 gallons of water per sack

Note should be taken of samples 54, 55, and 56
abie 2). Soii B, which contains oniy 18 percent
ombined silt and clay was mixed with equal
roportions of concrete sand. These samples
xhibited the greatest resistance to the freezethaw test on mortar bond. They still absorbed
noisture, but it caused no appreciable weaken·ng of the bond. The clay content was reduced to
~ percent which evidently is low enough to prevent much change in the volume of the mass
Jpon repeated freezing and thawing.
5. Mixes ~ontaining large amounts of clay
were less stable than those with less clay and
nore sand. Twenty percent cement with clay
Jroduced no more strength than 14 percent with
1lower clay content.
6. In all cases where bond failed, the edges of
the mortar remained hard and sharp. Failure of

A. E. Buchenberg made a suitable mix without
the addition of mortar color at Wupatki National
Monument by carefully selected, dark red soils.
However, in most areas the addition of standard
mortar or cement colors will be required to obtain proper tint.
Textute

The texture of soil-cement is good. It more
nearly matches the texture of prehistoric mortar
than does either cement or lime-cement mortars.
Moisture Resistance

Soil-cement is no more moisture resistant than
concrete or cement mortars. In the cylinders
testea, there was a moisture rise of from 2 to 3
inches in cylinders 4 inches high. The strength of
the cement in the mix prevents disintegration
with such high moisture absorption.
Evaluation

Soil-cement is not recommended as a mortar
for setting stone unless its use is unavoidable in
remote areas or necessary to simulate original
material. In these instances the cement content
must be unusually high, 15 to 20 percent, to insure the best possible bond. The more sandy
soils should be selected. Because of its good texture, soil-cement is particularly adapted to appli-
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TABLE 2. Results of 10 exemplary soilcement tests.

Cylinder
Number

Soil
Type

Percent
Cement by
Volume

14
15

A-I
B-1

10
10

16
17

A-I
B-1

20
21
22

A-I
B-1

23
24
25

Freezethaw
Results

'

Wet-dry
Results

Bond Results
(Freeze-thaw)

Remarks

passed
failed
3rd cycle 22 cycles
passed
failed
3rd cycle 22 cycles

15
15
15

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
3rd
cycle

cyclinders absorb
moisture quite
rapidly

A-1
B-1+

12+
bitumen

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

rather heavy
salt (?)deposit
on cylinders

26
27
28

A-2
B-3

14+
bitumen

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

in spite of
failure of bond
the mortar remains hard.
Salt(?) deposit

29
30
31

A-I
B-2

14+
bitumen

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

absorbs moisture
rapidly

32
33
34

A-I
B-3

14
14
14

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

35
36
37

A-I
B-3

20
20
20

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

45
46
47

B-100%

16
16
16

passed
12
cycles

failed
6th
cycle

54

B-1
sand 1
(concrete
sand)

16
16
16

passed
12
cycles

passed
22
cycles
passed
22
cycles

55
56

passed
12
cycles

mortar hard

I
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cation' \~here l,1ree amount-. of mortar mu-,i e
left e\ po, ed . the e n Jud e hca .. \ groullng of
expo-.ed longnudmal -.e uon "here facing i-, not
replaced ( fi!!, ..md I.J)
• oil-cement 1 partl\.ul.trh 'uned to large repa.r 'eC'tiOn' m mon, hth1~.: , od 'tructure-,. 1nd i"
al-.o \ aluuble in ,tahdlll ng the '>Ide-, or end-. of
curs in e\C,t\ :.till'" ' \\ htch mu 1 he left 11pt.>n for
mterpretl\e purpll e' ffig . 10)
Pro edure for m.tklng optimum mohture <~nd
den,it~ te ... h t or determmation of cem~nl requirement-. are nln reprodu ed here ina much a
the} require equ ipment and Jaw not general!~
3\ailable in held <~re.t, , Det.tiled in-.tructions may
be found in l\\ o puh IL.ttllln-. of the Portland
Cement A"ociation 'ill// Cc?menc \fi\lure<>:
LaboracorJ Handhl1 J.. md Tc..•,cing and Con'crucC/(>n Cricc..•rta r~
-Cement for High~\ay

"l,

Ouch Lming, , Le' tl F- H.e, and \tmi/, r Srruccure\: and M.mual on c;.~mpling .md Te,tmg for
Con,truction C l ntml \trporc Pa~ring,. Road~
and Scree I\. ;n ail.thle from the L' c; Corp-. of

Engmcer'>

FIGURE 8 The t.se of heavy grouttng to replace
nattve so11 bel.veen random stone , after 10 years
exoosu•e to the elements (West Ru1n , Aztec RUins
National Monu ment N M )

Field Con tro l of Soli-Cement

In general pr.tcuce the cement content for
-.oil-cement mu~t be ba-,c;:d on the percent of
cement b} \Oiume to the \olume of the completed product h ·.., aJ..o -.tandan.l practice to make
trial C} linders of the mi\ at \ar} ing cement content. and ~ ith 'ie\ era! 3\ ailable ..,oJ! . -,ubject
these test q hnder~ to -.tandard AST\1 ~ et-dr}
and freeze-tha~ te-.h before e tabh-.hmg a mix
for an.} parucular job The folio~ ing mformat on
on cement requirement\ i-. -,ugge ... ted a-, a ba'il'>
for conducting field te'lt'i of soil-cement mi\ture5: (Te-:.h -,hould he made well in ad ..·ance of
actual ~ork.)
Sand} soli. ~ell graded: 8. 10. and I~ percent
cement ~111 harden 79 percent uf these ..,uib. A
fe\\ ~•II require cement \Oiumes of 19 percent or
more.
Coar e. httle binder I~ and 14 percent cement
~ill harden '3 percent of the . . e . . oils. A fe\\ may
require up to 18 percent cement
Silt soil: 1~. 14. and 16 percent cement will
harden 69 percent of the.-.e ,OJ!'i. \\ hile ~8 percent
\',ill requut: 18 percent or O\er
Clay -.oils 14. 16. and 18 percent cement is
required to harden most of the-,e -.oil "hile a
few will need cement content a h1gh a-. ~I percent.
A defini te trend IS obliervable for the cement
requirement to increase as the silt and cia>- content of the f>Orl rise~ Hea\ 1er cia} soli · not only
require h1gher cement content. but are much
harder to handle and place than are the lighter
and more ...and} t} pe..,. the5e heavy soil should
be avorded if at all po-.-.rble
A simple test to determine claS'ilfication and
gradation of soli rna} be made as follows :
I. Fill a stra1ght-s1ded jar about one-third full
of earth "hrch has been -.creened by a '\o 4
sie"'e (about 1 /~th mch).
~ Add \\ ater to fill jar about t\\ o-third full.
3. CoHr jar and ·hake "igurousl\ until all of
the earth 1 m su pens1on
4. Allo\\- earth to settle until the \arious particle- ize dt'-'i 1ons are\ ISible (about 30 minu tes).
The coarser material. ~o . 4 (about !/4th mch)
to '\o. 10 (about 3/32nd inch) "ill -.ettle to the

,
bolt om 1fi!!, II
\:o

I~ 1

1 he med1um- 1zed matenal.

10 fJb\ ul ; ~~nd mchJ

w "'o .

.!0 (about I

6.!th m~.hl II th\.:n dtll' fhe fine material and
coll01d
t ..m l.thtHll I 6-!th mchl to :-.;o. ~00
1 1hout ~ 0 th n...
nll 'm tiler. \\ill n e w the
top.
A lWOi.l th mhuuon of all p.1rticle ,Jze, frl m

l.trge ltl -.m,dl md1 nl~' a "ell gr.tded soil. The
,oil i. . poorl\ graded 1f all parudc" are umform 10
'iu. or 1i thcrc:- j, .tn ab . . encl' of intermdiate ,ize .... If the 'i ... ible p;trticks I up 10 200 -.ie\ e I make
up more than '' oe ('en I l,f the '• mrk. the.., ,JJ i,
coar,e-gratnl'd. ~oJI, containing Je,, than '0 percent\ i'ihle p. t 1. l ' .m~ fine-c ned It the ,,Jmpk hemg te,tcd"' 11nc-gramcJ ,oJI. cnar:-..e . . anJ
1'\ o -l to ~o. 101 mu't be added w make up 50
pe:~.ent ,,r the \hlble pt~rticle, to pr<'' Je <~ ,u·tthle -.oil for makinc ,oil-cement ~o I 'amp t:'
'hould then be te,l~: d \\ uh \elf\ mg P'- ··cent~gt:'
of cemenr w dctNminl' optimum mi\. If tinting h
req Jired to m.ttch propo,ed \\ ~ !.. ~.ement .:olor
,h,)uld he .tdmJ\eJ \.hmng the-.l' te'h

Treatment Curing

Soil-cement rna\ be ml\cd

b~

hand for . . mall

JOh' or m a 't"nJc~rd pJc~,ter mi\er \\ ith rotctllng
blade' It 1' d1tficult to handle in a drum t~ pe

ml\er. and cannot be \\ orked to ad· antage unle" in a pJa,tic condition It 'hould be n:,ilient
from the hegmmng to keep the \\ l rJ..men from
au ding uncontrollcll .tmtlunh of '' .tter. It need
not hl' o 1hm a' 10 h~? .. buttered on .. '~hen u,eJ
,,, a morr .. r. hut 'hlHIId be pla:-..ti'- enough 'o that
\\hen thl' stone j, ~et and tappet! in plaLe. the
mort.H ''ill flo" to meet the inequahue-, l n the
. . urface of Ihe 'tonl'. Thl' '' eake• 1 part of '\UCh
+:. n'truction i' the bond. f he 'tone 'hnu d be
\\ell d.tmpeneJ Ill .ud the mortar in adhering. and
to pre\ en t the tone from nb-.orbing e\ce" moi,ture from the mortar. It take:-. atle.t't ..,e,en d-1~'
of damp curing for . . oil-cement 10 ... t:t-the , .. me
a:-. other cement mixe,. Tt e 'arne prel..tUtion-.
'hould he taken m curing ,oJJ-cement a' .tre taken \\ ith portland or ma,onr. ~encnt . J...eep it
J.tmp under \\et edfth. ,,KJ.., or mher co,ering.

FIGURE 9 So11-cement m neavy cross sect1on shown here for the repair of slab-house walls (Basket Maker 111 p1thouse S1te Bc-51 Chaco Canyon National Monument. N M )

.....
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FIGURE 10 Formed SOli-cement m retammg secuons of f111 whiCh must be stab1hzeo to show oort1ons ol
structures on varymg levels (Great K1va m the plaza of Chettro Kettle Ru&n Chaco Canyon Nat1onal Manumen: N M)
SOIL-BITUMEN MORTARS
~l\11-hilllnll.'n . 111 ,,,rhall 'L.thillll:J .. uil. j, .t
.' .. \tu e llf ernuJ,,tlcJ "'J"h.llt mJ .. nil '' ith ,uffil.lent ml\10£ \\ ,He r for the purpo'e intended .
Lpon e'apor,1110n of the miX&nl! \\ater. the 'oil
part11.le are left co,crc.:d ''ith a thin film of bitumen There.: 1 no hem1cal acuon in,oiHd. nor
dl)C the.: hnu men ct ,, a bmder. glue. or other
\;emenung u.:c.: nt In .til 01l-b1tumen mi\e . the
,trength of the.: re .. ultmg produc1 depend' 'olel~
uplln the ohc.: I\ c.: 1 uon or qual it~ of the Ia~
partie e' m the otl
In the l mmc.:rc1al fidd . the u . . e of oil-bitumen h.t been ltm ned to the manufacture of
brt ... k, for hutld mg con.,trJo..tton One point that
,, hrou!!ht lHtt m 'pec1n ... auon' for bu1lding' of
th1, t~ pe '' th.tl manuf.tcturer' l)f cmul,&ficd bitumen' do not re om mend the u e of thdr product
on mortar fM ewnc .. tabl11zed hrtck or adohe .
The\ recom mt'nd on I) the u,e of 1 'and- on rete

mortar" ithout the additilln of lime On the other
hand. cxperimenh conduc ted h) the U.S. Office
of Indian Alf.m, "ith ,L, hili1ed Jdobe'l md&catc
that a 'oil-bitumen nhHtnr. u'cd in the ,,1mc proportion' a' that for .tdlJbe'i . rna~ be 'ucct ,,full~
emplo}ed (Hubbel. 194~ . p. 91).
The fir,t exten 1\C U\e of ,oil-bitumen in ruin'
'tab&hzallon ''a~ m tde b~ the C.C.C. Mobile
L;nu at Chaco Can~on ~ational \ lonument m
19r. lh u'e "a' dictated h\ funds quite limited
m pJOportion to the number of man-da~' a\ ailable for labor Since the termination of that program. the u e of oil-bitumen ha' been limited to
mall area of plat mg. \\alk\\ a} and imilar application .
Durability
Proper!~ made nnd l.tid 'oll-hitumen projech
are durahle a' demon,trated b~ job-.. at Pueblo
Bonito. \\ 1j1j1. Km Khzhin and Aztec Ruin ...
ompleted from 19~"' to 1940. \\ ith a ie\\ e\cep-
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VEGETABLE MATTER
WATER
COARSE
FINE
VERY FINE

FIGURE 11. Distribution of soil and vegetal material after step 4 of soil gradation.

tions which can be traced to poor technique, ·this
work is standing up well. Its useful life without
repairs is estimated at 25 to 30 years. Where unsatisfactory results have occurred, often in applications not connected with stabilization such as
plaster, roof platings, thin walks, etc., failure
can be attributed to three primary causes: A durable soil-bitumen mix cannot be made where the
soil contains more than 2 percent of soluble salts.
Lack of proper tests for salts resulted in several
failures. Improper amounts of bitumen, in an
excess over that necessary to waterproof the
clay particles in the soil, results in excessive
shrinkage and a total lack of bond. Improper applications result in failure, as in thin plating and
roof coverings where it was mistakenly presumed that the bitumen would provide more
strength than that inherent in the soil.
Failures of soil-bitumen in ruins stabilization
are seen in these instances: 1) where it was used
in very thin "membrane capping" (failures were
the result of cracking and lack of bond, not loss
of waterproofing); 2) very thin vertical patches at
the sides of doorways where there was lack of
sufficient bond with the remaining wall (some
failures were also due to excessive use of bitumen in the mix); and 3) vertical sections and
patches at corners in doorways, etc., which were
subject to heavy visitor traffic.
The most satisfactory employment of soil-bitumen is seen in: i) heavy capping where three to
five courses of masonry were relaid in the mortar
(most effective in thick core-type walls where

there is an excess of mortar over stone); 2) in
areas of large patches; and 3) in repairs made to
correct basal erosion in damp areas. Soil-bitumen mortars are far more moisture resistant than
other types.
Evaluation

Present day uses of soil-bitumen are rather
limited and no extensive data are presented here.
Details on testing, strengths, water permeability,
selection of soils, etc., can be found in several
publications, including Specifications, Bitadobe
Brick and Building Conforming to Minimum
Requirements Approved by Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference (supplied by American
Bitumuls Co., 200 Bush Street, San Francisco,
Calif.); Technical Paper No. 53, Hydropel Emulsified Asphalt, issued by the American Bitumuls
Company; Bulletin BMS 78, Structural. Heat
Transfer and Water Permeability Properties of
Five Earth Wall Constructions, National Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D.C.; and in an unpublished manuscript, "Interim Report on Experimental Ruin Stabilization at Wupatki National Monument" (Buchenberg, Ms., 1946) on file,
Arizona Archeological Center, National Park
Service, Tucson, Ariz.)
The first requisite of soil or soil-bitumen mortars is that it contain not more than 2 percent soluble salts. If there is doubt, the soil should be
tested by a competent laboratory because the
deleterious effects of the salts will not become
apparent until some time after the mortar has
been laid. If it is satisfactory in this respect, the
next requirement is that it contain from 30 to 45
percent clay, or combined silt and clay, which
will pass a 200-mesh screen. Should the only
soils obtainable contain too large a percentage of
clay, they may be tempered by the addition of .
sand.
Trial bricks can be made using 4 to 8 percent
bitumen by weight to roughly determine the best
proportions of bitumen to be added. After a
drying period of two weeks, the bricks can be
examined for shrinkage and cracking. Those that
are satisfactory in this respect can be further
tested by soaking in water, or subjected to a
stream of water to determine their resistance to
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FIGURE 12 A close-up v1ew of a well gradea so11
after susoens1on m water and settling

ero aon. In general. the mo t au factor~ m1:\e
"111 be tho.. e "h1ch are "ctter-re 1 tant but do not
contain an exce~ of bitumen .
Dunng hol. dry v. eather. soll-b1tumen cappmg
and plating v. ill require .. orne protection to pre.. ent too rapid dr} ing and re uhant cracking.
Probabl} the be t and ea ie t co .. ering to appl} 1
damp ...oil. preferabl} a light and} loam that
dampen ea ... il} . It can be applied after the ~ur
face ha become firm and it need not be re·
mo\ ed.
CONCRETE ADMIXTURES

Emubified a phalh are added to concrete and
cement mortar at the time of mixing to reduce
moiSture ab-.orption. They are intended for u'e
1n foundation and mortar': manufacturer' cla1m
a reduction in moi~ture ab,orption of from ~, to
M5 percent. Claim' are abo made for incre.t . . ed
v. orkability and con equent reduction in the
v.:ater-cement ratio.
Asph•lt Types

Experiment ha\ e been made "ith a hea''
a'phalt called "Floor Ma,tic Binder" intended
for use in floor and foundations . It v.a~ incorporated in concrete used a' a found,1tion for damp
ki-.:a walls . Tv.o drav.bach v.:ere encountered :
Fir..,t . it v.as e tremel) hard to handle. it ga' e the
concrete a mota e... -tike con J;;tenq thJt could
not be poured . ho' eled or trov. eled Se(ondl}.
n v.a ... coal-black. which requ1red that 11 be v.ell
d1:-.gui,ed v. ith ...oil pointmg. It "ould appear to
be un:satisfactory a a mortar.
The emubified a'>phalt knov. n b} the trade
name of H} dropel and intended pecificall) for
u'e in mortar "a ati..,factoril) emplo) ed in
damp Y.alb m Chenro Kettle during t9r. It "a
al o used succe full} at the large \lr e't Rum.
Aztec. for the construction of curtain wall along
the foundation-. of room "here capillary moi . . ture and ero'lion of ba at -.tone-. "ere creaung
e\ ere problem' and threatened the collap')e of
upper" all ecuon . It color i omev. hat dark.
nnd it appear to be unaffected b) mortar color
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incorporated in the mix. This is a minor inconvenience and, if necessary, can be overcome by
pointing with soil or other native mortars.
Mortar Colors

Concrete mortars should be tinted with dry
earth colors to properly blend with the remainder
of the structure. Correct shades of mortar or
cement colors are often difficult to obtain from
local sources. Color charts may be obtained fro~
manufacturers and the materials ordered well m
advance of the intended starting date. Note
should be made that the colors are certified lime
proof, non-fading, and that 85 percent will pass a
200-mesh screen.
Samples should be made up in advance of actual work to test the reaction of the color to the
particular cement in use; some brands of cement
are harder to color than others. Color and texture
of the sand aggregate affect the final product
very noticeably. If possible, sand that matches
the ruin should be selected. The color of the dry
mix is a fair guide to the appearance of the completed mix, but in any event do not use more than
10 percent color since it may affect the strength
of the concrete.
Add the color to the dry cement first. It is most
convenient to mix a quantity of the cement and
color in a large can or half barrel. It does not
matter too much if all the various batches are not
exactly the same shade; in fact, it may be necessary, where much mortar is exposed, to change
tints often to duplicate changes in the original
material.
BONDING AGENTS

The problem of bonding new mortar or concrete to old surfaces so that it will remain permanently in place has been the subject of considerable research and development, particularly in
the decade 1958-1968. Only two companies and
their products will be mentioned, since excellent
results have been obtained with their products
under field conditions. However, this discussion
is not intended to denigrate other firms which
may be manufacturing similar products of equal
merit.

In the commercial field, it was found that a
straight portland cement grout would provide an
adequate bond between the new and old concrete, but only if the new section were thick and
heavy, if edges were square cut, and if the enti~e
patch area were roughened and cleaned. Th1s
requires considerable time and effort. The grout,
too, must be mixed and applied very carefully.
Too much moisture in the grout causes shrinkage
and subsequent cracking; too little results in
bond failure. The topping has to be applied when
the grout hardens to the proper point of setting.
This laborious, complicated, and time consuming
method was necessary to secure an integral bond
between new and old concrete. Even with these
precautions, failures were all too common. Under many conditions, it became evident that portland cement grout by itself could not provide an.
adequate bond.
In an attempt to solve this problem, the first
bonding agents were developed, i.e., rubber latex, polyvinyl acetate emulsions, and compounds with an asphalt base. ~ut natural r~bber
latexes are affected by alkahes present m cement, and therefore tend to break down. They
also oxidize in the presence of air. The use of
bituminous materials resulted in a resilient surface but had scarcely any advantage as bonding
agents.
Chemists approached the problem from the
• most promising of these directions. It was well
known that polyvinyl acetates have excellent
adhesive properties and, in emulsion form, are
compatible with all mortars and concretes. They
are relatively inexpensive. Unfortunately, these
materials are also normally water soluble. They
tend to re-emulsify and weaken when continuously exposed to moisture, as in outdoor applications or on cellar walls. Chemists then discovered a method whereby high polymer resins can
be internally plasticized to withstand'exposure to
moisture and vapors without re-emulsifying, yet
retain their superior adhesive qualities. Daraweld is such a commercial product. When properly used, it will not soften or disinte~rate because of moisture, and can be used m damp
areas, both indoors and outdoors. It will also
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stop most leaks in below-grade masonry. The
coupling action of colloidal resin particles is so
strong in Daraweld grouts and mortars that they
will bond not only to concrete and masonry, but
to tile, wood. steel and glass. Containers and
tools used in handling Daraweld must be cleaned
with water immediately after use. Mixed in proportions ranging from I: I to I :4 with water, in
the usual grouting or pointing mortar. it has been
used very effectively in numerous ruins repair
jobs. Also, where thin patches, overlays or tinted plasters are employed, it can be mixed with
water and soil to form a very durable soil mortar.
Daraweld mixed I: 1 with water, sprayed or
brushed on an adobe or soil mortar surface such
as the eroding front portions of Montezuma Castle and followed by patching or plastering with
soil mortar which matches the original. will provide an excellent bond for the new work. In 1960
this same mixture was applied as a spray to the
floor of an early pithouse site, an interpretive
archeological exhibit, near Montezuma Well.
This treatment has been a major factor in prolonging the preservation of a fragile exhibit.
Daraweld is manufactured by the Dewey and
Almy Chemical Division of theW. R. Grace and
Company, with offices in Cambridge, Mass.;
Chicago, Ill.; San Leandro, Calif.; and Montreal,
Canada. It is sold in 1-, 5-, 29-, and 54-gallon
drums, available through prominent construction
supply firms in most of the larger cities.
The Dow Chemical Company of Midland,
Mich., manufactures a Dow Latex 560, which,
added to cement mortar, provides increased
adhesive or bonding strength, better compressive. tensile, and flexural strength. and improved
alkali and dilute acid resistance. This material
provided an excellent bond and the necessary
strength for a stone masonry retaining wall anchored to bedrock on a 60 percent slope in
Mummy Cave. Canyon de Chelly.
WOOD PRESERVATIVES

Most modern treatments for the preservation
of wood are based upon poisons such as pentachlorphenol which prevents the growth of fungi.
They may be used in stabilization for preserva-
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tion of replaced timbers. or for the treatment of
wood members already in place. Some of the
newer preservatives, sold in gallon lots or more,
contain both pentachlorphenol and silicone, thus
providing combined protection against fungi and
moisture. Some preparations are sold in concentrated form and are designed to be mixed with
petroleum oils. Kerosene and very light fuel oils
or napthas have been found 'satisfactory. It is
suggested that prior to actual use, tests be made
with the wood involved. Some preparations will
produce "blooming," the appearance of iridescent colors on the surface. Since this is apparently due to the petroleum dilutent, various types
can be tried and those with the best appearance
employed. A word of caution: when mixing and
handling these preparations, extreme care must
be taken to protect the eyes and face. Limited
contact with the hands is not serious, but prolonged contact must be avoided.
Application

New material or beams which have been removed and are to be replaced can best be treated
by soaking. Timbers in place are harder to handle. Exposed parts can be painted in several applications, but the portions of any timbers which
need treatment most are those embedded in walls
or other parts of the structure. The most satisfactory solution though not perfect is to drill a l/2 or
3/4ths-inch hole on an angle into the embedded
end and keep this full of solution until it has
soaked through to the surface, plugging the hole
after the treatment.
NON-TOXIC INSECTICIDE

Silica aerogel, an excellent non-toxic powder,
has been used effectively in recent years to treat
ceiling and roof timbers in situ which were heavily infested with powder post beetles and other
insects. A special rubber syringe with adaptable
nozzles, filled with powder, is used to dust the
borings and larvae runs. The powder causes
death by suffocation.
SILICONE WATER REPELLENTS

The long history of waterproofing agents applied to prehistoric structures, particularly those
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of soil construction at Casa Grande National
Monument, is reviewed elsewhere in this volume. The history was one of failure. Failure in
almost every instance was due to the fact that the
waterproofing compounds always formed an
impervious skin or surface. Moisture absorption
from the soil below the wall, differential expansion of the pervious surface and the wall interior,
and other factors forced a separation of the treated surface from the remainder of the wall. The
damage caused by loss of the treated surface was
often greater than that from natural weathering.
While these waterproofings were suitable for
such hard surfaces as brick or limestone, they
were not applicable in the treatment of soil walls.
Additional difficulty was encountered where
treatments discolored the aboriginal surface or
gave it a sheen or gloss.
Silicone waterproofings developed for abovegrade masonry in the 1960's (late spinoffs from
American technical developments in World War
II) provide a water repellent surface and avoid
many of the difficulties encountered with the
older type. Their effectiveness is based on their
peculiar surface structure. They do not form an
impervious skin. Rather, when applied to masonry and other semiporous material, their surface
be~omes a network iof small open cells or pores
which repel water. It also permits moisture, en~r~pped within the wall, to evaporate through
this honeycomb surface. As a result, there has
been no separation of treated surface from the
remainder of the wall in structures which were
t~e.ated as long as 10 years ago. Furthermore, the
s.Ihcone preparations do not form a glossy or noticeable surface. The treated surface will appear
s~mewhat. darker for some time after applicatiOn, but disappears within a few weeks.
Umitatlons

Silicone water repellents do not harden surfa.ces to which they are applied. If the surface is
~nable before treatment, it will remain so followmg treatment. Should the repellents be applied to
areas t~at are brushed by heavy visitor traffic or
otherwise. abraded, regular inspection must be
made t? msure that the treatment is not lost.
InspectiOns made during a rain will instantly dis-

close areas on which the repellent is no longer
effective.
Silicone Types and Content

The basic silicones for water repellents are
made by a few large manufacturers. They are
then processed by other manufacturers into a
bewildering array of masonry and other water
repellents. Of the types w-hich have been tested
for use on monolithic soil or masonry structures,
only those which have a hydrocarbon base or
vehicle are approved. Other types, with a water
base and caustic action, may prove satisfactory
but have not as yet undergone sufficient testing
to be recommended.
When testing of silicone products began, a
number of producers were contacted regarding
the guaranteed silicone content of their products.
One manufacturer assured a silicone content of
not less than 5 percent and not more than 8 percent. This was the highest percentage guaranteed, although one manufacturer offered to produce a water repellent at any desired silicone
content. As a result of these inquiries, all testing
and application of silicone water repellents in the
Southwest has been made with material having a
silicone content of not less than 5 percent. It
should be made clear, however, that a 5 percent
content will be too high for very low porosity
substances such as granite, and that the silicone
content should be adjusted to the porosity of the
material on which it is used.
Application

To date, applications of silicone water repellents have been made on the following structures: south wall of the "Big House" at Casa
Grande and numerous walls in Compound A
(figs. 13, 14) which had been previously covered
with a soil-cement coating, and heavy soil-cement sections in Compound B. At Tumacacori
the entire granary was treated and ~m application
was made on the patched upper surface of the
barrel-vault roof on the sacristy.
The applications on the above structures were
made because of the extreme porosity of their
surfaces and their susceptibility to weathering.
Silicone water repellents should greatly extend
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the life of cement mort.tr cappmg and imilar
repair HO\\ e\ er on t\ p1 .tl porou' ~outh\H~,t
ern -.tructure Ill' recommended that nt) application he made at a rate greater than I gallon to 50
quare feet o\ppll , t1on 1 be t made b~ a lo"
pre 'ure pra~ adJU'ited o that a \ er~ coar'e
:-.tream 1' produ~ed . Do not u-se a fine pra~. -\pplic.ttttln 'hould be he:n ~ enough 'l) that there i~
a rundown llf from flto inche' beiO\\ the strip
heine 'fHa~ed . fhe h}drocarhon \Chicle is toxic
if breathed in a confined -.pace. and it i important that "or!\ men "ear an .tpprO\ ed t} pe painter"' ma'l\ or re . . pir.ttor.

·-..

--

-

....-.. -.

m hardenmg floor of 'uch exhibit a pit hou'e .
floor'" nh pecial feature .... and po"ibl~ the .. oil
\\all' of pit hou'e') and 'imilar 'ub,tructure .
One t) pe of pol} t~ rene in pellet form "ill dis'ol\ e m benzene. Penetration of thi' oluuon
mto 011 1 excellent. The re ult i~ an impregnated 'oil "h1ch i' \~ aterproof and re istant to most
.tcid" or other ~;uh-.tance-. \\. hich "ould be encountered on a substructure. Ho\\ e\ er. it is not
dur.thle enough to be "all\ed upon. This rna~ he
the re ult cf improper technique in applic ltlon.
since pol~ st~ rene is a thermosetting pla-.tiC and
may require additional heat in order to reach il\
maximum strength. On the other hand compounds of greater impact . . trength. nO\\ bemg
te,ted. rna\ pro\ide ,ufficiently durable "ithout
the addition of heat <; me emubified type of
pol} eth! lene in liqwd c rm. u'ed for 'trengthening a \ariety of produch from a~bestos 'hingle-.
to paperboard,, al'o rna~ be \Uilable for these
application,.
Epox! re~in ... uch as Bakelite"s re in ~o. E R
L 2795 are recei\ ing increa,ing commercial u'e
for application' ranging from cement"ng preca-.t
curb' and gutters on (.Oncrete roadv.a\s to the
cementing of loo'e -.eu1on of coal m1ne roof-;
( The Ctla/ Aee. \iO fl ~ Jan . l95 .. l

FIGURE 13 West wall of Compound A Immediateafter a ra1n The light areas treated w1th stf1cone
epelled water The darker areas were untreated
and absorbed mo1sture rapidly (Casa Grande
Rums National Monument Anz \
PLASTIC AND RESIN COMPOUNDS

The u'e of pl.1 liC m nun' ... tabilizauon 1' m
the expenmental ;,tage I he} appear to ha\ e
,orne u e m the pecml apph ation' noted belo"
There 1' an .tlmo-st unllmlled number of pla,tic
.:ompoumh of the pol~ eth~ lcne and pol} . . t~ rene
t~ pe' 1 he\ .tre ~pec1fic.tll} compounded for a
\ anet~ of u e
orne. "hich are produceo in
pellet or gr tnular form. can be d1' ol\ ed n • arIOU ,oh ent . the l\ pe dependine upon the charSome pia tic coating'
acteri t1 of the pla.,u
can he di-.,OI\ cd tn ".tter. !"he thought he hind
recent experiments 1-s that pla,tic' rna~ find a u"e

FIGURE 14 West wall of Comoound A one year
after the application of Silicone waterproofmg . Two
hatrhne cracks were flllea The untreated smears of
plaster have absorbea mo1sture. wh1le the treated
wall rematns dry. (Casa Grande Rums Nat1onal
Monument. Anz )
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The most promising new product on the market is a concrescent epoxy adhesive of the Adhesive Engineering Company, San Carlos. Calif., a
firm which has perfected a structural concrete
bonding process. Introduced within the past 10
years, this process may have application in structural repair of ruins. particularly those with
cracked masonry walls.
By this method. all crack surfaces are temporarily sealed except for occasional open ports. A
gun is placed against one of the ports and an extremely strong, fast-setting epoxy injected into
the crack at pressures of up to 300 p.s.i. When all
ports have been filled, the temporary surface seal
is removed. The epoxy is forced under pressure
throughout the entire crack system. totally filling
lateral and hairline cracks. Crack depth is no limitation.
The equipment used is compactly contained on
a small, easily· maneuvered two-wheeled hand
truck. It consists of two containers holding the
components of the fast curing, two-part epoxy
adhesive (the resin and the curing agents) used
for injection, and power driven pumping equipment that provides pressure for the operation.
Two flexible hoses extend from the truck to the
hand-held injection gun. The two-part epoxy is
fed through these and mixed in a special in-line
mixing chamber at the gun.
Several conditions must be met if this technique is to be successful in ruins stabilization: 1)
as is the case for whatever method is used to
repair cracks in walls, the cause of the cracks
must be eliminated; 2) optimum pressure for
injection of the epoxy is to be determined, preventing any possible hydraulic pressure which
might damage the remainder of the wall; and 3)
provisions must be made for injecting epoxy at
depths beneath the face of the wall, leaving sufficient space to perform surface repairs which will
match surrounding masonry and thus obscure
the epoxy-filled cracks.
While it is doubtful that the day is fast approaching when an entire site can be indefinitely
preserved in either plastics or resins. some of the
new materiais now under test may provide solutions to specific preservation problems.
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HYDROZO CLEAR COATING

A preservative spray which has enjoyed considerable success in the Eastern United States,
particularly on stone and brick masonry, is Hydrozo Clear Coating. It was first produced in the
early 1900's by E. E. Blackman, State Archeologist for the Nebraska State Historical Society in
Lincoln, Nebr. According to the manufacturer's
literature, Blackman "discovered and unearthed
ancient pottery shards in a very wet soil that
normally would have caused their disintegration,
and further study at the Museum showed a resinous substance was responsible for their unique
preservation. Several years of research and experimentation were necessary before this resin
was reproduced by Mr. Blackman as Hydozite;
and he then perfected a liquid formula, Hydrozo
Clear Coating, for masonry and other porous
surfaces." Since that time, the Hydrozo Products Company has produced other water repellent coatings for above and below grade stone
and brick masonry, as well as for wood and concrete.
Only the Hydrozo Clear Coating will be considered here. The National Park Service has used
this coating to preserve the restoration of some
historical buildings, including Congress Hall in
Philadelphia; the Mission of San Carlos, St.
Augustine, Fla.; and the Old Meeting House in
Alexandria, Va. Resembling paint oil or turpentine. Hvdrozo Clear Coating consists of waterpro~{ synthetic gum in formula with a volatile
hydrocarbon thinner. It penetrates pores by capillary action, sealing the surface.
Percent
by weight
Analysis:
Synthetic Gum Resin Solids
Aliphatic Thinner

21
79
100

Percent
by volume
19
81
100

Specifications: Areas to be treated should be
given two coats of Hydrozo. All surfaces must
be dry and the temperature should be 55o F. or
higher. If there is water or heavy dampness apparent on the surface, it will repel the coating. At
temperatures lower than 55° F., Hydrozo may
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congeal on the surface. Surfaces must be clean,
free from cracks, and all repointing which is
needed should be done before application. If
alkali is apparent. it should be removed with a
brick cleaning compound or a solution of 15 percent muriatic acid. An acid, of course. should
never be used on such substances as lime mortars, limestone. or marble. Hydrozo Clear should
be applied with a wetting action and not by flooding. There should be very little if any run-down
of materials as opposed to the application of silicones mentioned above. Brush, roller or airless
spray may be used.
Hydrozo passes the ASTM submersion test
with a repellency rating of 98 percent. The coating is resistant to acids, alkali, moisture, salt
brine and sunlight. Mineral gum solids will penetrate l/4th inch or more below surface. The coating has been tested by the National Bureau of
Standards (Q.M. 095-S-Std. test report). It has a
minimum vapor transmission rate of 5.7 grams
per 100 square inches for a 24-hour period which
assures breathing. While Hydrozo may be applied at temperatures lower than 55° F., it must
be worked into the surface so that no material
remains to cause clouding. If clouding does occur, it will disappear with warm weather or a
light application of mineral spirits.
Hydrozo has limited use in the Southwest; it
should have more use, particularly on surfaces
of stone masonry, soil-cement veneer, and capping. Obviously, this gum and mineral based resin will not preserve friable adobe, but it will slow
deterioration of adobe walls that are firm at the
time of treatment.
HERBICIDES

The use of nonselective herbicides in keeping
areas free of weeds, particularly room interiors,
has had a brief history in the Southwest. First
trials of a wettable powder, "Telvar-W," were
made at Chaco Canyon in 1954. This small successful test was followed the next year by application at Aztec Ruins, Tuzigoot, and the Tumacacori National Monuments, and later at Gran
Quivira. We are particularly indebted to then
Superintendent John Stratton and Archeologist

Peck for the careful photographic and written
records of results at Tuzigoot. After three years'
use, they report excellent results in keeping
rooms and other areas clear of local weeds including Russian Thistle, Puncturevine, Arizona
Poppy and Trailing Four O'clock. The only vegetation which persisted were small clumps of an
unidentified bunch grass. Less complete records
from other areas indicate similaz success in eradicating local weeds.
The only herbicide which has been well tested
by the Stabilization Unit is this wettable powder,
"Telvar-W." Numerous other herbicides are on
the market, many of which may prove equally
effective. Some types containing large percentages of borax, and which require heavy concentrations, were not tested. It was feared that the
borax might produce undesirable leaching in
masonry walls. Beginning in 1968, the staff at
Chaco Canyon turned to the soil sterilant weed
killer termed NS-610, a product of the National
Chemsearch Corporation. Fast acting, nonselective, and low in toxicity, this product effectively kills all grass and weeds for a full season or
longer, and is used successfully in the large open
sites at Chaco Canyon. One to two gallons of
NS-610 diluted with 10 gallons of water will sterilize 1,000 square feet applied in a coarse, wet
spray.
In general, nonselective herbicides act upon
the root systems of plants and sterilize the soil
for varying periods of time, depending upon the
rate of application, porosity of the soil and
amount of rainfall. Application after the growing
season begins and plants have attained some size
is not as effective as applications made at the
start of the growing season when plants are in the
seedling stage. In any case the manufacturer's
directions should be followed for· maximum
effectiveness.
Herbicides, as described above, are. authorized for use in keeping rooms and small areas
within sites free of weeds. Their use is far more
economical than hand cutting or hoeing. In larger
areas where a large expanse of barren ground
might be objectionable, consideration should be
given to low types of ground cover or sod where
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such can be established. In any event, herbicides
must be strictly controlled to prevent washing
into areas of valuable plantings.
POISONS AND RODENT REPELLENTS

In some archeological locations extensive
damage can be caused by rodents, particularly
rats and ground squirrels burrowing through or
under masonry or adobe walls. Rodents have
been particularly destructive in the cliff dwellings at Tonto National Monument where the
structures are located in a dry cave, and at the
schoolhouse at Tumacacori where the adobe is
enclosed within a modern protective structure.
Rodents at the schoolhouse had found a protected runway between the original walls and those
of the enclosing structure.
In areas of moderate infestation and where the
affected structure is somewhat isolated, as at the
Tumacacori schoolhouse, poisons are effective.
Needless to say, extreme care must be exercised
in their use. It is recommended that only those
poisons employing a warfarin base be permitted.
(Warfarin based rodenticides are stocked by
GSA.) The warfarin base has a cumulative effect
and must be consumed repeatedly over a period
of time to be fatal. Such poisons are not as dangerous as those containing arsenic, strychnine
and similar quick-acting ingredients. In any
event, the poison should be placed in an approved bait station with a locked cover.

In areas of heavy infestation and in areas
where· the population is extremely dens~ in the
immediate vicinity, poisons have limited usefulness unless a determined effort is made to reduce
the rodent population over a wide area. In such
instances the use of poisons should be combined
with repellents which act to repel rodents from
selected areas. Various areas in the Southwest
participated in a recent test of rodent repellents
on a small scale; the limited tests indicate that
such materials, either in liquid or pellet form,
might prove successful. Further tests in confined
archeological sites are being continued.
A general list and evaluation of r~ference .material on repellents used to protect pme seedhngs
is available from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, entitled Compar!son of 2
Rodent Repellents in Broadcast Seedmg Douglas-fir, May 1957.
A note of caution is in order. Pesticides have
assumed both national and international significance. Their use and misuse have seriously affected the environment. Before toxic chemicals
are employed in an eradication program, including those briefly listed here, the user. should c.onsult with State (Agricultural Extension Service)
and Federal (Interior) authorities for up-to-date
information regarding restrictions, prohibitions,
and alternative materials or methods for conducting a pest control program.

4 Techniques and Controls

EROSION FROM CAPILLARY WATER

areas by settling or collapse. The surface disintegration of a masonry wall is caused by the movement of water through it. The damage occurs at
the point where the moisture leaves the masonry
and comes in contact with the air. Even soft
sandstone which is continually damp below
ground surface remains in fair condition so long
as it is not exposed to alternate cycles of wetting
and drying. Where one side of a wall remains
damp from contained fill, the damage occurs not
on that side but on the opposite side at the point
where entrapped moisture comes in contact with
the air.
The area of efflorescence and decay may be at
some distance above ground level-at the limit
of capillary rise from moist soil (fig. 15). It may
be toward the upper part of a retained damp fill,
or in a protected location where there has been
surface absorption from melting snow. For example, the moisture content of a silty-loam fill
from within a drained area at Pueblo Bonito was
found to be 16 percent in a month when precipitation was less than 1/2 inch (.42). Similar erosion of face stone may be observed in cave sites
even though the walls are based on bedrock.
Moisture is derived from the drip of melting
snow, rainfall, or seepage on the cave floor (fig.
16). Where masonry is constructed of a durable
stone, or there is thick bedding of the mortar,
this efflorescence first becomes noticeable and
more pronounced in the mortar than in the stone.
At open sites in more nothern latitudes, most
of the capillary water in soils or structures is de-

Capillary water is a term used to designate
moisture in walls and fill and is considered as
"ordinary water which occurs in small voids so
that the surface tension of the water becomes an
important factor in determining its behavior"
(Plummer and Dore, 1940, p. 59). Use of this
term will distinguish it from hygroscopic moisture which surrounds and is closely associated
with the individual soil grains and cannot be
evaporated by air drying. Gravitational water, on
the other hand, is that occurring in sufficiently
large amounts to behave according to usual hydraulic laws. Percolation down through fill
against a structure might be considered as gravitational water but, for the purpose of handling in
ruins stabilization, there is no difference between
percolation and capillary water since it rapidly
becomes the latter.
This section deals with moisture entering masonry walls either by upward movement of capillary moisture or the outward movement through
walls of moisture entrapped in fill areas. Capillary moisture acts either upon the aboriginal soil
mortar in the masonry, or upon the softer varieties of sandstone and is one of the major factors
in the disintegration of ruins, particularly in excavated sites. It is also one of the most troublesome conditions to control.
The effect of erosion caused by moisture at the
base or !ower portions of a wall becomes rapidly
cumulative. Erosion of narrow but long sections
results in severe damage to or loss of higher
33
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rhed from meltmg nov. . de,prte the fact that
precrpnat ron from nu nfall rna} be hea' ier during
other· ea on' of the 'ear. There i little ~urface
mo' ement of thr moi,ture : it j, absorbed into
the orI or v. all rmmcdratel} upon melting. For
thr rea on. 11 '' e\ tre mel\ difficult to control h\
ditching. uhng. dr}-barreling or other drainage
mc,p.ures.
•

#

FIGURE 15 Damage caused by outward movement of mo1sture from f1ll behmd k1va wall. The
most severe d1s1ntegrat1on IS at the llm1t of capillary
nse Just below the concrete capprng (Clan Krva,
West Rum Aztec Rums Nat1onal Monument. N. M.)
EVALUATION OF METHODS

\1ethod,e mplo) cd m the pth t to pre\ent moi'ture from re.tchmc and hring ab,orbed b} v. alb
h:n c mduded ll ' urf.tce drainage . 2) 'Lb~urface
dramaee h\ mean of tile and era' el backfi .. . 3)
on trucuon of ·oncrete curtain ''alb t cut off
mo\ement ,,f \\,t ier .•tnd 4) 'ealing hack or '\Ub' urta e pMllon' of v.all \\llh rmper.rou l.Oatrnc
~ n e' Jlu,llrlm h1.1 been made of 21 fill retainrng v.aJI, ''hrch h.rd been reparred b) the abo\e
method . rndl\ rduall\ and in c o,V~bination . The"e
v. all retam from I ~to I I 2 'tories of fill behind
them . The e, .Juauon v. a, confined to walh
\\hich ''ere in the nHht hazardous LOndiuon. and

STAB I LIZATIOl':

v. hich v.ere con,idered to pre ent the greate't
problem . i.e .. v.all v. hr h v.ere of ~ o ft and

poor I~ cemented ~and tone,. u~uall} '' ithout
bedding planes and v. ith little resistance to
v.eathering. ample of deteriorating tone remO\ ed from Pueblo Bonito and O\ en drred to a
comtant v. eieht 'hov. moisture content of from .t
to 26 percent. Thin~ percent •., the theoretical
limit for ...and,tone,. Onl) v ,1ll .., here ero-.·on
from capillary moi ture took effect near the ha..,e
or center of the v. all v.: ere con,idered . Area-. that
required only capprng were excluded.
Of these ~I fill-ret,1ining v. Jlk I~ remained in
ecod to e\cellent condition after a period of 10 to
15 years. Eight -.hov. ed moisture absorption in
\ar;rng degrees. from .. mall damp spots that
appeared during the v. inter to four example'
v. here h has heen neces-.ar} to replace di-.integrated -.tone. Ele\en of the 13 v.al" ·n good condition v.:ere so located that it \.\3'> nece-.sar) to
prO\ ide drainage lines through the v. alb to the
e\terior. The other tv.o were in graded area .
Se\ en \\\. ~ treated after repair b\ the applicauon of c.1 seal coating on the re-.er ...e M fill ~ide .
Eight of th~ II drain-. \\ere 'till oper ti\e. Three
had become filled v. ith drifted sand
Wall., that remained in the ,. ery be'>t condition
were tho'>t 'lix v.: hich were ... ealed otf from the
moisturt rn the re tained fill h) a coating of imperviou' material. and v.: here the drainage remained
ope rative. It i., th r!> combination of factor\-prevention of mor'lture lh..,orption from the hanked
fill and remo\al of ... urface moi.,ture on the face
<;rde-v. hich gh:e, the be-.t re,ult . Of the remaming se\en v.all.., in good '-ondltion one had
been ..,eal coated on the re\er e rde but the
drainage plugged. a' it v.a-. n 1 ' other in'\t3'1Ces. Drainage remarned open in tv. o. and the
a ... t ·v.o of the 13 had required grading only. All
of the.,e v. ails are in good condition. but the} do
not 'hov. the ab olute freedom from moi-.ture a-.
do the ~i\ v. here -.eat coating v.: a' combined v. ith
drainage maintenance.
Of the remaining eight v. all'>. four v. ith large
damp area and four requiring repair. on I} tv. o
~a .. e been provided v. ith 'urface drain': both
became inoperati\e. 1 one had been 'leal coated.
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FIGURE 16 Damage as the result of ns1 ng moiSture from me1t1ng snow Note th at decay IS confined to the limit of capillary nse m the mo rtar colum n (Chff dwelling m Walnut Canyon Nat10nal
onumen t Anz)
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In the te-.ting and e' aluntion of m~thods for
the control of ero ion h} capillar~ \\ater. experimental " ails \\ere constructed using 'ariou
techn ique and mortar materiab . The te ts \\ere
conducted on quare area... that could be filled
'' ith "et -.oil and kept damp in accelerated
''eathering. The\ ha\C shO\\ n the foliO\\ ing results:
I. In the treatment of "tone. the oft friable
'pecimen' laid in the wall \\ere treated" 'th se\>eral commercial m.tsonry \\ "tterproofing-. (These
were t\.pe-. for below-ground ma~unry and are
not to he confused with aboH-ground repellenh
emplo} ing 'I lie. one-..) Clear t} pe-. did not pro"e
eiTec.:ti'e ~e..a\ier . opaque t}Pe' .. uch J'\ "Aquella" painted on all hut the expo.,ed '\Urface proved
etfecti\e in pre,~:nting moi.,ture ab-.orption into
the facing .,tont ~l ch tr~atment 1 time-conuming. and the p 1que t} pes are difficult to u e
becau-.e the treatment mu't be "'it~held from
expo,cd portion' of indi\ idu~ I -.tone.,
2. A test for moi-.ture rc-.1-.tance "'a' made
"ith concrete mortar contammg an emuls1fied
a-.phalt "h} dropel. .. Care \\a... taken to complete!~ embed the -.tone (except for the exposed
face) in thi" treated mortar. and to a\oid -.toneto-stone contact. .\ '>imilar method "a' emplo~ed in ..etting H p.ttc.:h 111 a continuou ... J~ damp

I hu ... the e1ght 1oore .. t e\nm ple., l.tcked both
Jr 11 na l!e .tnJ ,e,d ~~1. 1t1ng .. i\ nf the-,e eight
\\ all., \\t:re not prO\Ilh:J \\lt h drainage to the outIJc bee U' of lo ...ttiLl n (dee p room-, enclo-.ed
on all f 1u ''de b\ t\\ o or three roo m of fill). Of
t t r l)\ 1dc.:d '' ith a mea:-.ure of
' tl!-. -h tckfillmg .tg.tin't the ha-.e
th I!T.t\ t md then broken rock.
' 't nell d •nt Con 1derable \\ inddr ftcd l\ er th1 gra\ el backmade of I'.I ''alb (not
'iructed of and re paired "ith
l,ft ...tont: a' m the 21 tc~'ted
1
I 1ftctn rema med in good
ho'' ed l.trge " et area" "here
f tllure of dr.im.tce hnc.:o, had impound ed " ,tter
(fil.!, . 1- and J,)

FIGURE 17 Basal eros1on from captllary moisture
1s particu larly oamagmg 1n the mteriors of excavated Sites where dramage IS poor (West Rum , Aztec
Rums Nat1onal Monument, Aflz )
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ruin ~all. In the te t and in th~ rum ther~ ~a ... no
moi ture ab,orption through the mortar into the
stone The treated mortar i more re~istant than
plam concrete. and there appears to be no movement of moi ture along the line of bond between
stone and mortar.
3. In tone laid in o;oil-bitumen mortar. failure
became e\i ident first at the ba ... e. the area of
greatest mor')ture penetration. The stone became

RUI
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proper drainage. and 3 the employ)llent of a
moi ture-re i tant mortar Soecially treated mortar "ere the mo t re i tant. Ordinary concrete
mortar permined the pa sage of some moisture.
and 'oil-bitumen mortar ~ ac; unsausfactor} "'-o
te ts ~ere made on 'oil-cement mortar . but
work suh,equent to rhe ~eathering te t indicates
that thin mortars of soi'-cement ~ould be no
more resistant to the pa,sage of moisture than
was the soil-bitumen. and that such mortars al o
"ould pro\ie unsatisfactory for th1s specialized
application .
CONTROL OF CAPILLARY MOISTURE

The use erther of a concrete mortar whose
v.:ater resistant qualitres haH been rncrea ed b}
the addition of an emul'-.rfied a phalt c;1mrlar to
"h)dropel." or of special ~aterproof cements JS
recommended (Plastic, Medu ...a. or equal). In
either case the manufacturer\ recommendations
should be followed . In the cast: of "hydropel"' I
1/2 gallons per sack of cement are u ed
The severe undermming and basal
erosion of a wall resultrng from capillary moisture.
If left untreated, such walls soon collapse. (West
Rum Aztec Rurns Natrona! Monument, N. M.)

damp and there was progressive drsrntegration of
the ~urface . De..,pite the conditron of the stone.
the orl-bitumen mortar remained hard and dry.
It 1 e\ rdent that penetration of moisture \\.as due
to lack of bond between the mortar and the
stone.
.t In ..,tone set in ordinary concrete mortar
there "a' 'orne moisture penetrauon stone at
the ba'~ became damp and there ~as 'orne disintegration of the surface. The mortar also became
damp: it "a' e\iident that moi,ture had moved
through the mortar into the stone.
In ~urn mar} . the result of field u'e and accelerated "eathering tests indicate that maximum
control of percolating moisture from entrapped
fill and the ri'e of capillar} moi\ture i achieved
on I} b} a combinarion of C\ era I procedures· I)
'eating of the wall <h effectively as pov·.ible from
the moisture-hearing soil. 2) the mamtenance of

W1terproofing

For a workable mixture. the v.:ater or liquidcement ratio ~hould be kept at not more than rx
gallons per ... ack or cement. Thr hquid is to include the "h}'dropel" or other emulsified asphalt. In all probability. the liqUJd-cement ratio
can be reduced below the 6-gallon hm1t due to
increased workability obtained with the asphalt
admixture. The asphalt is added at the: tune of
m1xmg.
There is a great variation in type and gradation
of sand .... It is advi,able therefore to make trial
mixes to determine accurately the sand-cement
ratio requirement . In many area . mortar sand.
as opposed to concrete 'and. can be obtamed
from commercial \Ource~ . The ratio
probably range from I to 2 I/'! for the more finely graded Sand 'hould be clean and free from inclu.,ion., of dirt or organic impuriue ~fortar should
be thoroughly mixed . Thorough mrxing imprO\es
the plasticity and ~ orkability: e s mixing \l.ater
is required to obtain p oper \I.Orlong consistenq
when the mixing time" mcreased .
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FIGURE 19. Field control of moisture erosion. Wall depicted in section at left before treatment; following
stabilization at right.
Placement

In laying out stabilization for a wall deteriorating from moisture erosion, consideration must be
given to any proposed changes in the fill level
(fig. 19). Where the eroded wall also retains fill,
the treated mortar should extend somewhat higher than the eroded area to insure against possible
increases in the capillary rise. Thus, it is better to
include too much rather than too little mortar in
the area stabilized. While this might violate the
precept of keeping the replacement of prehistoric or original material at a minimum, it is desirable that the replacement be made all at one
time rather than over a period of years, as moisture works its way around too small a patch.

If breakdown of the lower wall areas has pro·

ceeded over any period of time, possible faults in
the surface above these areas will also have to be
taken into consideration. Cracks, bulged areas,
and separation of courses due to settling are apt
to occur. Furthermore, where erosion has cut
into the wall some distance it may be possible to
reface the surface using thin stone or other original material without removing the deteriorated
area. This is not a profitable undertaking. It will
not permit the use of a heavy mortar bed, and little support is given the upper levels of the structure since a thin patch cannot be tied securely to
the original work.
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Defective masonry must be removed in narrow vertical sections. Some experience is required to determine the amount that can safely
be taken out at one time. This.is dependent upon
the general type of construction and condition of
the structure. It is seldom advisable to use jacks
and blocking to remove large sections at one
time. Removal of stone is best accomplished by
cutting the mortar with a cape chisel or other
sharp tool, and prying rather than attempting to
break or knock material out with a hammer.
Since vibrations are easily transmitted, bond in
adjacent sections is apt to be broken.
Before setting stone, dampen it thoroughly.
This helps remove the film of dirt which interferes with the bond and, particularly in hot
weather, the absorbed moisture aids in setting
the mortar. Do not smooth the mortar bed unduly but leave it slightly furrowed so that it will
meet irregularities in the stone. The stone can be
tapped into place with the handle of a mason's
hammer.
On finely surfaced walls, the joints between
facing stone are often filled with small spalls.
Some masons have a tendency to drive the spalls
into the joint after the larger stone has been set.
Do not permit this. It will raise the larger stone
out of the mortar bed and spoil the bond. If spalls
of any size are used, they must be set in the mortar first and the upper stone set in place over
them. This procedure is time consuming, since it
is difficult to clean the extruded mortar from
small spalls.
Treatment of Oblique Surfaces

The most frequent result of moisture erosion
in the upper levels of heavy walls retaining fill is
loss of the facing on the exposed side. This results in an irregular and oblique surface. There
are two alternatives in stabilizing these areas: 1)
either the missing face of the wall can be rebuilt
and sealed off from the damp fill, or 2) the broken
slope can be taken down and relaid in a moistureresistant mortar, and soil-cement pointed for
appearance. Rebuilding the missing face is more
time consuming and expensive, but it is sometimes advisable where the wall is in very bad
condition or the additional strength is needed to
buttress adjoining walls.

RUINS STABILIZATION
Relaying the oblique surface in a moisture-resistant cement mortar is more effective from the
point of general appearance (fig. 20). The only
drawback to this method is that large areas of the
waterproofed mortar will be exposed. It is difficult, if not impossible, to color cement mortars
containing emulsified asphalt. Special waterproof cements, however, can be colored.
Where the extent of exposed mortar is not too
great, the appearance can be greatly improved by
holding the concrete back 1/2 to 3/4ths inch from
the final surface, and pointing to this depth with
stiff soil mortar. The appearance of the soil
pointing will be much more satisfactory than that
which can be obtained with concrete mortars.
The soil pointing will require replacement after a
few years, but it is an easy job which can be accomplished by unskilled labor and with little
supervision. This technique was first used extensively by Earl Morris at Mesa Verde during 1934,
though he undoubtedly developed it earlier
(Hamilton and Kittredge, 1935, pp. 1-14). It is a
particularly valuable method of retaining appearance while employing durable and moisture-resistant materials in the body of the structure. It
can be used in many applications where soil, soft
lime, or other distinctive mortars are widely
exposed.
In resetting stone on an oblique face it is best
to lay the work out in vertical strips rather than
in horizontal sections. This aids in maintaining
the slope, and it is easier to match the pattern of
the adjacent surface. The same method as that
used in setting repairs in the face is employedeach exposed face stone is well bedded in the
treated concrete mortar. This will mean that the
entire vertical section must be taken down and
relaid, rather than merely cleaning out the soil
mortar and grouting the interstices with mortar.
Depth of mortar will val\' with the height of the
wall and the size of stone used, but it is suggested that a thickness of 6 inches be taken as a minimum.
The point of greatest weakness in such an installation is at the bottom where the slope joins
the remaining vertical face (if any) of the wall. At
this point the vertical face must be taken down
and the upper three to four courses reset in the
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_STONE RD.lOVED A.'\fD RESET
1:.--.i TR~:\TED CO:'\CRETE MORTAR:
ivii:\ L\IU:\1 DEPTH 6 11\'CHES - -

DEPTH OF MORTAR

PLASTERED AND SEALED

FIGURE 20.

The application of waterproofed cement mortar to an oblique wall.

water-resistant mortar. Extra care must be taken
at this point to prevent accumulated water from
the slope entering the lower wall.
Seal Coats

While the employment of water-resistant mortars combined with surface drainage will aid
materially in the reduction of moisture-absorption in many situations, this procedure should
always be carried out in connection with sealing
off the reverse side of the wall wherever possible. To be effective, the sealed area must extend
well below the level of the exposed and eroded
area. Difficulties encountered include work on
irregular surf~ces, breaks or holes in the surface
to be sealed, and adjoining or abutting structures.

, Extensive sealing-off of wall areas is more often required in excavated sites than in unexcavated areas due to the more porous nature of the
fi~l in the former. The application of an imperVIous seal coat for the reverse covered side of a
wall will spoil it for future exhibition. This is seldom, if ever, a consideration in excavated sites.
Extensive areas were sealed off in the mission
structures of San Isidro and San Buenaventura at
Gran Quivira. In both instances no future excavations were contemplated.
The purpose of sealing off portions of a wall is
to prevent the entrance of moisture into the wall
from enclosed fill or from higher levels outside
the site where the structure is partially subterra. nean. The procedure is much the same as that
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employed in making basements waterproof. The
area against the wall must be excavated, and any
abutting walls or portions of structures removed.
Prehistoric walls with soil mortar do not present a sufficiently sound surface on which to
work. When the wall is cleaned of loose and friable material, it should be plastered with a sound
cement plaster, one or two coats as required.
Care must be taken to cure this properly so that
no cracks develop. After the plaster has cured, it
is treated with applications of hot asphalt or an
approved asphalt foundation paint.
When the area against a sealed surface is backfilled, some effort must be made to compact the
fill near original density, and to provide surface
drainage. In a recent project (1970) at Tumacacori National Monument where the walls of the
Mission Church were successfully dampproofed, a sealant and a liner were employed as
follows: I) exterior foundations were trenched;
2) the rubble stone masonry foundation walls
were grouted and pargeted; 3) after curing, the
pargeted surfaces were waterproofed by a trowelled-on membrane at a 60 mil thickness, using
Thiokol 411-H Elastometric membrane. This is a
trade name for a two-component, chemicallycuring liquid polysulfide based waterproofing
compound, specifically formulated for manual
mixing and application by troweling, brushing, or
squeegee. The compound is easily applied without heating, and cures at an ambient temperature
of about 40° F. to form a highly flexible, seamless, rubbery membrane impervious to water.
While the Thiokol was still damp, a 20 mil.
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) liner was laid across
the bottom of the trench and up the Thiokol-covered wall. The PVC was used in the 24-foot
width. Two feet of PVC rested on the bottom of
the trench. 4 feet were adhered against the wall,
and the remaining 18 feet were rolled up on temporary supports while the trench was backfilled.
The PVC was then sealed to the plastered foundation with a 3-inch-wide band of PVC-to-concrete adhesive applied above the Thiokol. All
overlapping sections of PVC were sealed to each
other with PVC-to-PVC adhesive. A 20-foot area
from the wall was then graded with a front end

I
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loader to provide drainage away from the wall.
The remaining 18 feet of PVC was unrolled and
spread over the graded area and backfilled withlocal soil. The PVC is buried about 6 inches below grade at the wall, and 18 inches where the
graded area joins the ditch leading surface water
away from the Mission.
At Fort Bowie, the clayey, impervious soil and
standing water required other procedures engineered to local conditions to combat dampness
and capillarity in unprotected adobe wall remnants. These systems have functioned very well
since installation in 1965. Briefly noted, the foundations were pargeted and treated with asphalt
emulsion. Before backfilling the trenches, a
drainage system was installed by laying perforated asphalt pipe covered with gravel. The pipes
were pitched to inconspicuous outlets beyond
the structures. In another instance, a long interior room was drained by laying a polyethylene
liner several inches below grade over the entire
''floor,'' and a perforated pipe laid along the center of the long axis of the room after it had been
graded or pitched slightly to the center and to
one end. The pipe extends beneath one wall and
exits at an inconspicuous outlet. The floor-liner
method of halting capillary action was used successfully in open sites at Mesa Verde and other
areas where bedrock is close to the surface, and
where other related drainage measures are not
feasible.
RELATED DRAINAGE

Discussed here are drainage problems relating
to removal of surface water from areas treated as
above, and also the removal of surface water
from all areas within a site. Drainage over large,
relatively level areas of a site is seldom a problem except, perhaps, in large plazas. In most
Pueblo sites, surface water within rooms is absorbed into the soil and presents little difficulty.
Problems are encountered where adjacent rooms
or small areas are at widely varying levels, and
where there is either surface washing from one
level to another, or moisture penetration through
a wall.

I
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FIGURE 21.
floor levels.

Construction of a dry-barrel (in section). Note that it has been carried well below the adjacent

Dry-Barreling

The use of dry-barrels is suggested for enclosed areas where drainage lines to an exterior
point would be difficult to construct and maintain. The purpose of a dry-barrel is to quickly
drain water falling into a room to a level below
that at which it can cause damage by percolation
into adjoining areas.
A dry-barrel is usually constructed at the center of a room or confined space (fig. 21). A circular hole 3 to 4 feet in diameter is dug to a depth
which is at least 3 feet below the lowest level in
adjoining rooms. The hole is then backfilled with
random stone or gravel with fairly well graded
material at the top to prevent the entrance of
large amounts of silt or fine material. The surrounding surface is graded to the sides of the
dry-barrel.

Surface Drains

It has become apparent after years of experi-

ence that surface drainage presents some unusual problems in maintenance that are not encountered in ordinary structures. Surface drainage systems are often employed in sites or portions of sites that do not receive regular maintenance. Change of personnel in areas results in
total lack of information on the nature and location of drains. Drainage lines often become rodent burrows, and interpretive personnel will
frequently cover the open ends of drains to hide
them, a practice that usually results in complete
stoppage. With this in mind, very careful consideration must be given to laying out any drainage
system. Small individual drains running to open
areas are far better than large systems draining
several rooms and areas together. The larger the
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system, or the more rooms that are drained together, the greater is the chance of damage when
one section of the system becomes inoperative.
Tile drains with vertical sections and elbows
connected to horizontal runs are to be avoided.
Soil in most sites is loose; there is always an
abundance of blowing sand or cinder, and such
drains become easily clogged.
The preferred drain is one with a small concrete settling box covered with a grate, the tile
line extending from the side of the settling box
(fig. 22). Tile lines through walls are preferred to
"weep holes," in spite of the fact that their appearance is not as satisfactory. Weep holes tend
to admit water into the masonry unless very well
constructed. While the necessities of appearance
would seem to dictate concealed or very unobtrusive lines emptying from a small area, annual
inspection of numerous sites has demonstrated
that such lines are simply not maintained, and
that an obtrusive line which empties surface
water from an area provides far better protection
than a concealed line which has become inoperative through accumulations of sand or cinders.
REPAIR OF WALL BREAKS

The discussion here will deal With the stabilization of masonry walls containing ordinary

structural failures-loose areas, holes entirely
through the wall, or holes which extend only part
way through as are often found in heavy structures of veneered construction.
At least 50 percent of the repair in the Southwest will be done with stone of some type. That
used in setting a patch should match stone in the
original wall as closely as possible. There is little
chance that the requirement that a patch be discernible upon close inspection will not be met,
since it is practically impossible to construct one
that cannot be located by expert inspection.
Stone from the ground in the vicinity of a site,
as opposed to that saved from an excavation,
would ordinarily seem to meet the requirements.
However, stone which has been exposed on the
ground for centuries is sometimes not the best. If
it is porous, e.g., a soft sandstone, it is no doubt
partially disintegrated. Where walls must be repaired with faced stone of the softer varieties, it
is usually a major problem to locate useable
pieces. In some cases, replacement of pecked or
dimpled stone will require an exhorbitant amount
of time to properly shape and surface the individual stones (fig. 23). Porous stone often absorbs
salts from the soil in which it lies. After the stone
is set in a wall and has become damp and then
dried a few times, these salts will leach out and
mark the patch as a white area.

SETTLING AREA

FIGURE 22.

A settling type inlet for drain lines.
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GURE 23 An e amo e of soft pecked ana dimpled stone m random areas over wall surface Replacement
·re stone requ~res e treme care tf the character of the wall iS not to be changed (Penasco Blanco Ru1n
co C
o~ at ona Monument N M )

all Breaks

f i ore k In the tlr't
n pltnnmg rep, Jr-. and
Th1 1 pJrtll.:ularl} true
1 m the break are ,1111
..red before the pat...h

T" o of the mo t common l} pe' of 1m pie
break' are tho e au~ed b\ bre.tli:do'' nor remo'al of orne "ood member. rottmg. exce.., I' e
"e1ght. or 'andah m. and d1 mtegration of 011
mortar" here 11 form a maJOr part of the "all
Break often be orne enlarged O\ er the ~ear'
,o that 11 i difficult to determme ju't ho" the'
tart Tht po e a problem 1f plan re made to
fill the hole complete!} "uh repair rna onn One
hould • I",}~ aosk "hether uch hole' -.hould e
filled in ,o!Jd. or '' hether there "aos once a door\Hl}. mall opemng. or a beam 'ocket.
Door" a} "ere often p. ruall} filled dunn£ the
ume of occupanc} Clo e exammauon of the
rna onr) remmnmg m the bottom of the break
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good a footing a' possible. There are onl) t\\O
e ,entia! requirement • i.e .. the patch :-.hould be
laid in the ..arne t} pe of ~ t o ne and in the ~arne
pattern a-. the adjoining\\ all. and it mu the tight.
Exce 1\e hrinkage j , apt to cau -e ·he mo't
trouble in :-.oil-mortar p.ttche ~. If th1.., ,.., ,ike'> to
be a problem. it b be,tto u...e cement or M 'onr)
mortar. The tone o'1ced in the patch mu'' be
clean and damp A film of dirt pre\ents bonding
\\ ith anv kind of mortar. The ma..,onn aJjacent
to the p.ttch mu.,t al'o he clean and da~p for the
same rea'ion . Whisk broom') can be u.. ed for
dampenmg the original md onr} the fine spray
of a back pack pump ghe.., e\c:ellent result ....

FIGURE 24 Wall break m a partially excavated
s11e A pat ch must be des1gned to prevent further
flow of water an d ftll at the top . and some excavation w1ll be requtred to base patch on sound masonry (East Ru1n Aztec Ru 1ns National Monument,
N M)

"til .. ometime' pro\ ide e\ ide nee of an opening.
RemO\ mg a fe \\ 'tone' rna~ re\ cal the side or
pmh of a door Change' in masonry "t} le are
anoth\:r md11.al10n of filled opening . \\ ithin a
room. c\amm.lliOn or an opposite \\311 \\ill 'ornelime ,en e to mdicate the po,ition of beam
' \: d ...

In pl.t~o.mg a patch. c. re must be taken to clean
the m 1'onn urfnce urrounding the break (fig .
~..!
\II loo e tone and un ...ound mortar 'hould
hc remo\ ed Th1 m1ght neces,itate e\Ca\ ating
arounJ 1110 a depth of e\eral feet . In large 'te'
1f the bottom of the bre<~ k cannot he reached for
one rC,I:"~On Or anoth er. the ha'e Of the patch
hou ld be lmd m re inforced concrete to form a

FIGURE 25 . RepaJr at the oos1t1on of the arrows
w1ll be based on a very small area in comparison
wtth the total size of break . Every effort shou ld be
made to t1e such patches securely to the ex1sting
wall (Pueblo del Arroyo Ruin , Room 14. north wall,
Chaco Canyon National Monument. N. M.)

TECHNIQUE

AND CONTROLS

In a great number of ca-.e there .,.. ill be as
much mortar e\po ed on the .,.. all fa e a' there i'
tone. ln an~ th m~ but otl mortar. ,lick tro" el
mark-, .,.. ill hO\\ as long a the mortar Ia.., h . The
be t \\a) to obliterate tool mark i "ith a "hi'k
broom or h\. h,md . before the mortar ha' bel!un
to -,et : if left the} .... ill certain!} 'poi I the appearance of the job.
In ca-.e~ .,.. here colored ...oil-cement or concrete mortars .tre w.cd. the matter of troweling ts
al,o important. TroY. cling of colored n ortar...
re . . ulh in a thin film of the color on the . . urLice
and abo proc.Juccs a reflecti\e surface. It mu . . t be
remt:mbereJ . particular!~ \\ ith colorec.J mon..tr'i.
Ill rake or . . crutch thtn mortar joint and bru..,h
large area ... after the mortar has dried . but before
11 h.t 'et hard . The mo t effecti\ e method of retaintng good appearance i... to point the ... urfa e
.,.. ith 'oil mortar.

Here mall 'enical cction of the lumped area ...
"ere cleaned of otl mortar: cement or orl-cement mort.tr "a .. packed bet\\ een the . . tone Thi'
make~ an authentic appearing repair. pro' tded

Doorways and Large Openings

Breaks in door"•'}' and other l.trge openings
u...uall~ take the form of an imertec.J triangle the
apex of .,.. h1ch i' at the bottom .tnd the gre te't
breadth hil!her in the ".til (fig. ~51 . ln repamng
..uch opening.... one i' tempted to replace only the
mi' ng stone. But unle" the m.tterial i of 'arge
'i1e and the """ e\cepttonall~ clean. thts ''apt
to be u poor in\e,tment in lahor and m..tterial..,
The bllnd het\\cen 'tone 'lnd monar ' n preh"toric \\,tlb 1' Y.eak . At hest the replaced 'tone \\til
not hond .,.. ell "ith the ongtnJI .,.. ork. due largely
to the amount of ..otl mortar e:>..posed in the intenor of the\\ all. Thi' re ... ulls in a p.ttch of one solrd unit . an 10\Crted triangle . and in too little t'lond
\\ tth the rem ,under of the \\all \\hen uch patche f.ul the\ do not bre tk up. hut separate in one
p1~ e from the ' lru ture It j, therefore better to
remo\ e uffi tent ongmal matenalto reset it in a
patch the t'l a'e of" ht h '' 'orne" hat larger than
the ba e of the original break . and Y.hich "ill be
,table m n elf and \l.llhout dependence upon the
bond \\ith the ongmal \\ Ork.
Slumped and Filled Areas

An effe ll\ e method of handling ~mall
,lumped or loose .trca' ""'de-.: eloped at \\.'upatkt ~~uional Monument b) A. E. Buchenberg.

FIGURE 26 Deep grouttng wtth s01 l-cem~:nt on
the badly weathered face of thrs cobblestone wa ll
w1ll not change 1ts appearance but w1ll halt the rapId rate of eroston (East Autn. Aztec Rurns Nat1onal
Monument, N M.)

the color and te\ture of the replaced monar i
not too con.,pt(.UOU . To be elfecti-.:e. the grout
must e\tend from l/4th to l/1rd of the \\ 3)
through the "all . Thi '' particular!) true "ith
~oil-cement mortars . Grouting in an area of
,Jumped 'tone keep-. a ruin looking like a ruin
in,lead of an unfini hed building. and it " far
cheaper in lahor and m.tterial than the alternati\e
of replacing the entire . . ection
Vertical Surfaces

\ ertJC.al .,.. all area' containing an e:xce" ll 'o'
mortar at the ... urface often become badl) c thered. \\hile the intertl r ~ the Y.all remain
..,ound . L.trge Y.all secuon-. c.. 1n be 'a\ed and future repair' e\ten~h e ) c.. Juced b) grouting
between the e\pt> . . ed ... urface stone (fig. 26). The
'arne cautton-. must be exerci,ed here a' noted
abo'> e . l oo't ..,< il mortar mu 1 be remo' ed anc.J
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tion' pert<.~inine to otha ,tahilization .appl) 1.1. ith
added force: repair \\ork mu't be laid in a h1gh
... rrength concrete or ma,onr} cemern mortar and
ba,ed on ...ound found.ttion: the edge' 1f the ad, l nmg original \\Ork ffilbt be c e...tn
'und and
dampened: and clll replaced '10ne mu'l be hrml}
'eated in the mNtar.
Temporary Support

A f.url) Cllmmon ... ituatilm em.ountereJ in\Oht:' hea\~ "alb 111g .... ~l\. 29 .•.tnd JO) an \~hich
\Jne ..,,de has heen broken a\\ ay due to t: ,.._e..,,
\\eight or . . hifting tlf the upper :!lructurt.: The
probler1 in\ oh e-. 'liJ'>PlHI of the 'ound p.trt of
the 'lructure \\ hile remO\ ing and replacing the
damaged area. Thi' \.:clll u'ually be ac~ompli,hed
\~ ith the u-.e ot j.tck' and timber b 'ckmg It
mi!!ht i'l\ oh e cutting a narrm' \ eru~.al ,e.._ tion in
the d "'P .11.eJ portion in \\ hich to p' ace. the 'upport' ')m~.e con,truction and .. ounJrte" f \\ aiJ,
FIGURE 2- Scaffo omg 1n place at completion of
resoalltng and groutang large t.:all sur:aces (Wuko1Rutn Wuoall\ Nat onal Monument Artz)

depth obtamcd 'o that there \\ill be
hond hct\\C:en 'tone and mnrt.ar.

,Urfi\.:ICnt

,om~

Respalling
\\her~ m,t,nnr~ \\.tJI, \mtaining. a IMge proporth1n ot
or ~.hinkinl! on the ... urface are
. . ubJeCt to c\tr\.'mc: \\C<tthenng in C:\po,ed locatton 'urf. 1.1.' rt:Jhllf ma\ h\.'come ,1 ume-con'ummg prOJCCI \'the ,p.tlling i'> Jo,t to 1.1. eat herc. th~.: ,ulf mort.tr bet1.1. een indt\ iJual stones i.,
- n \pO ~.:d It \\Cctther' f,ar more rapidl) than
d the'
1! ••mJ Jc a) llf the \\all h .tcceler·eJ 1
nJ oflened ... oil mortar mu ... t be
her" e~.: n the indi\ idual tone,. the
p.t 11.1 I\ filled \\ ith cement mortar
' t.tpped mto pl.t~c in the rnMl<.tL
~qu1re con idcrahle equipment and

'P·•"'

'r

~.~d ~rC\\

(fig 2-1

Break Where Weight is a Factor

l m l~o:r~.:J here are pi.trllall) J 'pl.tceJ or
,hatter J, \.',1\ \\ h1ch 'till furnt'h 'omt: mea ure
't ,up purl but \\ hK h mu't he rc:mln eJ in order
to dl.:ct rep.tir-. In general. the ... arne precau-

FIGURE 28 The temporary support of a heavy
wall w1th t1mber The arch at ower r ght was constructed m the 1920 s as a repair measure The fJrst
step 1n stab1llzat10n Involved the o ac ng of a beam
through a hole adjacent to the arch Not of abonglnal ongm. the arch was subsequently removed
(Room 1. Chettro Kettle Rum. Chaco Canyon National Monument. N M.)
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=rGURE 29 A secona beaM restmg on Jacks 1s
>laced through the wall depleted en f1gure 28 Ar·ows tndtcate extent or steel plates above the
>earn The area ot settling ...... as reduced wtth upNard pressure

FIGURE 31
Placement of JBCk m hne wtth shattered facmg near the bottom of a 14-foot wall The
Jack provtded support while the broken area at the
nght was bemg replaced (Chettro Kettle Ru1n
Chaco Canyo'i Nattonal Monument N M )

;: GURE 3C Jac s ana beams orov de suppo t of
v.a dep1ctea n t gu es 28 and 29 wh1le arch seci on s removec The brea s r ed \•.tth repa~r masnnry

'ane' from room to room in , ingle ,jte. and no
t\\O 'ituation are identical. onl~ gen~ral ... ugge'tion ... can he gi,en for temporar) 'upport of \\all'
Juring 'tahilinttion a' folhm ':
I. On I) 'ere'' -t) pe jacli:' hllUid he emplo) c\J.
Do l'l t \ to u'e ratchet jill:"'·
~ ~ d foundation' mu't be pro' ided. Ne'er
pia~.~ ~ J..lCii: on top of an upright timber: u...e crib''ork to reach the Je,tred height.
:;, ~e1ther the ba ... e nor the head of the jacli:
,hould bear direct!) aeain't the rna onr). Both
mu't be ep.trated from it b) mean' of teel
plate (or \\OOd blockmg in temporar~ m'tallallon,) .md '"emen· :;' 11.
The u. . e of pl.tte' greatlv incre.t'e' the bearing
'urface and permir... 'upport nf rnor~ than one
-.tone. A la)er of cement grout at proportions of
1-to-1 "ill tali:e up inequalttie' in the :-.tone or
bet\\ een e' era I 'tone' and pro' ide nn e'en di mbution of force. Due to the Irregular nature of
building 'tone. it j, u'uall} impo 1ble to :-.eat a
JaCk -.quare I) again't it , n~ '' n}. In 'orne ca'e'.
e'pe~..iall} in 'mall area,. it \\ill be tmpo ,ihle to
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support breaks by extending beams through the
wall, and it will be necessary to place jacks within the break itself (fig. 31). In either veneered or
single-width walls. examination will indicate the
approximate centerline of masonry to be supported. The jack must be placed as nearly as
possible in this line. A variation toward the center of the wall will tip the above masonry downward and out when force is applied. Conversely,if the jack is too far out, pressure will act toward
the center of the wall and tend to kick the jack
out of place.
Once the jack is placed with plates and grout,
it can be run up with light pressure until the
plates are evenly forced against the masonry and
some grout is extruded. With the grout conforming to the shape of the supported masonry, allow
sufficient time (at least 24 hours) for it to gain an
initial set before more pressure is applied. Always take your time when setting jacks. If more
than one is to be used, set them on succeeding
days. While temporary jacks are in place, they
should be tested frequently. The grout will
shrink slightly as it sets; if wood blocking is used
it will be somewhat compressed. Cribwork resting on soil will settle. The jacks must be taken up
to compensate for all this shrinkage.
Permanent Support

Due to limitations of space or the nature of the
wall break, it will sometimes be more satisfactory to install jacks permanently. This is also a
quick method of providing support when a section of masonry has been taken down. The requirements here are much the same as for temporary installations, except that wood blocking
cannot be used. Once the jack has been set for
permanent installations, masonry can be built
around it and up to the level of the screw. Before
placing a full load on the jack, wait until both the
grout and masonry have set.
The amount of pressure one should exert with
jacks in both permanent and temporary installations is somewhat of a problem. Masonry weighs
about 120 pounds per cubic foot. A column of
masonry 12 feet high, 1.5 feet thick, and 2 feet
wide will weigh a little over 2 tons. Since this
column has some support of its own, it is doubt-
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ful that more than half the weight, or 1 ton, will
come completely on the jack. A jack with a
screw 1 inch in diameter has a capacity of 5 tons;
one with a screw 2 inches in diameter has a 20ton capacity. This might give some indication of
how much weight is being taken up. Probably the
best procedure is to take the jack up a slight
amount each day and carefully examine the wall
above for signs of movement.
Somewhat the same procedure as outlined
above for small areas can be employed in supporting large sections of wall where the entire
width must be removed. This is also a useful
method of support where large horizontal timbers are to be replaced with cast members (fig.
32). In supporting large and heavy sections, it is
best to run large timbers or steel beams entirely
through the wall, supporting the ends with jacks.
All precautions listed above for other temporary
support should be followed in regard to placement, grouting between the supports and the
masonry, cribwork bases for the jacks and frequent compensation for settlement.
Working conditions are often made safer by
external bracing against bulged or shattered
areas. Jacks with timber set in sleeves are much
more satisfactory than timbers alone, as the use
of jacks allows some force to be· applied to the
surface. Timbers alone will not take up much
stress until there has been some movement of the
structure against them. To be effective, pressure
must be applied at the point of greatest movement or distortion.

T
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REALIGNMENT

Realignment of distorted, out-of-plumb walls
is seldom practicable unless the wall is in otherwise good condition (figs. 33, 34, and 35). If the
wall has to be realigned and is in poor condition,
it must first be strongly repaired with a soil mortar. Do not repair the wall with cement or stabilized soil mortars. Considerable time, care, and
equipment are required to realign a wall of any
size. The general requirements are, first, that the
wall must be completely formed on both sides
and, secondly, that it be thoroughly damp if it is
not to be cracked further or distorted in some
other directions. The steps taken should include:

r
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F GURE 32

A te""porary suoport S1x steel beams buttress the uoper haH of the wall wh1le a aecayec honcea -he t mber 1s oartly reMovea here W1tn care steel beams can be run through pole
lu'a openmgs Without damage to the wall (Chettro Kettle Au1n Chaco Canyon National
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no' td

run 'lm.tll hole.,
the t\\ o tde
tht boJt,
1f 2-m\,.:h lumber
the .trea to be
t form' "nh a -

r 1-:'e of bet\\een
fl rm Jnd the urfa e
r th t p and bouom
\\ 1th " t and Be sure
\a the tl p of the'' all al,o.

Becin to keep thi' and continual!\ "et. Thi
require' ume ilnd pattence. Do not flood the nail
m order to hurn th~ pro e~'- a' tht "ill "a h
out the ..oil mortar in,tead of dampening it. '\1IO\\ from ~ \\eek to a month to dampen a \\all ~
feet thtck
_-. \\ hile the\\ aiJt, bemg dampened. 'et dead men or other 'upport acam't "hich the ·cicr..:,
an be pl.tced Timber' an lee' e are ne~e'" ... "}
to keep the Ja~.k in alignment. \tine jad,, rna)
al ... o be etfecthe.
f>. After the "all j, damp. appl~ pre 'ure \\ ith
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the jack gr duall} . Mark the top oi the form and
et take or other pomt o that mO\ ement in
the wall can be mea . . ured . It "111 require from 2
to 3 \l.eek\ to tra•ghten a ''all. Do not UJ ro hurT} it There "ill be orne com pre ion m the
form~ and umber . and enlement of the deadmen. Additional blockmg behind the jack ... '"ill
be required .
.. -\fter the "all b ... traight. allo" it 10 remain
in the form~ for another \l.eek or t\\ o to ~tan
dry mg "hile it is '>till ... upported.
REPAIRING WALL FEATURES

Cru,hed. saggmg. or rotted \I.OOd member'~
\l.ill often be found in place O\er open or filled
door" ay s. "indo"'· or other opening .... Little
can be done for lo" and narro" walb e\cept to

-,

......_ . . ..

.. .

'

.

FIGURE 34 Realignment of wall depleted 1n figure 33 . The framework IS 1n place on both Sides and
IS t1ed together Frame hned w1th asphalt paper.
space between frame ana wall packed w1th sand
Note that the f1ve screw racks '" sleeves bear
agamst a 4 x 4 timber to diStribute pressure

FIGURE 33 Beg1nnrng realignment Cables have
been placed through the base of the wall to be tied
to the JSCks Note bolt . lower nght, tor holdmg
frame aga1nst wall (Pueblo Bomto. Chaco Canyon
National Monument N M )

remo,. e the timber' and replace them . either "ith
\I.Oud or ca t member,. Rebuild the "all "here
nece ... sary . Where \'-OOd i' the replacing material .
...orne remforcing effon must be made. In 'hon
'pan .... 'tee I plate may he 'et abo\ e the lintel .
In longer pan the "all abo\e the \I.OOd mu t be
'et in reinforced concrete mortar. In any ca e.
the tep are the 'arne (fig. ~6) :
I. Ma,onr} abo\ e the lintel mu t be remo-.:ed
for the entire '" idth of the opening. plu' at least 6
additional inc he' beyond each end of the ne\1. lintel. In thi k "all< one ide may be completed
fir t and the other ,jde after thi' has 'et.
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2. Place the ne" hntel abO'- e the openmg after
the :-.Ide ha\e bet:n repaired: build up the ma... onr} at the t:nd untlln 1 lu::htl} abo~;e the le~;eJ of
the ne\~ hntel
.... If plate~ are u~ed . lrn them oHr the \\OOd
but make cenam the end re t on the ma . . onr) at
the end und not on the \\OOd. If a reinforced 'eclllln 1' u'ed nm 11 thm la}er of oncrele monar
O\ er the "\)OJ . Embed reinforcine 'tee I in this.
hke\~ 1 e m<tkmg ure the 'lee I ar o l:Oncrete e\tend h\!) tlrHJ the ends of the \~ood. Complete filling the -.pace aho~;e the lintel with masonrv 'et in
concrete mortar The amount of remfor<.rng and
height or the con~.: rete hand "ill he determined
h~; the 'pan of the open rng.
Support With Wood Members in Place

If cracked or dec,t} cd umber-. are found aho~;e
an opt>nrng "hich ha' been partial!\ or complete!} filled in pre hi toric time • n i. . be't to lea~; e the
ouhtJc pole' m plct e and ba ... e the repair ma,onr) un the fill. carr~ mg it up tirrough the center of
the "all The exterior pole' or linteh are left for
appec~r.tnce onl} . The tep~ in stabilizing -.uch an
area are:
I. Repair the prehi,toric fill in the door" ay up
to the lc\ t•l of the "ood '' hich is to be left in
place ~1.tke a m.tll hole at one -.ide of the openme abo\ e the outside umber deep enough to
e>..pt,...c tht: rntenor hntcl .
2. Cut l'llt 'e uon' of the interior linteb. The
length to be remo\ ed "ill depend on the pan of
the openmg .md the ondrtrLm llf the "all above.
One·thrrd to one-h.llf of the total length may be
rcmo~; cd ,u one ume In larce open mgs. or where
the " II 1 parttcularl\ un table. one-fifth or onefourth '" ' t1 .. 1ent Ltntel' are most ea ... il} reno~; ed h\ .1
mbmauon of drrlling a rO\\ of
hole 'them and a" tng bet\\een these
noJe, r tthcr than choppmc or chi eling them
llUt P
nc 'n them 1 apt to bnng down mo-..t
or the \\
n
1le Jre
~. \\ uh me-thud or o of the lintel out. build
up a ~;en\. tl t: uon of repair ma,onr} from the
pall: hcd t1ll e \' to the ongmal "all abO\ e.
~. Aller thl' h<~ et. repeat the pro~.:e,., of cuttin!! out a e-tron of the interior linteh a11d brin2
the reparr up behmd the out ide hnte

-

-

Seam and Pole Sockets

"'

A great deal of prehi,toric con.,trucuon 'eem
to ha~; e folio" ed the folio" ing cour'e: (I) the
"all "ere ra1 ed to ce1Iing height and the \ il!a
laid: (2) the..,e "ere CO\ ered "nh ~mall pole or
avino' and on top \\cnt the maning. -.plit ccdnr.
bark. or "hate\ er "a:-. hand}: (3) thi' 10 turn "a
CO\ered \\ith oil for the ne\t floor; .md 14) after
this ceiling .tnd floor combination \\ ,1, hud. the
"alh "ere rai . . ed for the ne\t 'tor}.
Thi., ...cquence. ~-ith rhe ce1hng and Hoor fin'"hed hefore another 'ilOr} \\-a'i added. often re\Uited in I 1the upper 'tor~ 'et bad. ~)the upper
'tory overhanging the first or a combination of
the two. i.e .. '>Ct back at one end of the room and
O\ erhanging at the other: and "I a weakened 'trip
"here the ceiling material and dirt Roor e\tended
into the \\all. Quite often there is no continuous
contact of the ma.,onry \erticrtll} from one room
to that ahO\ e-rather there j.., a :-.trip of 'oil that

FIGURE 35 The wall aep1ctea rn f1gures 33 and 34
after pressure had been aoplled tor three weeks by
means of Jacks rn sleeves
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need not be . . et in the '' all the entire depth of the
origmal. and the 'pace behind the 'tub 'hou1d be
"ell tilled "ith mortar. When the p:ltch ,.., l:Ompleted and the mortar 'let. the '>tub can be remo\ed . The hole'' left in the e\i.ICt . . hape of the
. . tub and the ~tabihzed mortar v. II ho d the '>lOne
Jn pi:lce .tt the tOp of the hole .
The arne method can be u'ed in repairing
large beam 'ockeh .... ince tht!'\ -~e ,.e 'e dom if
e\er fim,hed off\\ ith a . . lab on the top. or made
o that the~ "ou ld '>land without the -.u pport of
the \iga. In rebLJildmg b1g ,jga . . ockeh around a
,tub \ 1ga. It i' uo;uall~ be . . t to u. . e concrete and
lea\ e the . . rub m place o;ome 2~ hour . . to allo\\ the
concrete to gain .m initit.~l . . et
Cast Concrete Members
R Olh
CE.\JE~T

'Wood 1 the lea'>t durable material u...ed in the
repa1r of rum . It ma} be treated v.ith pre-.ena11\ e" and protected from ''eight in the '' .1 abo\ e
b} integral member' v.hich carr~ the load . Howe\er. large umber' are d1fficult to treat thoroughly unles fac1litie-. are pre . . ent for complete immer 10n . Furthermore. the con,truction of integra member'> m mall honzont.1 'ectJofl' 1' time
con ummg. Integral member':» m.tde in conJunctiOn'' nh the replacement of\\ ooll he.tm' and lintel cau"e o;ome d1~turbance to the adJOimng

\lOR. T\R

FIGURE 36 The placement of rernforc.ng
crete mortar over pole lintels.

1n

con-

wa the floor . or part I\ roued \ egetal material
that was the ceiling. ~eparating the t\\ o.
In repairing these "tnp . whate.,er remams of
the ceiling material will ha\ e to be removed if it
ha' not entirely rotted out Ca i-. mo'it likely).
Ho\\e,er. the location of the pole or -.a, ino
od~et' hould ah' a~ be pre en ed. The locauon of the ~od.eb can U'luall~ be found \\ hile
~leaning out the bad, part of the 5trtp. or at lea5t
enough of them to indrcate the location and spacing of the remainder.
The mo-.t 'lJt"fJctor~ method of repa1ring pole
or ,3\ inl ..ocr..eh 1-. to cut 'e' era I ·tub po e that
are the -.arne ~1ze .1' 'he originals Oil them with a
hght motOr oil -\ er the locauon of each '.)Ocket
1 determined .... et a ... tub m place of the anginal
and make the patch around the tub. The 'tub

FIGURE 37 The cast concrete ntels have the
same apoearance as the or g na s from wh ch they
were cast (Chettro Kettle Rum Chaco Canyon National Monument N M )
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masonry. The use of cast lintels and poles eliminates many of the above difficulties. They permit
the replacement of wood with little disturbance;
they provide a strong, rigid and very durable
member. Cast lintels take the same surface and
texture as the wood from which cast. With a little
care they may be stained to faithfully reproduce
the original (fig. 37).
Excellent instructions for making casts may be
found in Chapter VII of the National Park Service publication entitled Field Manual for Museums. The data given below assume some familiarity with those instructions and with casting in
general. They are given only as supplemental
information, and apply only to the casting of
concrete structural members in a three-part
mold.
·
When several pole lintels are to be cast it is
preferable to make a lumber form to hold the
mold as long as the longest piece to be cast, and
some 4 to 6 inches wider and deeper than the
diameter of the largest piece. This form will hold
the plaster mold around the original wood lintel,
and will also hold this mold while the concrete
piece is being cast. The form should either be
hinged so that the sides swing away without interfering with the mold, or they may be fastened
together with light bolts and wing nuts for ease of
assembly.
In using plaster molds the piece to be cast must
be dry and clean. Deep cracks and holes should
be filled to within l/8th inch of the surface with
plasteline or similar material. The piece should
then be well oiled with a light motor oil or one
designed for use on concrete forms.
Close the lumber form and glace 1 or 2 inches
of fine damp sand in the bottom. Place the wood
lintel on this sand and add more sand until the
upper third of the pole is exposed. At this point
provision must be made to key the parts of the
mold together so they can be replaced in exact
alignment after the pole is removed. Rounded
depressions may be made in the sand and the
plaster flowing into them will act as keys for the
adjoining side of the mold. A more accurate
method involves placing a bolt toward each end
of the cast, thread down in the sand, and with the
head protruding enough so that it will be set firm-
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ly in the plaster. This permits the parts of the
mold to
and prevents move.
d" together
.
. be bolted
ment m any 1rect1on. The bolts must be long
enough to extend entirely through the sand.
Most field men are familiar with mixing plaster
of paris and detailed instructions may be found
in Chapter VII of the Field Manual for Museums. Enough plaster should be made for the
first pour to cover the exposeq part of the lintel
and fill the wooden form to the top. Care should
be taken not to entrap air bubbles in the plaster.
When the pour is made, smooth off the top as the
mold will be turned over and this part becomes
the bottom on which the remainder of the cast
will rest. If the mold is to be a large one such as
for casting timbers or vigas, it is best to reinforce
with strips of burlap dipped in plaster, with small
dry branches, pieces of discarded reinforcing
steel, etc.
After the plaster· has set, pull back the sides of
the form. Turn the form over gently and remove
the sand. One-third of the pole will be set in plaster with the other two-thirds exposed. Shellac
the edges of the plaster where the keys have
been made. Oil this edge and the exposed part of
the pole. Place the part just made with the pole
attached in the bottom of the form (pole up) and
reassemble the sides and ends. Place a strip of 2inch lumber lengthwise on the center of the pole
to separate the two remaining parts of the mold.
Fill any inequalities between the strip and the
pole with plasteline.
The second pour of plaster. is made on both
sides of the longitudinal strip, level with the top
of the form, and completes the three parts of the
mold. When the plaster has set, break the form
and remove the three parts of the mold from the
pole. Some care must be exercised in taking
these various pieces apart.
When the parts of the mold are completely
dry, shellac them thoroughly. Reassemble the
parts back inside the wooden form, making sure
that each fits correctly against the other. (There
will be a 2-inch opening, lengthwise, between the
pieces along the top.) Tighten the form so that
there is no movement.
Oil the interior of the mold. Cut the correct
length of reinforcing steel of 1 or 5/8ths-inch
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FIGURE 38 A horrzontal cast log reolaces the anginal t1mber whiCh had rottea on the mtenor and m the
emoedded port1ons (Chettro Kettle Ru1n Chaco Canyon National Monument. N.M.)

dmmeter :\II\ a grout of 'and and cement at 1-to1 plu enough concrete "nh fine aggregate to fill
the mold The mo t d1fficult pan of milking a ca,t
1 pia"' mg the grout 'o th.u all inequalitie in the
. . u f.tcc f lhe mold \\Ill he filled. a ... thi \\Ork
mu t be d nc through lhe 2-inch opening. Coal
the mh.:nor \\ 1th the grout. place parl of the conrete m the muld and eml ed the reinforcing in
the \.:enter of the cao;J omplete filling the mold
"1th grout .and \,;ement.
fhere .ue \,mous "a}' in\\ h ·ch the CJ't pole'
rna~ be colored One of the rr11ht 'at~Sf.KtOr}
Jechnique inH1h e' I he folltm mg procedure'

When lhe grout and concrete are prepared. a
.. mall amount of mortar color is added a... a
ground color. It mu't not make the mix darker
than the lightc't part of the "ood lintel "hi h i'
being copied. Thi' -.en e' a' a ba'e or hadground for the folio" ing ..tain. After the concrete i' remO\ ed from the pia ter mold. it ... hould
be cured in a "arm. damp atmo,phere for 'e'en
da}" and then let dr} out ... to" I} or it is apt to
tlake . After the curing penod ...c:rub the concrete
'' nh z1nc .. ulphate and let dr} . II i') nO\\ read} to
stain. Ordinar} penetrating\\ ood 'tain I not \arni h slam l j, recommended bv the Portland
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FIGURE 39 Integral members Sta•tmg a reinforced arch sect1on rods have
been bent to f1t the contours of the break and are w1reo 1n place The work·
man IS lay1ng the courses across the bottom of the break 1n concrete mortar
to prov1de a solid base for the rem'orced section Above th1s level masonry
on the penmeter of the hole w1ll be la1d m concrete mortar wh1cn w1ll also
surround the steel rods Masonry m the center of the hole w111 be laid dry or
with a m1mmum of so1l mortar, 1ts only funct1on w1ll be to support masonry
latd 1n cement until the latter has set ThiS dry masonry w11l then be removed
(Pueblo Alto Chaco Canyon Nat1ona1 Monument N M)

Cement
OCidiiOn t. rt "ith a light "lain and
do not .tpplv n C\enl\ I olio'' the direction' for
ruhhmg the tmn olf after d fe,, minute-.. Continue to 'tain the p1ece u ing d,ukcr color-. until the
de' tred efT cct 1 ohtm ned
The Ul!l.!c tu n ahO\ e h,l\ e been gh en for
makmg the m lid of pia ter of pan . a matenal
f:mh c.t ' h \\Mk and one that eh rapidl~ .
Expencn~cd ''orlo.cr-. rna} '' 1 h to emplo~ an~ of
the \anou~ llc\ moldmg compound' if the) are
makmg I rsc un of one p.trtl ular pole lintel.
Once the te~.hmque of 1mple a'ting ha-. been
ma,tercd there 1 no end to the po 1hilitie'. Lm·
tel rna\ he a t 'nh ''It he in pia e. duplicatmg
the actu.tl ''It he' "nh "h1~o. h the~ "ere tied together in the ".111 Part11. ul.tr Joe' '' hich ha' e
been badl} cracked or ,.,rtiall~ rolled rna~ be

ca-.t in exact replied. and the'e placed back m
po..,iuon in the -.tructure (fig. 3~).
INTEGRAL STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

An integral tructural member i an mternal.
reinforced concrete beam placed "ithm the repaired poruon of a tructure to gi' e added
trength. It rna} he emplo~ ed I) in arch form to
-.tahilizc holes either part "a~ or entire!~ through
\\all-.. 2) for both \ertical and horizontal -.upport.
1) to gi' e added 'trength O\: er horizontal timber-.
embedded m the \\all. and 4) a' bracing forO\ erhangmg -.ecuons
Rei nforced Arch Sections

\\ ith nrch -.eclillfl . large irregul.tr hole' rna~
be 'tdblllzed "a" i . "The hole i-. -.till pre~ent and
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FIGURE 40 Integral member· a large remforced arch sectron The srze of
the break through the wall precluded frlhng the center w1th dry masonry as
support. and the trmber framework was substrtuted The heavily remforced
band 1s socketed rn the cliff wall at the left srde. and based on bedrock at the
nght The mtegral member has JUSt been frn1shed ana the mortar has not yet
drred After the mortar has set the umber framework. the ory masonry at the
nght and that on top of the honzontal plank were removed The large hole
with 1ts orrgmal outlrne rema1ned (G1Ia Cliff Dwellings Natrona! Monument
N M)

ha' the 'ame appearanct! anJ irregularit~ a"
bdnre \\hen reinfor cd. It v.ill be ,lightl~ 'maller than the origmc~l. but "ill not de\elop further.

It

Fu ll Width Sections

Almo.,t an) 1ze or ,h,tpe of hole can be ~tahi
hzed b\ the foliO\\ rng method. but lillie time or
mone\ 1 :ned b\ u mg ll for \ er) mall hole .
T tart 1 remforced arch m a laree brea' entire~~ through the \\all. fir,t clean the hreak to 'ound
ma onn .md Ia\ at lea l t"o our e' in concrete
mort.tr aao s the bottom of the break. More
ma\ be ne.:e • r) m \Cr) ldfge hole .... or aJdiuonal cour e ma) he btuh up on the 'ide' of the
hole to form a good b.1se on "h1~h to re t the
'teel \\hi h "111 folio" .
Next. mu pie e of light rc:inforcing 'tcel
3 th or I ~ rnch thick .1re bent to fit "Jthin the

outline., of the break. One piece goes on each
,iJe of the "all and ju..,t far enough in.,ide the
opening to alto" .1 CO\ering face of ma-:,onQ.
The t\\O end ... of cct h piece "ill re.,t on the maonr} ju t lmd aero ' the bottom of the opening
(fig. 39).
When the teel i in place. it hould he ecure1~ v. ired and tied together v. ith additional bracing
"here required . The purpo'e noY. i' to build up a
thin band or linme of ma,onr) ~et in concrete
mortar around the reinforcing 'teet. The repair
ma-,onry 1 laid m hodzontal cour'e~ aero the
extent of the break. but onl~ that part "hich enclo ..e the teel reinforcing i' laid in concrete
mortar. The portion of each cour e v. hich doe,
not enclo'e the reinforcing i laid dry. but it mu' t
be laid 'olidly becau'e it "ill ha\e to 'upport.
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FIGURE 41 Integral members. steelm place tor a
narrow vertical sect1on The steel must be t1ed m
securely to the cross wall at the top to prov1de supocr~ for the overhang1ng area Some support w111
be reau1red for the vertical str1p of masonry as t s
bemg laid and unt1l the concrete mortar has set
(Chettro Kettle Ru1n Chaco Canyon Nat1onal Monument l
'' llhmH ,h1fting. the projecting 'tone 111 the \ertical irregulanuc' :h ''ell ,,.., all of the top of the
p.tt ... h until the on rete mort,tr ''et If the tone
1.., \en 1rrcgul1r n 1 \\ell to u'c. 'Lme 'oil mortar
m the centt:r to l!I\C more 'tahili' Th1' prt-cedurc-('l1n n:h: mort.tr bc::t '' cen the tone on th~
Ollt,IJ~.: ne\t to the tecl ,md dr) m. 'onry or <iOII
mort.tr m the ~..enter-1, foliO\\ eJ until the top 1
rea.:heJ The top our e ''Ill aho be et in c. Jncrete
After the hllle 1 filled. the Ct.nc.rete mortar
•trea mu't h~.: kept d.tmp until the concrete has
et. The dn rn,,,,mr~ in the center "' then remo\ eJ t~nd the hi,IC j, left in the . . a me irregular
'hapc (hut ,(ightl) ,m,tllcl '' llflgmJII} and pro-

FIGURE 42 Remlorced mtegral members are
1mportant m the stab1lizat10n of sp1relike structures
such as th1s at the Tower Kiva K1n Ya-a Rum. Chaco Canyon Nat1onal Monument N M Considerable
strength must be added w1thout senous or objectionable alterauons of the ongmal prof1le
tee ted from further breakdov. n by the reinforced
band (fig. 40) .
Fuctly the ...arne t\ pe of reinforced arch 'ection-. rna) be constructed in thKk "alh \\here
onl~ one ... ide of the ma ... onr~ j, broken out. Ordinarily. only one piece of reiniorcing i' required.
Vertica l and Horizontal Members

The principal application of the\e member-, "
to tie together :...ection' of 'eparated •.md out-ofplumb "alb. to reinfon.:e "aJI, again-.t "hich
there is pre,,ure of ~etained fill. to re-lay o-.erhanging and precariou, 'ecuon and to prO\ ide
'upoort O\ c:r horizontal log~ (fig, ~I ~~.and .t3) .
<:;mce condition:... and 'tructure-. 'ar~ 'o gret~tl\
11 " c.lllncult to anticipate all po'"'ble application' In gc:ner:d. the reqUJremenr-. .tre.
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\ ertil.:al ecuon mu t be ba~ed on adequate found. lion . . . and the top 'hould al" a~, be
\l.ell tied mto a table pan of the 'tructure b}
mean of longuudmal rod'
2 Care mu t be taken to achie' e a, good a
bond or lie po 1ble bet" een the member and
the .. upported '~all . urficient patching ,hould be
done adjacent to the member to pre\ ent an} eparauon from the: ''all .
1. In arch 'ection . . . in o' erhanging area,. and
"here' er -.tee I "ill pro' ide a major p.trt of the
'uppon. care mu-.1 he taken to .tdequatel} 'upport the memhc:r b\ frame" ork. dn masonn or
the like unlll th~ concrete ha,· gamed -lull
trength. Correct curing of th ·oncrete in thc:-.e
thin bands i' e ... -.ential.
CAPPING

Capping i' con-.idered here a' all rep:tir' "hich
extend to and include the top' of "all . and all
\\Ork of re.,elling or other" i'e altering the upper
cour es in ma,onr}. brid or adobe con truction
to pro' ide additional 'tren~th or protection
against \\eathcring. Capping b intenJed to tie the
upper cour'e' of ma\Onr} toeether. and rna}
employ light reinforcement ,., hc!re ' alb are outof-plumb or there are 'light o'erhanging area,.
Capping i, intended to pro' ide a "ater-resi-.tant
layer at the top of the "all. and to pro' ide aJJitional trength "here "alb Hrc subjected to unguided 'i-.itl)r traffic .
In brick or adobe con,truction. primar~ relian e on the effect1' ene-.-. of the cap mu't be
placed upon the 'ub,titute ma,onr} umh u'ed,tab1hzed adobe made for the purpc 'e ne
r
treated bnck\\ ork . In euing cappinsz in 'tone
ma,onn trength and "aterproofing " iP depend
upon the ub tJtute mortar emp c, ~ ed ')tdndard
con trucuon pra tices require the U'l ~ \:Ontinuou metal fl, hmg... m the uppe '"
e' of e po .. ed \\all tOP'· p r tpet'. cormce~ and the like.
Th1 requirement an be met and the method
emplo\Cd "here regular umh laid m \:OUr,e .
bnck and adobe "a""· dre being repaired St tndard ar"'hltectural reqUiremenh 'hould be 'tud1ed
and follo\\ed m thh re,pect.

The u e of metal Ha hme j, 1mpracucal for
-.loping and random course of ma,onr~ "all .
parucularl~ \\here there are great 'ariation in
ele' auon m a mgle "all. Here capping "ill be a
compromi e bel\\een ound. \\atenieht contrucuon., ppe.mmce and authenticlt} . \\ orkers
'hl)Uid 10\e,tigo~te the po"ibilitie' of u... iug fabnc . pia uc. or rubber fla,hing . heel lead might
a"o pro'< e "orkable .
Evaluatio n

The ffilhl dumhlc earring on ma,onry structures of l~l outh\\e'l. at lea\t from the point of
'enice. ad. 'umc ui the 191--191~ cement ~.oap'
made at Aztec h\ Earl \t orn~. anJ the 1920-1921
cement capping 1. \.: t Cheuro Kettle h ~ am
Huddehon for thl ~.ohool of American Re'earch. Mn't 'oil-bttumen cap' la1d on \ariou'
other Chaco ruin m the penod from 19T to 19~0

FIGURE 43 The p acement of remforccng m the
th1rd story poruon of the structure shown m f1gure
42 The purpose IS to re1nforce heav 'Y the vert1cal
cappcng wh1ch w111 be placed up exposed ends of
tne wall to prevent further eros1on . and to t1e thiS
part of the wall together
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F GUAE 44 In many cases such as that dep1cted
above t w I be d1ff1cu t to draw a aistinct on between genera wa repa rs ana cappmg Th s wa
w1ll have to be cameo up to the level of the outs1de
hll to prevent 'urher wash ng over the too Whatever type of mortar s used for such wall repa1rs. the
top courses must be set n a cement mortar to provide as durable and waterproof a cap as pass ble.
(Pueblo del Arroyo. Chaco Canyon Nat1onal Monument. N.M )

also are qune dura hie. The'e three capping
proJeCt' emplo}ed the . . arne technique. m that
. . uffictent depth of '>lOne '"a' rel ..ud in the mortar
to prt" ide .. orne mea,ure of ten ..>~le 'trength-an
,,, erage depth t'f .~ foot or more Each contained
embedded 'tone laid in the ,,,me manner cl' the
on!!inal "ork. and in c~hout the 'arne proportion
of -.tone to mortar. E\aminauon of the'e and
other example-. mdt~ate' that. to be 'ucce"fu1 a
capptn!! mu ,, ha' e ,ufficient 'tr~ngth and thrc~
ne-., to he .1 ~omplete unu it-.di. and ''ill be fa,tened to the top of the ''all rather than .. th 11
-.heet or memhrane latd O\ er the "all to 'en e
mereh l ' "aterproofing.
Field Control of V s tor Traffic

0\er .Juee m 11 'l'llor' t1ured '\<~llonal
Parj.. er, 1 e .u heol< 2.1...1 and h 'tNI\..l parks
and mtmumenb in the S\.uth\\e't dunng 19-~.
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FIGURE 45 Patchmg of th1s ho1e at Pueblo de1
Arroyo w be combtned wtth a short sect on of
honzontal caopmg plus verttcal capptng for the
exposed and weathered verttcal nse of wa

The greater proportion of these \ i ttor made
unatrended trip' through the h1o;toric and prehi'toric rums. The day i past "hen rum\ stabihzauon. parucularl> capping. io; directed onl} to protection from the elements. Pnme constderation
must al o be gi,en areas recei' ing hea\y use by
the ever-mcreasmg number of 'i itors
Thu,. for the capping of masonr} walls. only
the be t cement mortar made wtth clean sharp
concrete or mortar and should be used. In many
area~ thi" graded sand must be trucked in from
commerctal source . It is expensi,e. but n IS al o
more economical than re tabilization folio"' ing a
JOb u<,tng mferior material·.
-\t e\tremel~ isolated "'tes where materials
mu't be transported long dr tances b~ pack ammal. otl-cement made with local oil· rna} be
-;ub tituted for and-cement mortar. Ho" exer it
"hould be . . ub,lltuted on I) a· a last resort smce
o;ot -cement. "htle rew\tant to "eathenng. does
not u'uall} produce a durable bond agamst foot
traffic. the climbmg up of protruding '>tone. and
'imilar abu'e
I. In capping of an} \\all. . . uffictent loo e and
deca}ed material mu-,t be remo\ed to m ure a
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good bond v. llh ound rna onr} (of ton~ . bnck
or adobe) belov. <hg 44 and..;'). \\here regular
unit are empiO\ed m '"our ed v.aiJ, . a uund.
e'en uriace mu 1 be rea hed or buill up on
v. htch to place the Ha hmg In mo t ca'e . ufficient '"our e hould be remo' ed to pro' 1de the
de~ired depth of capping u ithout the addition of
neu unit,. \\here the upper le\ el' of a p.ttch are
to form .t cap. ne" . . rune lH other unih mu't he
emplo}ed <fig. 46) .
~- If po,,ihle. the v.. ork 'hould be laid uul su
that each wall v. ill he cappl!d as a unit It is not
ad\ i'ablc to run capping aero'' v. all juncture . . . II
maio.e'> for polH .tppl!.trance: there i' al'o apt to
be 'orne mo'Wement at thi' point. and if capping is
carried aero s the Juncture it '"ill break at )lome
ueak area.
1. The capping of v. 1de \\ aiJ, ... hould he loped
or tilted to drain v. ater 3\\ a} from ''all juncture'

46 A good deal of repatr masonry must
fill brea s ana support undercut areas m
tn s wa at Pueb o oel Arroyo Some support must
a so be prov1ded for the embedded timbers So11 or
masonry cement mortars may be used for the maJOr
oart of th s wor The upper courses however must
be latd m concrete mortar as cappmg to halt further
washmg from the top In thiS example oamage was
started by surface water from adJacent unexcavated f11f and every effort should be made to prevent
erOSIOn
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for a hort d1 tance. and la1d o that moi ture
doe not pond on the top . \\ eak pOinh of cappmg are at the out ide bottum t:dge' "here the
ap come mto conta t v. tth the \\all face beiO\\.
Cappmg "hould not be feathered out at the e
ed2e . but hould retam their full cro"·'ection.
The ... e nre the pomh , t '' hich nmoff enter' the
unll bclo\\. and e\er} effort ... hould be made to
produce tight mort.tr jllinh \\ ith the under!~ ing
''.til face .
4. Any earring \\ill he a l:lllllfli.H.tti\d) thin
anti v.eak p.trt of the ... tructure. E'Wer\ etfort mu't
be made to produce a durable job. All \tone empia} ed should be dean and free of ,oJI It 'hould
be damp when pl.1ced in the mortar to in,ure
cooJ bond. , nd to pre' ent too rapid drying of the
mortar. Control mu't be maintained O\ er the
mixing to pre,enl excev,i\e amount of and or
'' ater. La tl}. "orne pro' i"ion mu't be made to
in,ure proper damp curing.
•. Tre. tment of capping \\ith 'ilicone \\aterproofing i' recommended. panicularl} tho'e
cap emplo) ing adobe or ~tabilized adobe' and
tmilar unit .

CONTROL OF EFFLORESCENCE
Elflorescencc. the appearance of "htthh ..alkali'' depo,ih on \\all surface' '' ,\ problem
closely related ttl "e' era I lithe-r' CO\ ered to thi'
point. including the= u'e of cemen t mortar ... the=
ri"c of capillar} moi ... turc in v.all-;. and the repair
and earring nf thc'e wall,. It '' a condition
"hich j, occurring with increa ... mg frequency in
the Southv.c"t. particularly in . . tone masonr)
'tructure,.
In brief. effiore ... cence i' the re,ult of \\ ater
'oluble nit" in ma~Onr} brought in a "ater 'ulution to the urface. The ah remain follov. ing
e' aporation of the water. T" o condition' are
required before effiore cence \\ill occur: I) \\ater
oluble 'alb pre,ent in the ne\\ er ma,onr} component . or in the older componenr... onto which
the nev. \\Ork ha' been added: and 2) pre,ence of
mobture to di oh e and carr} the ,alh to the
. . urfacc. The moa,ture rna} be h}gro,copic. capillar .. or h} draulic in nature. The ...oluble 'a It
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\1. hich cau e effiore cence rna\ be pre,ent m
\3r) inc amounh tn tnd. cement. lime. adm1 ture . ml\mg \1. ater and rna onr} umh. both
ne\1. and old
The pnman tep one mu t take to control
effiore,... ence m Jude the careful election and
u'e of matenak and the emplo} ment of '' orkman,hip and de'i£n practice' '' hich pre' ent the
entrance of \1. ater mto ma ... onn "c rJ... ~ ne.
\\:Iter .•md and in the 'icinit} of 'orne '>lte' undergoing 'tahilization .tre high I~ ,u,ped '' ith
regard to the pre,ence of delete no 1' 'lllh. A'
mentioned c:.trlicr in thi' chapter under "Repair
of Wall Breaks, .. time can he sa\ed if 'u11able
rock and palls are quarried. The 'and ,hou.d be
\\3~hed. The mixing \l.ater for ma ... onr} mortar
mu~t be clean and 'hould be pure enough to
drink. The folio\\ ing practices \\ill aid in the
eliminauon of efflorescence: I) in all ,izable
rna onr~ work that i" one 'tone deep or more. fill
head anJ bed JOint-. ~.om pie tel} \\ llh mortar:
\1. here ".til are more th,tn one ... tone \\ide. fill
compound \\all core \1. ith rubble and 'Palh complete!} embedded 1n mortar: ~) de ign capping
deep enough tl) hcd \l.ater. l.t) ing cap 'tone' in
. . uch m.tnnc:r th.tl the} c.tnnlH tr.tp "ater: 3) cmer the top of completed ma,ono \\ ork to keep
out rain: and ~) \\here fill lie' behind the \\.til.
'eal the: h.t~.. k '1de a' de,cribeJ under 'ection entitled ··control of Capillar) Moi,lUre."
\\here ,,tft depo,ih h,l\ e become high I~ objectil)nable .•tttemph 'hould be made to curb the
'ource of mo1 turc:-. b) hru,hing. and "ith the
u'e of 'OI\ enh A light and bla,ting :-.hould he
made on I) a-, n la't rt:,ort. folio" ed h} treatment
\\ uh a h\ drocarbon-b.tscd ,1Jicone (Daracone or
equal)
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been unqualified ... uccc,,e . Protecti\e CO\ering
of a permanent nature ha\ e eldom been contru...ted near the top, of "all . a 'tor r more
abo\ e the ~..eihng,. for the folio" ing re.1 on~: I)
the difficulue of roofing irregular ".dl top\, ~)
the un ightl} appearance of roof, protruding
nhm e the masonr~. 1) the opening between the
ceiling leHI and the "all top \1. hich mu l be
cJo,ed or . . caled off. and 4) the abonginal c.:elling\
\\ h ich often require 'orne 'upport from the protecti'e co,cring.
Despite their 1m perfection. the earl\ e\ aporauon-p.tn roof-. in:-.talled at Aztec "ere \Oundly
de,igned and con,tructed . The~ \\ere of concrete lab con truction. made to hod "ater until
it C\ aporated. Such a de"iign ob' iate\ the need
for drainage line' and do" nspouts .md doe not
mar the appearance of a 'itt The roofs functioned qune "ell during the 'ummer and fall
ram : the} had ample capaci• * lor 'ea,onal rainfall. Dunng the "inter .... hO\\ e'er. the} 1ccunulated great depth' of mehmg \no" .md 1ce. Jnd
the "ater Je, el ro'e ab{l\ e the limih of the p m.
At thi' kHI. \\,ter \\Orked through the ma ... onr}
dnd entered the ceiling material belm\ . In time.

ROO FING AND ROOF SUPPORTS

In the p 1 t \anet\ of method ha\e been u ed
for proh:ctml! e\1 tml! preh1,tor1c ceiling' and
root-. m ''w The\ ran~e from the elaborate
e\ .tporatlon p. n t} pc roof in tailed at Aztec
Rum' m tht: e.1rl~ 192Q', to ,jmple. temporar)
'tru...turt: Due to the Hr} nature of the problem
-mta 1 \:CIIIn£' oflen a ton or m o belo" the
upper limn oi the "aiJ,-protecth e CO\ ering
ha' e been d1rti uh to on,tru t. and fe\~ ha' e

FIGURE 47 Temporary support of cracked and
bro en roof beams by means of Jacks ana t1mber
props Approximately 6 feet of overburden lay on
th1s ce1hng The temporary supoorts were m place
for several years before the overburden could be
removed and a protective roof1ng constructed .
(East Rum Aztec Ru1ns Nat1onal Monument. N.M )
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FIGU RE 48. The ce1llng shown in f1gure 47 after
removal of the overburden and construction of a
slab roof wh1ch protected the ce1ling and permitted
support of broken beams The bolts are fastened m
the slab above, and were taken up enough to transfer most of the weight from the old ce1llng beams to
the new roof.

the concrete of the pan~ ~ubjected to con'ltant
moi ture and alternate freezing and thawing began to crack and the ~urface to disintegrate.
A~ a remedy. the evaporation pans were remodeled 1nto roofs with dram~. Hidden ule drains
were installed in the heaq. walls and the concrete slab was covered with a built-up type roof
covering, fini hed off with pea gravel or chips.
This o;olution has been only partly successful
because the drains frequently became clogged.
\ lost drain are situated at the north side of the
... ite and became stopped with alternate I~ freezing and thawing now and ice during the winter
month' Some of the more troublesome drains
were later comerted to larger size. opening direct!} to the exterior of the wall. The re ult is
le attracti' e. but pro" ides a watertight roofing.
From thi and imilar experience with difficult
roof:.. e\ ol\:ed the coHring., de igned for and in-.talled O\ er 14 prehi~toric ceiling in the Ea'lt
Ruin of Aztec during J9:i (fig ..r· and 4t<)
Thee were in an unexca,ated ite where the
onl} pre' ious protecthe measure taken was the
temporary bracing of cracked and broken timbers .
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Requirement and dimen~1on for a protecti'e
co' ering will "ary from room to room. How e'er.
the major limiting factor is the ~trength and condition of the wall which up port the new roof.
In mam m tances. ~uch a... the hean-walled
con...,tru~tion of Pueblo Ill. ... tabilized ~alb are
sufficiently strong to ... upport a permanent labtype roof. Where the weight is exces~i\e for existing wall .... the arne t~pe of ..,Jab roof can be
con~.>tructed. -.upported by upright member . i.e..
steel 1-bt:am ... upports ric;ing alongside the walls
and based on concrete c;labs at floor level. The
vertical column' will support the slab while lateral <.,tabilit} is pro' ided by the wall . The \ertical
upports must pierce the aboriginal ceiling and
they mu't do so at point' where the~ do not interfere with its important member·. but where
the} abo furni'h the required support.
Sl•b Roofing

Since ceiling area \ary considerabl~ in size
and pan. and the condition of the wall~ also varies. the following are general ugge ·tions only on
the con truction of concrete lab·t~pe coverings for
protection and upport.
Lightweight concrete made with commercial
lightweight aggregate~ has extensive use in the
construction of modern roof decks. Every consideration should be given to itc; use when designing slab-type coverings. Weights of concrete
made with lightweight aggregate run from 25 to
50 pounds per cubic foot a opposed to an average of 150 pounds per cubic foot for concrete
made with and and crushed rock aggregate. This
permit CO\:ering where the ~eight of heavier
aggregates would be prohibiti'\'e. and also permit the u e of much lighter members below the
slab. When sand is added to the light~eight aggregate. a medium weight concrete results: a
~ide range Of trengths rna} be obtained b} \ar~
ing the proportion of and to lightweight aggregate. In general. lightweight lab construction
should be based on corrugated metal such as
Corruform or Tufcor rather than upon paperbacked metal lath or ribbed metal lath. The thickne,., of ordinary lightweight concrete deck · .. aries from I 1/2 to 3 inches.
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4" REINFORCED
- SLAB

METAL DECK
I-BEAM, 4" 7.7#

2 x 4'S

BROKEN VIGA
BOLTS OR
HANGERS
MASONRY WALL

FIGURE 49.

Typical roof covering and support employed at Aztec Ruins National Monument.

The general design of slab-type roofings are
shown in figures 49, 50, and 51. No part of the
new roofing may be supported by the aboriginal
ceiling either during or after construction. This
requires that the construction be self-supporting
during the time that the concrete is being poured.
Ordinarily, concrete forms for floors and decks
are supported during pouring by vertical members from below, and the supports and forms are
removed after the concrete has set. However,
this is not possible in the placement of slabs over
existing roofs where the space between the new
slab and the old ceiling is usually less than a foot,
and there is no means of access between the two.
The basic members of the new roofing should
be steel 1-beams. Their construction permits the
wood members of the roofing, the rafters or purfins, to be inset in the sides of the beams. Thus,
there is no wood separating the concrete from
the main supporting members. Wood left in this
position would rot and allow the roof to settle.
Dimensions of the 1-beams are determined by the
span, the placement of beams and the type of

slab, and the normal or lightweight concrete
used. Roofs with a span of 6 to 8 feet normally
require 4-inch beams of 7. 7 weight, on 4-foot
centers. The 1-beams should be run through the
full width of the wall and should rest on a concrete pad if possible.
Likewise, the number and placement of the
wood members of the roofing is determined by
the type and thickness of the slab to be poured.
They should be ample to support the wet concrete and be well nailed and braced.
While paperbacked metal lath can be used
under lightweight concrete, it is preferable to use
one of the standard corrugated metal deckings as
a covering for the structural members and a base
for the concrete; it is light in weight, and easy to
handle and cut.
Whatever concrete is us.ed should contain rein~
forcing, the amounts depending somewhat upon
size and weight of the sections of the ceiling below. For example, in the roofs with beams on 4foot centers, No. 4 rebar was placed on 8-inch
centers at right angles to the 1-beams. Number 3

-
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2X4'S

HOT ASPHALT
OR

TED METAL

REINFORC lNG

FIGURE 50.

Details of roof supports (in section) at Aztec Ruins National Monument.

rebar was used at right angles again, the short
dimension of the slab, on 18-inch centers. Concrete slabs will usually be abo..t 3 inches thick
and the reinforcing should be above the center,
supported on "chairs" of steel or similar material. All reinforcing sh0uld be securely tied. It is
preferable to purchase the reinforcing cut to
length and the ends bent if desired.
Ceiling Supports

If the prehistoric ceiling has been subjected to
heavy overburden or has been wet, it will probably require support from the protective slab, a
provision which must be made when the slab is
first being laid out. Support may consist of bolts
which extend up through the center of broken or
cracked beams or by pairs of bolts, one on each
side of the beam to support a hanger under the
beam. Boits shouid have ample threads (threaded rod is preferable to standard bolts) so that
they can be taken up sufficiently to support most

of the weight on the beam. In normal concrete,
large cut washers are sufficient to anchor the
bolts; in lightweight concrete the upper ends of
the bolts or rods should be tied in to the reinforcing. Ventilation must be provided between the
old ceiling and the new roof to prevent accumulation of excessive moisture from condensation.
Most prehistoric ceilings are not tight enough to
prevent some movement of air. When clearing
debris or covering preparatory to constructing a
slab, sufficient material should be removed to
permit some percolation of air through the ceiling. Provision should also be .made for ventilation through the top. This is best accomplished by
including a vent of4-inch pipe in the slab, ·the
ends covered with screen or turned down.
Rnlshlng and Flashing

One of the most troubiesome problems encountered in the construction and maintenance

I
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of roof\ et deep I" v. ithin 'tructure"i is that of
·la\hmg. It is impo-,,thle to plac~ metal na .. hing in
the u unl irregular ashlar of a ruin v.all v. ithout
tearing out a v. ide band of the ma:-.onry and rela~ ing it v. ith the fta,hing in place-a dangerous
p ce' re m deep roo m, . impo ,jble in narrov.
v.alb and alv.ay s v.eakening to the structure .
T~. ,noid the difficultie-. of inserting metal
fla-.hing . v.ell-formed cant strips ... hould be employed . They do not always provide the absolute
freedom from v.ater seepage .ts a correct!}' employed metal Hashmg. but they are often the onl}'
po.,-.~ble alternatt\e In placing cant 'tnp,, e1ther m
nev. roof, or in repairing e\isting ,Jab roof . the
v.all v.here the -.trip i:-. to lay 'hould alv.a\s be
cleaned and the j.')ints v.ell pointed v. ith cement
mortar -.orne d1stance above the top of the tnp .
This strip ca" then be waterproofed ~ th hot
asphalt. pitch or v.hate\:er m.tterial1s U\ed on the
remainder of the roof.
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In pouring the .,lab. every effort should be
made to produce as dense and watertight concrete as is po"islble . The water-cement ratio of
normal concrete 'hould be 'trictly controlled.
When poured. the material hould be well-rodded and the top 'creeded. i.e .• leveled out to
grade to a true. e\en surface. Whether of normal
')r 'i~htv. eight type. it mu t be damp cured for no
le c; than three days and in hot weather protected
from e:\ces i\ie drying for a longer period
The U\e of either t} pe of concrete will require
a waterproofing "iurface Etther kind must be
thoroughly dry before the \urface is apphed.
Lightv.eight concrete should be covered with a
built -up roof. surfaced "'llh ch1ps or'pea gra\ el.
While normal concrete 1s employed. it al o must
be waterproofed. A bu11t-up roof can also be
used .
Where 1t IS desirable to cover the slab with so1l
for improved appearance. the slab may be waterproofed b} an applicatiOn of hot pitch mopped
on Pitch does not deteriorate as rap1dly under a
\Oil co"enng as the u\ual asphalts used for bUJit·
up roofings. If a ~011 covering 1s to be used. the
v..all "iurface hould be repointed v..ith concrete to
at least the depth of the soil. and this area al o
waterproofed by an application of p1tch .
SETTLEMENT AND SUBGRADE

FIGURE 51 Construct1on of a slab covering The
numbered members are 1-beams run through heavy
masonry walls. The longitudinal members are 2 x
4's mset 1n the 1-beams as purhns Corrugated metal decktng w1ll be na1led to the wood as a base for a
concrete slab. A covered vent w1ll be provided
through the concrete Dramage w1ll be prov1ded by
t1le hne through the wall at the rtght. (East Rutn ,
Aztec Ruins National Monument, N.M.)

As mentioned m th1s book. one of the common
structural faults encountered in preh1stonc sites
involve' the loose and unconsolidated fill upon
v..hich they were built. True foundation or foottngs are not pre'lent in prehistonc s1tes. Walls
v.ere u... ually laid on existing ground surface~
with some attempts at leveling and occas1onal
terracing on sloped areas . In some cases a trench
v..as prepared for the fir\t several courses of
masonry. Inadequate foundation cond1t1ons tnclude walls or parts of walls which re ton matenals containing organic matter. on low dens1ty
matenab such a loose depo,ib of silt or sand
and on · 1 us depo' ts. poi' piles. and du~ps .
By contrast. the post-1540 A.D. h1stoncal
structure of stone ma.,o· r} or adobe bPcks
were built on true. prepared foundations . Unless
they were located on favorably drained loca-
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tions, however, many were not waterproof because the foundation stones were laid either in
soil mortar or porous lime mortar.
It is surprising that wall failures resulting from
settlement are not more common. In the Pueblo
III multi-storied structures of massive masonry,
vertical cracks and slumped or severely leaning
segments are frequently noted. These are the
result of stresses and bearing loads of heavier
walls. Shear stresses from unequal settlement
are often indicated by cracked or broken masonry stones.
In modern construction of foundations, a careful evaluation of the subgrade soil is necessary,
requiring tests which serve to define the character of the material and the quantitative properties
which define specific performance characteristics such as shear strength, pore-water strength,
capillary stress, compressibility, and permeability. Foundations for rigid structures are usually
evaluated on the basis of bearing capacity which
involves both the shearing strength of the soil
and its consolidating characteristics. Therefore,
the conditions for which adequacy of a foundation should be established include bearing capacity, stability, settlement, and permeability. Field
and laboratory tests required to measure these
characteristics demand specialized equipment
and highly experienced investigators.
Soils containing large amounts of silt and clay
are rather unstable. These materials exhibit
marked changes in physical properties with
change of water content. A hard, dry clay may
be suitable as a foundation for heavy loads, but
may turn into a quagmire when wet. Many of the
fine soils shrink on drying and expand on wetting
which may adversely affect structures founded
on them.
A frequent occurrence in valley fills of the
Southwestern United States is the percolation of
water through soils. This results in the gradual
removal of soil particles either by solution or
mechanical movement of particles, introducing
disturbances in the overburden indicated by piping and sinkholes. Where such pipes and sinkholes are sufficiently close to prehistoric or historic sites to threaten stability of the structures,
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they should be stripped to sufficient depths and
filled with impervious compacted soil.
The fine grained valley fill-soils in the populous
archeological areas such as Chaco Canyon contained sufficient gradation, uniformity, and inplace density of silts, clays, and sands at the time
the large sites were constructed to provide a
proper amount of compactability and compressibility for bearing the weighty architectural loads.
Exceptions, of course, resulted in the occasional
slumped and leaning walls involving massive
masonry. Today in Chaco Canyon some of the
ruin areas are covered with several feet of aeolian silt and sand which are unsuitable for foundation material. Piping and sinkholes in the valley
floor near the central arroyo pose threats both to
modern and prehistoric construction.
UNDERPINNING AND SHORING

The most frequently used and simplest method
of improving foundation stability and halting settlement is to excavate beneath the lower limits of
the wall, remove unsuitable material, and spread
the base by installing a widened footing of masonry so that unit pressures are acceptable. If
large wall areas are involved, short sections of
underpinning must be installed and allowed to ·
cure before moving to the adjacent section,
thereby not leaving too much wall unsupported
at one time.
Concrete piers or foundations may be installed
by the above skip-tunnel method. Both horizontally and vertically placed reinforcing rods
should be installed before the concrete is poured.
Any shrinkage between a cured foundation and
the wall it supports must be tightly grouted before trenches are backfilled, tamped, and the surface soil graded to drain away from the wall and
concealed footing.
In modern construction it shoulp be realized
that, unless a structure rests on solid rock foundation, some settlement cannot be avoided.
Where it is not feasible to found a structure on
solid rock either by placing it directly on bedrock
or by means of poles, piers, caissons or walls,
the structure must be capable of withstanding
some vertical movement in the foundation. As
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~ugge ted for underpinmng prehi,toric !'.truelure . the u'u I method of reducing mO\ ement
along the foundation to wIt han acceptable limih
i~ by preading the ba e or footang 'o that unit
pre ure are ~uffic1entl} mall.
\\ herever h1 tori and preh1 wric 'tructural
foundation' ha\e heen Jn\e:-.ugated. it ha' been
... ho\\ n that .t firm. uniform foundat"on ... oil. free
from loo'e "tnd. Jov. densit~ ,,Jt. ,oft clay. j,olated rock ma-.'e' or cultural refu-.e. pro\ ed
adequate for mo-.t \truclllre' w 1th moderate
load mg..,

SUB- SO IL INTRUSION GROUT

Whitt a broJd l!Uide to lhc: chJracter and gradation of 'oib ca~ b~ accompJi..,ht!u by per,onnel
w nh little traininl!. th~ determination of -.oil engineering properti;~ require-.. con,iderable ~kill and
in,ight if reliable informauon i' to be de' eloped.
Therefore. in complex problem' in\oh ing cau ...e
of foundation failure,. nd for pro\ iding engin~ennt!-de~igned remedial mea .. ures for settlement of v.alt... it j, suege,ted that the field man
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call upon the en 1ce of a 011 and foundation
e pert. loreo\ er. foundauon problem ... in general are not u cepuble to e\act ent!meenng anal~
'''· e\ en v. 1th careful oil amphng.
A \ aluable illu tration of ho'"" a -.eriou ... foundation problem v.n ohed at Can~on de Che ~
National \1onument b) the National Park Ser\ice. in cooperation v. ith a large. pn .. ate firm
... killed m ... oil 'itahiliL.ation. concrete. and cement
grouting. i' hrielly outlined belov.. The ~olutions
have wide application to ht')toric structures elsewhere. parllLUiarl) tho'ie which may be severely
cracked due to 'ettlement of foundations .
Whttc Hou . . e Ruin. a four-'itory 'tone masonry
pueblo dating from ca J0'\0- nOO A 0 \\as built
on valle\ fill against a ')beer canvon wall of a
... tream ~ htch rfow' part of the ) e~r The: water
tJble fluctuate ...ea onall~. but i alv. a)' conslstentl) high. The pre..,ent and> :-.tream bed JS 50
\ ard' in front of the ruin . During the dr) eason.
~ ater can be re.tched at from \ tL .t feet below
the .. urfacc nnd. Before prc::h ... toric occupauon
of the can}on. the 'tream channe flowed at variou time.., alone and at the ba'e of the cliff. Lat-
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FIGURE 52 Placement of forms for stab11tzat.on of a wall wtth caliche-based soil cement. The forms are
braced at the s1des ana t1ed at the top. (Compound B . CasaGrande Ru1ns National Monument. Anz.)
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er, sediments and alluvial fill built up against the
cliff and it was along these strips of fill that the
prehistoric Indians built their homes. Stabilization of the ruin was accomplished in 1941-42 and
again in 1956 by the National Park Service. Work
was confined to minor repairing and patching of
walls which suffered defects partly from weathering, but increasingly more from visitor impact.
By 1958, however, large vertical and diagonal
cracks, as well as wall separations, were rapidly
developing throughout the structure.
A thorough inspection of the site was made by
National Park Service archeologists and the
chief engineer of a large private firm whose speciality is foundations. In the opinion of the engineer, seasonal fluctuations in the water table
were removing fines from the upper soil strata.
This downward migration of fines is very common in valley configurations and results in reduced density and bearing value of soil immediately beneath structures founded on the v.alley
floor. The engineer suggested that it is usually
possible to improve these values by intrusiongrout injection. The problem was further complicated by the fact that some walls of the ruin rest
on refuse and earlier occupation debris.
In the best judgement of the assembled experts, two courses of action were considered for
attempting to save White House Ruin:
I. The most positive method, and by far the
most expensive, involved the use of concrete
cast-in-place or mixed-in-place piles placed adjacent to the failing foundation or lowest limit of
the wall and tied to it by means of needle beams
beneath the wall. To be effective, the entire
length of the wall must be supported by a grade
or bearing beam which, in this case, would have
to be installed by tedious hand methods. Because
of the expense involved and the considerable
disturbance of underlying occupational debris,
pile underpinning was ruled out: National Park
Service budgets simply could not bear the cost.
2. The second method of foundation improvement consists of injecting intrusion grout into the
unstable soil. This relatively economical process, described below. depends very largely for
its success on the skill and experience of the job
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superintendent and the reliability of the firm. It is
a technique which has been applied in literally
hundreds of commercir..: situations with complete success in most cases.
The second method was chosen for White
House Ruin and was successfully performed in
October 1958. Since that date, no further settlement of walls has been detected. In a subsequent
stabilization job, undertaken shortly after the
substrate was consolidated by grouting, all
cracks and defects in the superstructure were
corrected not only to make the ruin stable again,
but also to allow us to observe any further settlement should it occur.
The intrusion process of sub-soil stabilization
is_ accomplished by placing small diameter pipes
up to 30 feet in length into the soil to be stabilized. Intrusion grout is forced through these
pipes to fill voids and to consolidate the material.
By repeating this process the required number of
times, the soil is strengthened by the material
placed and a raise can be effected by the hydraulic pressure exerted while placing the intrusion
into the soil. The lateral distance between inserted pipes and the amount of stabilization required
varies with soil conditions and loading specifications.
The intrusion grout used at White House Ruin
was a cement base slurry which included the patented admixtures, Intrusion Aid and Alfesil. Intrusion Aid provides delayed setting, suspension
of solids, low water-cement ratio and compensates for normal setting shrinkage. Alfesil is a
premium grade of finely divided siliceous material which contributes to the penetrability of the
grout. Alfesil is pozzolanic material composed
essentially of compounds of silica, aluminum,
and iron. It possesses the property of combining
with lime that is liberated during the process of
hydration of portland cement to form additional
insoluble cementitious and strength producing
compounds.
Exceptional care was exercised during grouting operations since hydraulic rise was to be
avoided. The grout pipes were driven into the
underlying material adjacent to and under the
walls throughout the ruin to a depth of 20 feet.
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Grade stakes were established adjacent to the
walls at strategic points, and a careful check
maintained to avoid all but the faintest movement of substructural material. The grout was
pumped into the soil under controlled pressure as
the grout pipes were slowly withdrawn, creating
lenses and columns of hardened grout within the
foundation material to increase its bearing capacity.
It is emphasized that sub-soil intrusion grouting beneath irreplaceable ruins is not a do-ityourself project. Every foundation presents a
distinct grouting problem, depending on the
composition and nature of the substrate. The
method requires considerable specialized, highly
mobile equipment permitting economical placement in normally inaccessible locations. Equipment includes an air compressor, paving breaker
and driver head, air-operated grout mixer, water
batches, and grout pumps, together with insert
pipes, grout, air and water hoses, level, gauges,
fittings and various hand tools. The job superintendent, crew chief, and laborers must be highly
skilled and experienced.
Tests were conducted throughout the White
House Ruin project to obtain reliable information on the increase in soil density as result of
grouting, at the same time permitting no hydraulic rise which, if not gauged properly, would
have lifted walls out of the ground. Since 1958,
the sub-soil stabilization at White House Ruin
has halted the settlement of the substrate and the
subsequent cracking, separating, and shearing of
prehistoric masonry.
MONOLITHIC STRUCTURES

The history of the preservation of monolithic
soil structures such as occur at Casa Grande,
detailed elsewhere in this book, has been one of
experimentation, frustration and unsatisfactory
results. The early use of burned brick in repairing and supporting large undercut sections of the
"Big House" in Compound A has proven eminently satisfactory. Much less satisfactory have
been the preservation attempts on low and exposed wails in the remainder of Compound A,
Compound B, and the Clan House. While water-
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proofing and hardening solutions have been
tried, the major effort directed toward
preservation has been with thin coatings or plasters of soil-cement, soil-cement made with caliche, cement stuccos, and a covering or capping
of formed adobes. Caliche is a crusted calcium
carbonate formed on certain soils in dry regions.
None of these have proven to be the ultimate,
one-application panacea. All the various coatings
or plasters have had to be renewed. However, it
should be pointed out that they were not all complete failures. Although they must be replaced,
these coatings have protected and saved many
prehistoric walls. The earliest of the coverings
were of thin cement stucco; they were followed
by the use of soil-cement at a fairly stiff consistency, and tinted to match the original work.
They were plastered over all exposed surfaces.
The weakness of these applications, soil-cements and cement stuccos, was the absolute lack
of bond between the prehistoric wall and the
"plaster" as well as the tendency of the plaster
to absorb moisture and thus aggravate the lack of
bond. The appearance of such surface coverings
was undesirable.
The addition of woven wire and other reinforcing material in the plaster has lengthened the life
of some of these surface applications of soilcement. Recently developed water repellen~
applied to the surface indicate that they also will
materially prolong the useful life of the repair.
Since long experience at Casa Grande has
demonstrated that it is impossible to make a thin
covering of either cement, stucco, or soil-cement
which will adhere to the original wall or will not
crack and remain waterproof, a slightly different
approach has been tried recently on exposed
walls of Compound B.
The thought behind this approach is that a
heavier, thicker section of soil-cement or caliche-cement would not be dependent upon the
prehistoric wall for bond and support but would,
if thick enough, be self-supporting. Given the
present state of knowledge, it is evident that we
will not be able to develop and thoroughly test
any preservative or hardening solution for exposed soil walls in sufficient time to abandon
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FIGURE 53 The start of plactng cal1che-cement m1x over the wall depicted 1n f1gure 52 Note that the forms
fol ow the rregular line of the wall.

other tried. though partial. -;olution' It i~;, for thl're:l on that formed "oil-cement or caliche-cement coating' ha\ e been U'-ed recently at Ca a
Grande \\ ith modifi'-,H."n the~ rna} be used in
other. '1milar ltualll>n' They repre,ent the late'l 'tep tn thee\ olut n Jf pla'lter-like CO\ ering,,
and 11 '' ro" 1ble that the~ rna) prO\ e to be the
final ~o uuon
F 'rmed repa1r" to bad I} "eathered "i111'1 of
c•. 11..he t (a,a Grande (e:r.po:-.ed ,jnce the exca\ ttl 'n \\d .:ompleted in 190, l are more natural
ppc tnng than ,,re the thinner. pla.,tered CO\erlng' The thinner CO\ e nngs folio" ed the undulatIng. lf''t' _ulo~r. undercut con\ olution of the "all.
fh~ tormer repair are 'orne" hat more regular
and rnt re near!~ match the formed appearnnce of
the ong nal "all 'urface
FoliO\\ tn1! '' a bnef de,cnption of the late't
\\<til ... urfacmg \\ ork at ca . . a Grande

In all caliche \\ails. i.e .. those of high hme soli
content encountered in Compound B. \\ eathering had greatl~ reduced the original v. idth abo\e
the urface of the ground. Both ~ides of the v.a I
v. ere trenched until the original \\ idth v.a.,
reached at depth~;, up to I inches Form or
he;n~ pJ~,,ood. reinfor<.ed \\ith 2\-f
\\ere then
placed at the edge of the \\all ri i ng \ erticall~
from the uneroded :-.ub,uriace hne (fig. ~~~ The
. . pace bemeen the remaining \\all urface and
the form li \\ali "1de enough '0 that the calichecement \\.OUid be :-.ufficientl) thick to .,land b)
Jt"elf. and not be dependent on the aboriginal
v.all for 'upport. General requirements for placing concrete form' v.ere follov.ed: the~ v.ere
oiled. and 'ecurel) braced.
Trial ml\e' vf 'e\ er3llocal -.oil ·'ere made. A
caliche obta1ned from commerci.1 ...ource:-. \\a~
,eJected for u'e ,,., mo t nearl} mall..hing the pre·
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nfe t produl:l
mall amount
r e drum-1} pe

!llpened and the
urm fi.! q)\\ell
nder ut pot- It ''il'
placed .tt 1 depth utl11..1ent to \.:0\ er the n'e of
the ''·111 fa~e .md "a" then 'lloped to conform to
the 1rregul. r. 'lopmg -.urf.Lce of the \\all top .
~fler cunng. the form ''ere remL>,ed and\\ hen
complete!\ dn tht: l'nt1rc urf,\ce "a' ·rt t·cJ
\\ith 'ilicone" tier rt:pellent (fie. 5-ll. Thi, u-.c nf
hca\ 1er. 't.>lf- upportlnl! CO\ enng' of nall\e '"!1.1tenab pt~rctllel the air\: ad\ pro' en u-.e of hea' ~
e uon of od-ccmentm the repa1r of pit hou,e
and for m.1kmg facme' tn cut m oft fill (fig . 9
and 10)
ADOBE STRUCTUR ES

Th1" urJect 1 clo el\ rd. ted to monolithic
-011 tructu e m that the ra" material' are the
arne Onl\ the method of on truction dtffer'.
The \\Ord ·adore" appear to haH come from

AGUPE

op cat on o' a stl cone waier
"d
a coarse strear:-~ st:ff c ent
c w r. of from 6 to 8 ncnes (Casa
at ol"a l.onument Aqz)

~I

the pam h
doh r to p a ter tr ce
through >\r<tbt~ to Ee\ pttan hter e \ phlt...
··bnc · Hence the term ha nme to me m
dned bnd. ·· -\d he 1 . therefore mere '
earth-u u II\ a 1.: mb n t on of mi. t. . a\
til ffil\ed \\lth \\3l~r u ed tn the manuf cture r
a bnd.. m a mold Bnck, made from otl m tht
manner are ul o called "adobe · · The be t
adobe 011 h a coar e !!rained. ''ell-~raded earth
( ee Chapter") It "" not lO be confu ed "tth the
'o-c.dlcd .1dnbe cl.1~ or gumho found in -.orne
. . tnH.t "htch h~.t' e ,md e\pand-. \\hen \\ct. and
hnnk' badl~ \\h~n dr~ing. forming l.trge ... r.tcl\,
(~eubaucr. n d.) fhh rndterml '' tdcntlc,d to
the -,oil or earth mortar emplo\ ed b' the preh1 •
toric lndtan'> in Ia\ ing tone m,t,onn. tn pit
hou c con trucuon. and in the p1'e J,· cerre ... ontructlon of Ca a Grande \\here the puddled or
~tiff mud \\ ' latd 1n thtck cour c
Other \\mer ha' e ho" n that adobe or earth
bnck con tructton ha a long hi tor~ • gome back
to B. C. 000 m the ~ear Ea't. to B C 5000 m
Anatolia. Crete. Eg~ pt. and lndu \ aile\. and to
B. C. ~000 m the Ch1cama \aile~ of Peru m the
Ne\\ \\ orld (Lumpkin,, 19- 1: teen. 19-1)
\\ hile • dobe con trucuon "a' kno" n m Peru
and Me:'\ICO before the arri,al of the panmrd-. tn
the I'00' . nc' crthele~ n i-. the~ \\ ho are generall> credited "nh ha' ing mtroduccd the formmolded earth brick to the South\\e-,tcrn lJn1tcd
St.tt c-..
Soil ha' \en little ' trengt h compared to other
mnterinl U'led for building a 'tructure. ~ l ore
"' cr. compared to the maximum 'IOil trength
that rna} be found. there,, a .!reat \aric~tton both
from oil to oil and '' ithin a gi' en 011 t\ pe depending on ho'' n "a depo ned or pia ed . mce
mot lure 1 the mo t intluenual factor atfecung
the propertte of a oil. and i the pn nc1pal agent
ubJeCt to change from natural cau e . tt 1 not
urpn mg that adobe con tructton 1 confined
largeh to and , nd em1-and reg1on of the '' orld
In the Cmted tate . adobe con trucuon 1 found
prmc1palh m the ...,outh'' e,t and \\ e t m area of
lo\\ ramiall. "here a' era~e annual pre...tpnauon
1 ~0 mche or le
Recognlllng the e'ere hmn 1t1on of adobe
con,truction. tb uc e"ful Ionge\ tt\ depend .
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F G RE 5 One of four 2-story aoooe s•ructures. oestgnated HB-14 at Fort Davts National H s·ortc S1te
-he b • g was probaoly used as a res dence for 1moortant non-commiSSioned ott1cers Front v ew 1n 1964
0"' o e repa s were underta ·en by the "Jat onal Park Serv1ce
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s·ao zat on ana moe · ec ·es:o·a~ on r. orocess at HB-1-i shov.n n frgure 55 So -cement
sed o repa r ng va s A concealeo m:egral oono oeam was rnstalleo around 'l-Ie Oulldtng
s· no seco d siory eves Conc·e~e oearrng beams '"ere rnstal ed at roof lrne to suooo'i •e-
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The competed stabrflzatron ana modrfred restoratron of burldrng HB-14 Fort Oavrs Natrona!

S e Compare w th frgures 55 and 56
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d ng HB-15 a non-commJSSIOnec o cers quarters at Fort Dav1s Nat1onal H1stonc S1te bezat Of'\ and mod1f1ec restoration wor was accomplished by the Nat1onal Park Serv1ce
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f GURE 59 Bu• dmg HB-15 and 1ts outbullamg. a kitchen followmg modified restorat•on oy tne at o11a
Par Serv ce So• -cement acobes s•mulaung ongmal adobes were used as modular un1 s of reoa•r Compa~
w1th figure 58

TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS
as one writer so colorfully put it, on three things:
an adobe building should be given a pair of rubbers, a hat, and sometimes a raincoat (Hubbel,
1943, p. 23). Thus to preserve and maintain an
adobe structure successfully, it must be well
drained and the foundation must be waterproof
to prevent the entrance of either hydraulic or
capillary moisture. The structure must be properly roofed, and the exterior walls should be
waterproofed either with a material mixed with
the bricks or protected by a plaster or stucco surface. If any of the three essential protective elements are missing, the structure is vulnerable to
deterioration which may range from extremely
rapid (virtually overnight in the event of a cloudburst) to very slow. The two most important
elements are roofing and foundation. If both are
sound and waterproof, an adobe structure will
last indefinitely, and the rate of erosion of the
exterior walls will be greatly minimized.
Upon acquisition by the National Park Service
of such historic sites as Fort Bowie, Fort Davis,
Fort Union, Pecos, Tumacacori, and the early
20th century Spanish-American residences in Big
Bend National Park, nearly all of the adobe
structures were in ruins. Walls were standing to
their original height only in those rare instances
where a building was maintained until (or a few
years prior to) the date of acquisition by the National Park Service. All of the structures at Fort
Bowie, Fort Union, and Pecos were in ruinous
condition. Many were reduced either to low
mounds or mere foundations.
It should be mentioned that by 1900 the roof of
the nave at Tumacacori was missing, the result
of a combination of vandalism and erosion. The
sidewalls, which were constructed of adobe
bricks, had begun to deteriorate very severely. If
Frank Pinkley, then "The Boss" of the Southwestern National Monuments Organization, had
not installed a roof over the nave and performed
other repairs in 1920, there would be very little
left of this 18th and 19th century mission other
than a mound of "melted" adobe.
Modified Restorations

In view of the above comments, the most
effective method of preserving an adobe building
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i~volves a partial or modified restoration, espe-

Cially applicable where sufficient architectural
remains are present, and assuming that adequate
documentary and archeo-historical data are
available. Figures 55 through 59 show modified
restorations at Fort Davis National Historic Site
where it was possible to reconstruct walls partially to the extent necessary to support new
roofs and to arrest deterioration. Authentic roofs
and porches were constructed, based on good
evidence. House interiors were left largely as
found. This treatment accomplished the dual
purpose of preserving the original fabric of the
structures and creating an effect, so far as external appearances are concerned, similar to the
historic period.
This construction restored the exteriors of two
2-story buildings to their original appearance.
The tops of the walls, weakened by erosion,
were rebuilt and capped with reinforced concrete-bearing beams to support new roofs.
Where exterior faces of adobe walls were severely weathered, a masonry veneer was added
to rebuild the wall section to its original thickness using soil-cement units colored and textured
to match the existing adobes. New wood porches
were added to the exterior entrances, and doors
and windows restored to the openings to secure
the buildings. Thus the structures are interpreted
as part of th·e historic scene. A self -guiding trail
provides access and supplies necessary for interpretation.
The visitor center at Fort Davis is an adaptive
restoration. The 1870 enlisted men's barracks,
which was a roofless, ruinous shell in 1964, was
left virtually intact and a modern veneer of soilcement bricks built around it. Some sections of
original adobe walls were pared down so that the
veneer would make up the original width. Bearing beams and integral support were provided for
the modern though authentic roof. The restored
portion of the exterior was faithfully preserved
in both form and detail, while the interior was
converted to modern, functional use (figs. 60 and
61). A small, glass-enclosed framework on the
interior of the restored barracks shows an original portion of adobe wall for viewing by visitors.
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c: p ov ded ample ev dence on whtch to base a restoration.

e\ er. hath pohc\ and econ-

'" rumed adobe truct ' en e thtn purpo e rf
hut tre tabrhled to marn1 ther \\Ord . pre ene
n11t them to ret, rn t~n atcnt
he tru turt. or the ruin• t ructure. regardJe, oi
"rll he parual re,torauon
l horce mu't he made "ith
d or mattrr.tl to be u,ed In the
f tht- t tht h rd tall!\ r that

there are unl~ l\\ o ba tc choke . erther tabrhled
or un,tabrlrzed , do be. u ed erther a mortar or m
bnck form . It ha been rmphed earlrtr m th1
\\Ork that. n all-purpo'e hemrcal 'urface 'pra~
"hrch \\ rll pre en e adobe rnddinuel\ ha not
) et been deHioped. £·or more th,m JO \e, r the
National Park en i e ha expenmented "rth
hem real pra\ "hH:h \\til both harden , nd
\\eatherproof adobe Mam of the'e experrmenh
\\ere conduded b\ Charhe R Steen. bcgrnmn!!
at Ca,a Gr. ndt Rums :\nuonal \tonument.
~one \\as 'uccc"ful H o\\C\d. from a combrnauon of teen·, txperrment and tho'e of the
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e e ... , n
certam ''II l ne' ue t \Ct I ent tor '' aterproofing
h.trd 'urfJ~.e 'u'- .... '-ll -'"ement. and ~)the u e
of addttl\e' m manuf..~.wrmg ..,1mulateJ i.ldobc:-.
greutl} mcrea e thetr Ionge\ it~
The u'e oi either plam or ~tab1lized ctdobe
modular unn ,hould be thorough!~ planned and

te ted for an} ~~'en area. U uall}. oil for ht lOr·
1c-adobe butldin!! \\a ... obtamed '' nhin a ,hort
di tance of tho ~ ~-, Jing Thu . at Fort Bo" 1e
~ational Hi-.tor '- tc at lea . . t one or mo of the
original borrO\\ "' ''ere located b\ the ruin'
-.t.tbilization Crt!\\ 1n ad\ance of prop.o-.ed \\Ork.
\ ariou ,ojl, from the 'tctntt} 'hould be te,ted
.t de.., nhed m Chapter .3. and enher e\penmental adobe brt~.k . otl-cemcnt bnct..,. or oil

;

FG

ew o' 'he Fo·; Oav1s barracks after restorat1on The ru1nous shell seen tn f1gure 60 was ve'1ee a \1. ·n a d mo ded so11 cement bncks 4 l( 4 • x 12 They were made w1th one part port ana cement
unt r•ea h ee parts unwashed sana, and three parts nat1ve so11 The bricks laid m masonry mortar w1th
rough otrts set w th soalls were w1re-brushed Ong1nal walls were pared down where reau1 ed to accom,...odate •.,e enee br c ano to •etam or gma wall d1mens1ons ana th1c ·ness Bono beams were mstallea at
roof ne io suooo t the restored. h1pped shmgled roof The so11 cement bnck walls were oa1nted Nlth whtte
c=-ment oamt a though or g r.a y they were wr.1tewasned ~he outlomg s used functionally today as tne V1s1·
tor Center Cost of the restoration S129 000 or S12 90 oer sauare foot.
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bricks with chemical additives should be made
and tested for matching color and texture, and
for w~ath~ring and durability. A year or more
lead t1.me 1s not too long for selecting and testing
mat~nals to insure satisfactory results on any
proJect.
Manufacture of Adobe Brick

The manufacture of adobe and stabilized
adobe is briefly outlined below together with
some of the formulas which have been used
successfully. It cannot be emphasized too
strongly that suitable building blocks for any given area depend on exhaustive tests with local
soils and various formulas followed by accelerated weathering tests and systematic observations
similar to those described in Appendix 1. Hence
the discussion below must be considered as ~
guideline only. Local conditions may vary to the
extent th~t some of the formulas cited may have
to be rad1cally changed and, in some instances,
may not be suitable at all.
Adobe and stabilized-earth blocks are molded
in two w~ys: with a machine press, or by casting
the plast1c-soil material in forms by hand.
Several earth-block presses are on the market.
One of these devices is the CINV A-RAM block
press. Evolved by the Inter-American Housing
Center (CINV A) in Bogota, Columbia, South
America, the all steel press consists of a mold
box in which slightly moist earth or earth with
cement or chemical additives is compressed by a
hand-operated piston and lever system. The
press is portable, weighing about 130 pounds.
The three basic operations in making the compressed b~ocks are: (l) loading the mold box, (2)
compressmg the mix, and (3) ejecting the finished product. The compressed block can be
removed immediately from the press without the
use of a pallet. The press is made by Metalibec
Ltda, Apartado Aereo 11798, Bogota, Columbia
a subsidi.ary . of International Basic Econom;
CorporatiOn m New York. Bellows-Valvair a
division of IBEC, 200 W. Exchange Street, Akron, Ohio 44309, are distributors of the CINVARAM press for the United States and Canada.
Their selling price for the press in 1967 was $175
F. 0. B. their warehouse, Tallmadge, Ohio.
'
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The blocks made from these devices have two
advantages over cast blocks. The press-made
blocks are more uniform in size and shape. They
are usually stronger-as much as several times
as ~trong. But the presses make only one block at
a ttme, and production is slower than casting
Th~ National Bu~eau of Standards tested pres~
sur~zed blocks usmg a laboratory-machine press
wh1ch produced a block of similar quality to the
CINV A-RAM block. The mix employed was a
soil containing 46 percent sand and 46 percent
silt and clay, with 8 percent portland cement
Blocks withstood pressures up to 800 pounds pe;
square inch compressive strength (U. S. National Bureau of Standards; Building Materials
Structures Report BMS 78). This compares with
100 p. s. i. for hand-molded adobes, and about
400 p. s. i. for hand-molded soil-cement adobes
of the same formula used in the block press.
Press-made blocks are difficult to antique
Uniformity, and the use of structurally modula;
u~its ~re desirable in modern construction, but in
htstonc adobe construction the original blocks
which must be matched are usually weathered
and rounded along exposed faces. To achieve
this effect, it is easier to make a slumped block in
a hand form and to texture the surface which will
be exposed with a brush or other tool before the
block has completely "set."
Hand forms for molding bricks may be made
to mold any number of bricks. At Fort Bowie
National Historic Site, the Ruins Stabilization
crew made a form out of lx6lumber which molded six adobes at a time, in the most common size
of 4x8x 16. Lining the form with sheet aluminum
made it easier to use.
After selecting the soil, sample blocks should
be made and permitted to dry. If the sample
warps or cracks upon drying, there is too much
clay or loam in the soil and sand must be added
to make a satisfactory building block. If the
sample block crumbles, there is too much sand in
the soil, and clay should be added. A distin·
guished Southwestern architect and authority on
adobe (Lumpkins, 1971, p. 9) presents the fol·
lowing mechanical characteristics for determin·
ing whether a soil will make good adobes:
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TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS
I. It is easy to mix with shovel or hoe
when water is added. The soil should part free of
the tool and should not gum or stick.
2. It should not fall apart when turned
with a shovel into a small 8-inch-high mound.
3. It should slip free of the mold when the
frame is lifted.
4. When left to dry it should not curl,
warp or crack.
5. When dry the block should be easily
moved, with little tendency to break or chip off
at the corners.
6. Light to moderate rains of a 10 to 15
minute period should show little erosion or washing of the adobe brick.
Aside from the fact that soil for adobe bricks
should be well graded with proper amounts of
clay and sand, it should also be relatively free of
humus. Soils containing alkali, caliche, or gypsum should not be used.
As Lumpkins (1971, p. 9) further points out,
adobes that are not thoroughly dry should not be
placed in a wall. He suggests that "to test for
dryness, the block should be broken in two. If
the outer edges are lighter than the core area,
don't use; allow more time for drying. In the
summer most soils will dry ready for use in from
30 to 60 days after the bricks are stacked.''
An empirical field test for strength of cured
adobe bricks is as follows: drop an adobe from
waist height to the ground; if the adobe does not
break, it is strong enough.
While manual labor is, of course, the historical
method of brickmaking (which involved mixing
the mud by hand-hoe in a pit), modern poweroperated mixers are the choice today because of
high labor costs. A hoe-type plaster mixer also
does a more thorough job. Once the proper formula for either adobe or stabilized adobe has
been determined, the ingredients should be carefully measured for each mix. Next to composition of the soil, the essential control for adobe
brick is in the moisture content. The allowable
limits range from 16 to 20 percent by weight. If
moisture content is excessive, the mixture will
be too thin and the block will slump excessively
when the form is removed, and there will be seri-
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ous shrinkage cracks in the dry block. Adobe
bricks are cured by air-drying, while soil-cement
simulated adobes must be damp cured for a
week. To conserve water, the stabilized soilcement adobes should be covered with damp
burlap which, in turn, is covered with polyethylene sheeting. On the driest of days, usually only
one or two wettings of the burlap is necessary.
Most adobe experts today do -not advocate the
admixture of straw or other vegetal fibers to the
adobe mix. Although straw mixed with the soil
may reduce excessive cracking, it also provides
available channels through the block for the
immediate conduction of water, increasing the
effects of capillary action.
To compute the number of adobe bricks required per square foot of wall of any thickness,
obtain the number of square inches in the face of
one brick, including the thickness of the mortar
joints and divide 144 by the result. For example,
assume that a brick 16 inches long, 3 inches high
and 8 inches wide is being used, and that both the
vertical and horizontal joints will be 1/2 inch
thick. A brick 16 inches long, plus 1/2 inch for
the vertical, or end mortar joint, makes a total
length of 16 1/2 inches. A brick 3 inches high,
plus 1/2 inch for the horizontal or bed-mortar
joint, makes the total height of each brick course
3 1/2 inches. Then 16 1/2 x3 1/2 inches = 57 3/4
square inches on the face. Dividing 144 by 57
3/4= 2.49 or 2 1/2 bricks per square foot of an 8inch wide wail (one brick thick). If the wall is 16
to 18 inches (2 bricks) thick, 2 x 2 1/2 = five
bricks per square foot. It may be mentioned that
considerable stabilization requires veneering
which may involve a brick only 3 to 4 inches
wide rather than 8 inches, in which case a divider
may be placed in the form, thus cutting the space
in half lengthwise. While the number of bricks
required per square foot of wall area remains the
same, twice as many bricks can be made with the
same amount of mix.
Similarly, by computing the number of cubic
inches of mortar surrounding one brick when laid
in the wall, dividing by 1, 728, and multiplying the
answer by the number of brick to be used, the
number of cubic feet of mortar required to lay
the brick may be obtained.
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The mortar for laying blocks should be of the
same material as the block itself. There are interesting examples of differential weathering where
dissimilar mortar was used. In several walls at
Fort Bowie, adobes were laid in lime mortar. It is
probable that these same walls were originally
covered with lime plaster.
Turning now to a discussion of stabilized
adobe, it should be understood at the outset that
there is disagreement among experts as to the
relative merits of using stabilized adobe between
plain adobe block construction, and the stabilized block where used for purposes of either
restoration or stabilization. The addition of some
of the stabilizers used today will change the color ·
and appearance of the adobe block. If this objection can be overcome by surface texturing and
integral tinting, or if the block work is to be covered by other materials such as plaster or paint,
then the use of a durable, weatherproof block is
highly desirable. It should be pointed out, however, that even though the original source of soil
may be used on a given structure, it is very difficult to make plain adobes in any quantity where
color and texture matches exactly those in the
historic wall into which they are being integrated. Given enough time for experimentation with
local materials in advance of a project, it is
usually possible· to come up with a suitable stabilized block. At any rate, current consensus in the
adobe areas of the National Park Service is that,
for reasons of policy and economy, stabilized
block work which will need less repair or replacement in the future should be the objective.
Stabilization of Adobe Brick

There are several methods for stabilizing
adobe brick, and only those which are commonly
used or have been tested and found effective in
varying degrees will be mentioned. The addition
of a stabilizer in no way affects the choice of soil
or sand-clay proportions previously outlined.
Two methods for stabilizing adobe bricks have
already been mentioned. One is with the use of
cement and mortar color admixtures, and the
other is with the addition of an emulsified asphalt
or bituminous stabilizer especially designed for
the purpose. Instructions for making soil-cement
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and bituminous-treated adobes are identical to
the methods outlined for the mortar in Chapter 3,
under the sections entitled "Soil-Cement Mortar" and "Soil-Bitumen Mortar," with the exception that about 5 to 10 percent less water is
required. If a CINVA-RAM or other block press
is used. water for the mix must be held to an adsolute minimum, and as with all other mixes described, all ingredients must be thoroughly pulverized and mixed. Bricks made with block
presses also require 4 to 6 percent less cement
because of compaction. When using a block
press, a simple test may be made to determine
the correct amount of moisture by squeezing
hard a ball of the soil mix in the palm of the hand.
If the ball can be broken in two without crumbling and without leaving any moisture on the
hand, the moisture content is correct. Obviously,
the tendency is to use too much water. During
the mixing of material to be block-pressed, the
mix appears just slightly moist. If any water is
visible, the mix is too wet.
Some representative formulas used on stabilization jobs in Southwestern adobe areas are listed below along with notes on coloration. At Fort
Bowie, the mix consisted of six parts local, wellgraded soil, one part portland cement, and mortar color. Three coloring mixes were evolved in
order to achieve the several color shades of the
bricks. For a buff color, one-fourth of a one
pound coffee can of Desert Tan mortar color,
and one can of Sunset Orange was premixed dry
with each sack of portland cement. To produce a
reddish adobe, 25 percent of the normal brownish soil was replaced with a reddish clay. using
the same mortar color combination in the stock
mix of cement as before. Gray adobe walls were
matched by using one-fourth can of Desert Tan
added to the stock mix of one bag of portland
cement. Sunset Orange and Desert Tan are products of the Tamms Mortar Colors, Inc., 1222
Ardmore Ave., Itasca, Ill. 60143 (Morris, 1967,
pp. 1,2).
At Pecos, in the 1969 stabilization of the 18thcentury mission church, the following formula
was used: four parts local soil screened through
1/4-inch mesh, two parts concrete sand, and one
part stock mix. The stock mix consisted of 1cup
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of No. 6803 Frank D. Davis Brown Mortar Color
mixed into one bag of portland cement. The
cement color was specially formulated for the
National Park Service by a private firm, Frank
D. Davis Company, Cement Colors, 3285 East
26th St., Los Angeles, Calif., based on the soil
sample sent to the firm in 1968.
The formula for soil-cement currently used for
stabilization and repair work at Fort Union National Monument is listed as follows: 1 1/2 cubic
feet of concrete sand, I 1/2 cubic feet of local
soil screened through 1/4-inch mesh, I pound
burnt sienna dry-mortar color, 1/4 pound raw
umber dry-mortar color, and 6 pounds portland
cement. These quantities make up one batch of
MIX.

At Fort Davis National Historic Site the formula currently in use is: three parts concrete
sand, three parts local soil screened in 1/4-inch
mesh, and one part stock mix. The stock mix is
one cup of Tamms Sunset Orange mixed with
one sack of portland cement.
From the above form·ulas it will be seen that
for sites in the Southwestern United States generally, about 43 percent by volume each of sand
and soil, and 14 percent by volume of portland
cement (including various mortar colors) has
given the best results. Only through trial and error, and by advance, systematic experimentation
with local materials, will the project supervisor
ietermine the optimum mix for a given area.
An unusual adaptation of soil-cement is currently employed on extremely eroded walls at
Fort Bowie. Soil-cement in fairly heavy
amounts, one to three inches in thickness, is applied to moistened walls. The surface is left
rough, coinciding with the texture, the uneven
surface, and outline of the original wall. The surface of the soil-cement is then scored with a tool
in such manner that the scored lines coincide
closely with the covered vertical and horizontal
mortar joints. These scored joints are then pointed with a lighter colored soil-cement mortar
matching the original. The finished product is a
simulated, weathered adobe wall surface, and is
a much quicker, more economical method than
veneering and capping with stabilized adobes.
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Treated with a silicone (Daracone). the effective
life by this metho~ is 20 years or longer. Similar
soil-cement veneers, both formed or hand-applied in Compounds A and B at Casa Grande,
have been in place for 17 years. The color there
had become somewhat objectionable. due not to
the original mix. but to recent patches. The surface was given a bonded mud mortar wash in
1972 which can be repeated at seyeral-year intervals as required.
Aside fmm making stabilized adobe with cement or bitumuls, there is now a move to use various new chemicals and additives with water and
soil to make a strong, weather-resistant brick
which has the same color and texture as a plain
adobe brick. Only two of the more promising
chemicals will be mentioned.
One of the newer soil stabilizers in the plastic
resin class is Soil Seal Concentrate, developed in
the commercial field as a patented spray to halt
erosion along soil or sand banks. It is manufactured by the Soil Seal Corporation, 6311 Rutland
Ave., Riverside, Calif. The cost in 1972 was
$3.84 per gallon. The firm's literature describes it
as a formulation of "balanced copolymers,"
apparently a methacrylate compound which is
formulated as a plastic emulsion miscible in water. Recommended use varies from 5 to 15 percent Soil Seal mixed with water. Example: a 10
percent solution would be mixed with nine parts
water, one part Soil Seal.
Steen reports that in about 1965, Soil Seal was
"mixed into adobe and a house was built of the
bricks made. The house has stood in Southern
California since then. It is unplastered and reportedly shows no sign of deterioration or erosion" (Steen, n. d. p. 8). Both Steen and the staff
at Pecos National Monument experimented extensively with Soil Seal in 1969-1970. The following formulas ae now being used successfully at
Pecos in making stabilized adobes for. repair
work on the mission and convent. For interior,
non-exposed work, such as the partly restored
kiva, the following mix is used: three parts sand,
three parts soil, and Soil Seal and water mixed in
the ratio of I to 15 or 20. For exterior, exposed
adobes, the Soil-Seal-water ratio is I to 10.
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Some of these adobes have been in place about
two years. During periods of heavy precipitation
they become quite soaked. Nevertheless. they
display remarkable cohesiveness. dry out rapidly. and have gooJ resiliency during freeze-thaw
periods (personal communication, Gary Matlock, supervisory archeologist). A value judgment indicates that it is too early to determine
accurately the projected effective life of the plasticized resin in these adobes.
Another chemical which has come into prominence and is undergoing rather intensive experimentation in California and New Mexico is Acryl-60, an acrylic liquid polymer for curing and
patching concrete and masonry (Steen. 1970,
p.6). Steen also reports that this chemical has
been successfully used as a spray to harden and
waterproof adobe walls in the California State
Park System. Manufactured and sold by Standard Drywall Products. Inc., New Eagle, Pennsylvania. 15067, Acryl-60 sold at $4.68 per gallon in
1972.
Simultaneously with their experiments on Soil
Seal Concentrate. Steen and the Pecos staff concluded successful test blocks with Acryl-60 as an
additive in making adobes. A section of veneer
and capping of adobes now in place toward the
top of the north wall of the transept of the 18thcentury mission church were made with the fol-
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lowing mix: three parts sand, three parts soil.
and Acryl-60 and water in the ratio of I to 15.
A stronger, more durable brick is being used in
the California State Parks (Johnson. n.d.) employing Acryl-60 as an additive to soil-cement
with the following formula: one part cement,
eight to ten parts soil, and I quart of Acryl-60 to
each cubic foot of mix by volume. Add this material to the mixing water (one part Acryl-60 to
three parts water). Mortar color is added as required.
From the above discussion it will be seen that
a perfect solution to the vexing problem of preserving ruined adobe structures has not been discovered. Most of the methods described are long
term maintenance or holding actions. If they had
not been implemented, however, few of the
treated walls described would remain today.
While advances in chemical and coating technology can greatly assist in inhibiting deterioration
of adobe, it is doubtful that they will be successful in halting it altogether. Solidification and induration of adobe-in-place by electro-chemical
means, by infra-red baking. and by methods yet
to be discovered, are certainly not beyond the.
realm of the possible. Highly sophisticated and
technical experiments conducted through expen"
sive interdisciplinary research may be required
to solve this problem completely.
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5 Recording

A stabilization record is a structural history of
a site or an architectural unit of that site: a room,
a wall or a doorway. It is intended to provide full
information on the original condition of the unit.
including any inherent structural weaknesses.
previous protective or preservation measures
and, in detail, the techniques and materials employed to bring the unit to its present state of
preservation. It is advantageous to record the
various steps of unusual or difficult solutions, of
new or experimental techniques and special features of the site or project. The amount of detail
that will be required will vary with the size and
complexity of the individual project, ranging
from the brief description necessary for a wall
fragment uncovered in grading operations, to the
full reporting required to document the realignment of walls and the installation of integral
members.

of lower structures, and it is important to know
the extent and former location of these in planning the perservation of any area. It is also of
particular value to know the location of loosely
backfilled areas, for these often hide evidence of
undercutting and weakness, and pose problems
in surface drainage.
In addition, stabilization records in conjunction with cost accounts are of inestimable value
in developing budgets for future programs.
RECORD SHEETS

The permanent record sheets designed for the
Southwestern National Monuments about 1937,
and still in use at the Ruins Stabilization Unit,
are self-explanatory (see examples, figs. 62-64).
With a few minor changes in headings, which can
be made on the job, they can be used for a wide
variety of work. They can be attached to a clip
board or binder, and most of the entries can be
made in the field. Accumulative data can be entered from a daily log at the completion of each
unit. The presentation of data can be somewhat
modified in practice, depending on the kind of site
and amount of work required. There are two
pages to each stabilization record, a "first sheet"
for references, justification, orientation and architectural background. Where a series of small
adjacent rooms or similar units have the same
references, justification, orientation and the
same architectural background, only one "first
sheet" need be filled in to include a group of contiguous rooms. A separate "second sheet" will

COMPREHENSIVE STABILIZATION RECORDS

The preparation of comprehensive stabilization records is time-consuming. It may require a
good deal of research into the past history of the
structure. One example is the comprehensive
stabilization of Talus Unit, excavated and partly
stabilized by the Museum of New Mexico, and
on which there are the excavator's notes but no
publication. Sufficient time must be scheduled to
permit the search for and inclusion of pertinent
data in the individual room records. Stub walls
and partition walls are often removed by the
excavator to facilitate the search for or clearing
85
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be used to detail the condition of the ruin prior to
the ~tart of work, and the previous and current
repatrs.
PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

The individual record sheets should be followed by pages showing at least one "before"
and one "after" picture. Extensive photographic
coverage is desirable and may include general
overall views showing the conditions of adjacent
terrain which may affect the site, as well as detailed shots of specific techniques. Where a portion of a structure is to be reset or will have to be
replaced, as in seting integral members, it is a
decided advantage to take the photographs well
in advance of the actual work. Enlarged prints
can then be used as guides in resetting masonry,
to obtain authentic contours of wall tops, and for
filling in small details. If the work is large, and
there are many small details, the addition of vertical and horizontal scales in the photograph will
insure accurate dimensioning.
The maximum size print that can be used to
show both a "before" and "after" on the same
page is 4 by 5 inches. In special cases it will be
convenient to have general overall pictures in
8x IO's mounted on a single page. A good photographer, using 35 mm. film and making careful
enlargements, can produce excellent 4x5 prints
at a considerable savings in cost. However, most
supervisory personnel will not always have good
darkroom facilities at their disposal and, unless
custom finishing is available, commercial 4x5
enlargements are not apt to be as satisfactory as
those made from larger negatives. The 4x5 press
camera and contact prints are the most useful
and result in the greatest savings in time.
Materials and Processes

The following are random observations based
on the somewhat over 15,000 negatives now on
file at the Ruins Stabilization Unit.
In smaller communities, check local services
before entrusting them with film for development. Most photofinishers use DK-20, a longlived developer that is fair for some film, but totally unsuited for materials in the Eastman Royal
Pan family. Negatives are apt to be too thin for

use. The most satisfactory system has been to
develop negatives in the field. This permits an
immediate quality check, and the photographs
can be re-taken if necessary.
Daylight tanks holding a dozen sheets of film,
prepared chemicals, and washing aids or hypo
eliminators reduce the work involved. The use of
a hardener in "Yarm weather, and a wetting agent
before drying, aid in the production of good quality negatives. With the use of a hypo eliminator,
archival quality negatives and prints with longrange keeping qualities can be made. However,
this service is not always obtainable from commercial establishments.
The film used will depend primarily on personal preference anc familiarity with the characteristics of a particular brand or kind. In general,
extremely high speed types are to be avoided and
the best results are had with medium speed film
with fairly good contrast. The use of filters with
panchromatic films is often a decided advantage.
On the other hand, some of the most satisfactory
photographs in the files of the Ruins Stabilization
Unit are the results of attempting to duplicate old
glass plate pictures taken by Jackson and Mindeleff. These were taken with an old view camera
using Eastman Commercial film with a slow orthochromatic emulsion. Skies were lost, but the
rendition of surface texture and detail in masonry is excellent.
Photographic coverage of a site takes time and
should be started far enough in advance so that
advantage can be taken of the correct position of
the sun for good lighting. In the Southwest, one
of the major defects of contact prints are areas
of deep shadow in which all detail is lost. These
shadows can be somewhat compensated for in
developing, but it is far better to take the picture
when the lighting is optimum for the area to be
shown. If it is impossible to do this with natural
sunlight and reflectors, it is well to remember
that flash bulbs for fill-in lighting produce more
contrast which more closely approximates sunlight than the electronic speed lights. Supplementary lighting is good for close-ups of details and
at moderate distances, but it requires more experience and often extensive equipment for use in
large areas. Some of the best architectural
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record shots are made on overcast days with
negatives developed to a fairly high contrast. A
vexing problem, which is rarely solved by additional lighting, is that of making one specific part
of a structure stand out in a photograph without
having it confused with extraneous background
material that cannot be kept out of the picture.
An experienced photographer with a relatively
long lens can usually throw the background out
of focus. A large, lightweight piece of canvas can
be held as a background cloth to isolate specific
walls or sections; the improvement in clarity is
worthwhile.
The only satisfactory method of mounting
prints for the record pages is thermosetting
mounting tissue. While a press is an advantage,
small quantities can be pressed with an ordinary
household iron that has settings for different fabrics. One way to avoid the use of mounting tissue, and the resulting extra bulk, is to print the
photographs two to a page on ad-type paper. At
the time the Southwest Regional Office of the
National Park Service was operating a photo lab,
all the Ruins Stabilization Unit's records were
printed on this paper, which will accept typewriter impressions, and most of them were excellent.
Very high commercial costs and the reluctance
of most photofinishers to attempt printing two
negatives of differing densities on a single contact sheet have preve·nted the continuing use of
ad-type paper.

SUPPLEMENTAL RECORDS
Stabilization forms and photographic pages
such as those depicted in figures 62-64 should be
used regularly for all archeological stabilization
work an4 for historic structures whenever possible. These can be supplemented, particularly in
historic buildings, by additional means of recording. Entering repairs or other changes on Historic American Building Survey (HABS) records, or
comparable measured drawings (where available) is a particularly convenient means of supplementary recording. An accurate ground plan is a
necessity for an archeological site of any size.
While not approaching the detail of HABS
sheets, ground plans can be used to show type
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and location of work accomplished. While successive jobs on a building over a period of years
will be shown in different reports, large ground
plans are an effective medium for recording and
presenting the cumulative total of preservation
measures.

MAINTENANCE RECORDS
Recording maintenance- work poses a number
of problems. Minor maintenance such as cleaning drains and the resetting of small areas of
masonry dislodged by visitor traffic does not
require entries to stabilization records if the
work does not change the structural history of
the unit. However, such work should be recorded when a change is made in materials or in location of accessory items such as drains. For example, a good deal of capping in the Southwest
30 years ago was accomplished with soil-bitumen
mortar. It has become necessary to replace some
of this within the last few years, particularly on
low walls close to self-guided trails. When stones
in this capping are set in tinted concrete mortar,
it constitutes a change in materials and, though
the same stone is used and the appearance of the
unit has not been altered. the substitution of
concrete for soil-bitumen should be recorded.
In such instances, unless the maintenance is
very extensive, it is not necessary to make a
new, two-sheet stabilization record. This is time
consuming an·d results in excessive duplication.
For ordinary maintenance of any site. one new
"first sheet" can be used to cover the entire site.
The principal entry will note that this is maintenance work and that the detailed entries can be
found in the comprehensive record. Give the
year and page number of this comprehensive
record. Then it will only be necessary to enter
the maintenance work on the ''second sheet."
Ordinarily, stabilization records for: each site are
bound in permanent volumes, by years. Since
maintenance records are seldom very extensive,
this results in some rather thin-bound volumes,
but this system has proven more effective than
attempting to add additional data to the larger
comprehensive records. If there are a few sites
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FIGURE 62, An example of a "first sheet" used for the stabilization records at Fort Union National Monu·
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FIGURE 63. An example of a "second sheet" used at Fort Union National Monument. Second sheets may
be used where architectural units have the same references, justification, and architectural background.
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in an area, and two or more receive maintenance
in the same year. such records can be bound together.

of capping or a cubic foot of wall repair, etc.,)
and this is checked from time to time, the total
materials used can be more easily prorated
among the various individual projects.

FIELD NOTES

Some form of a daily log or field notes should
be kept, not only to record progress, but to keep
an accurate record of man-days and materials
expended. While for many smaller projects the
required data for the record can be entered directly on the sheets in the field, some additional
record will be required from which to take the
amounts of materials used. An engineer's field
book is convenient to carry and easy to use if the
tendency to crowd small pages is avoided. Separate columns can be used for materials and calculation of man-days expended.
If one unit, such as a single wall or room, is
being stabilized at a time, it is a simple matter to
arrive at the total materials used. However, several small units will probably run concurrently,
and materials such as concrete mortar, soil-cement, etc., will be distributed from a central
point. In such cases, the work expenditures can
be measured at the end of each day and the materials prorated among the separate jobs. If a little
effort is spent at the beginning to determine just
how much cement or bitumen or other material is
required for a definite unit of work (a square foot

RECORDING OF EXPENSES

While the individual record sheets have entries
for individual architectural unit-costs-mandays and materials per room or area-it is more
realistic to keep total project costs. This permits
the inclusion of truck and equipment costs, supervision, and other overhead charges that cannot be accurately prorated among many small
units. At any rate, whether or not individual
room expenses are kept, some record should be
made of total project costs. These can then be
broken down into the most convenient units for
future estimates. Breaking this back down into
the cost per room is one method of obtaining
quick estimates. Another method is to work out
costs per unit-of-work, so much per lineal foot of
capping on walls 12 feet high or over, so much
for lower walls, the cost of patching a square
foot of masonry, or the cost of grading and draining a square yard of room interior. This unit-ofwork method provides slightly more accurate
results, although it does take more time to work
up and more time to apply.
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APPENDIX 1

Accelerated Weathering Tests

to conclude, on the strength of present evidence,
that Daracone and products with similar characteristics and prices are not ten times better than
Silaneal for waterproofing adobe.
Most applications of silicone were made on
completely dry walls with a homemade spraying
device under sufficient pressure to provide a
rundown of from 4 to 6 inches. The solution must
necessarily reach and penetrate all cracks, large
and small, to do an effective job and give fullest
protection. Experiments have shown conclusively that constant rainfall will attack the minutest
cracks, work behind the silicone crust and finally
force it to fall away, leaving unprotected spots
vulnerable to further erosion.
No preservative will withstand the abuse of a
hailstorm of magnitude. Falling hail stones are
known to have flaked off chunks of adobe up to
!/4th inch in thickness, a depth to which no
known silicone product will penetrate. Because
hail is common at Fort Union, we should plan to
touch up or respray entire walls on a year-to-year
basis. Periodic inspections for hail damage
should be made immediately after a rain when
damaged areas show up dark against the light
background of protected adobe.
Experience with Silaneal 772 has shown that
when the product has been applied and allowed
to dry, it is absolutely impervious to further applications of the same product. It will not, however, shed certain other products. e.g., Daracone
and Dow Corning's 770 Water Repellent. which
contain wetting agents superior to water. Both
these products and others like them could be

This section describes well-controlled, accelerated weathering tests with various commercial
sprays to evaluate water repellency on adobe
walls at Fort Union National Monument. The
findings herein are primarily the results of research conducted by Rex L. Wilson (1956-1960,
Mss., vol.l, pp. 11-17).
Silicone Preservatives

There are more than 153 thousand square feet
of standing adobe walls at Fort Union. Mindful
of this figure, considerable thought entered into
the purchase and application of silicone preservatives. Small-scale applications of two wellknown products, Dewey and Almy's Daracone
and Dow Corning's Silaneal 772, indicated that
we could expect one gallon of a silicone solution
to cover anywhere from 75 to 100 square feet.
Daracone. priced about $5 per gallon, seemed
extremely expensive in view of the number and
size walls that required treatment. Therefore,
many silicone manufacturers were contacted in
an attempt to find a product that could give similar protection for less money. After our experiments. we concluded that Silaneal 772, when diluted in water in the ratio of 1 to 9, would give
about a 5 percent silicone on the walls for around
50 cents per gallon. Purchase of this product,
therefore. seemed justified.
Nearly all Fort Union adobe walls have been
generously sprayed with Silaneal. It will probably require several years' observation to make
definite conclusions as to which of these products affords the best protection, but it seems safe
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used in respraying hail-damaged walls. We have
had some success at Fort Union with spraying
the Silaneal 772 high on a damaged wall, allowing
the solution to run down and find its way into
cracks and chipped spots, thus re-establishing
complete protection.
Costs of silicone preservatives and labor were
not included in the reports for the individual
rooms, but are considered building-by-building
in table 3.

Using a pump powered by a Jeep and mobile
tank, water was applied with a garden hose sprinkler under sufficient pressure to simulate a gentle
rainfall from the south at an angle of about 45
degrees from horizontal. Two or three sections
of wall were treated in this manner at the same
time. Neighboring sections that could not be
TABLE ;J. Costs of silicone preservatives
at Fort Union National Monument.

Experimentation with Silicone Preservatives

Two experimental walls were built in the corral section east of the warehouse· district. The
rock foundations are I 1/2 feet wide and are
about 6 inches above the surface of the ground.
The longer of the two sections is 40 feet and the
shorter is 20 feet. Ten sections of adobe wall
were built upon the longer foundation, and five
sections were built upon the 20-foot foundation.
Each of the sections of adobe are 3 1/2 foot long,
1 foot wide, and five adobes (ca. 2 feet) high. The
wall sections are 6 inches apart, and are numbered I through 15 with paint applied to the foundations. Sections 1, 2, and 3 were capped with
soil-cement adobes; all others were left uncapped.
To facilitate measurement of weathering over
a period of time, 20d nails were driven into the
walls at various places, with their heads flush
with the outer edges of the adobes. Then, using a
brush and allowing considerable rundown, the
walls were treated as follows:
TEST
SECTION
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

SOLUTION USED
I part DC-772 diluted in 6 parts water.
I part DC-772 diluted in 9 parts water.
Klear-Film.
I part DC-772 diluted in 12 parts water.
Untreated, to be used as control.
I part DC-772 diluted in 2 parts water.
I part DC-772 diluted in 3 parts water.
I part DC-772 diluted in 4 parts water.
I part DC-772 diluted in 5 parts water.
Daracone.
I part DC-772 diluted in 8 parts mineral spirits.
Hydrocide SX Colorless.
Hydrocide Colorless 101.
Polystyrene (plastic) in benzol.
I part DC-772 diluted in 8 parts water.

Building Area
Mechanics Corral
Post Officers Quarters
Laundresses Quarters
Company Quarters
Depot Warehouses
Depot Offices and Quarters
Transportation Corral
Hospital
Sutlers Store
Arsenal
TOTALS

Silicone
Costs

Man-days
Labor

227
5
312

$124.00
29.00
21.00
25.00
167.50
121.00
2.50
I 13.50
2.50
156.00

3
3/4
3/4
I
5 1/4
3
0
3
1/4
41/2

1.525

$762.50

21 112

Gallons
of Mix
248
58
43
50
335
242

5

well-flooded were covered with tarpaulins during
the testing. Although the original plan for testing
the experimental walls to the point of failure was
not concluded, valid conclusions can be made.
Table 4 indicates how far experiment had progressed up to August 8th, 1960.
·
Several light hailstorms were recorded at Fort
Union between July 8, 1959 and August 8, 1960.
They resulted in considerable abrasion to the test
walls but with no appreciable precipitation.
Therefore, precipitation falling as hail is not included in the table.
All Silaneal 772 applications, regardless of
strength, appear to have held up equally well.
The ready-mixed solutions of Daracone, Klear
Film, Water Repellent, and Hyd~ocide Colorless
SX also survived the experiment with results
roughly equal to that of the Silaneal. It would
appear that one product gives no better protection than the others.
Two of the solutions broke down completely
under the effects of normal rainfall: Hydrocide
Colorless 101 on Test Section 13, and Polysty-
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TABLE 4. Normal and simulated precipitation (In Inches) on selected test sections of
walls at Fort Union National Monument.

Date of
Test Section Construction
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

7-8-59
7-8-59
7-8-59
7-8-59
7-8-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59
8-10-59

Normal
Precipitation

Simulated
Precipitation

Total
Precipitation

22.83
22.83
22.83
22.83
22.83
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76

19.37
19.37

42.20
42.20
22.83
22.83
22.83
19.76
19.76
19.76
19.76
51.86
51.86
32.51
19.76
19.76
19.76

32.10
32.10
12.75

TABLE 5. Depth of penetration (In Inches)
of various products in soil-cement and
adobe.
Depth of Penetration
Product
Daracone
DC-770 Water Repellent
Klear-Film
DC-772 Silaneal. I to 5
DC-772 Silaneal. I to 4
DC-772 Silaneal. I to 3
DC-772 Silaneal. I to 2

Soil-Cement

Adobe

5/32
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8 to 5/32
1/8 to 5/32
5/32

1/8 to 5/32
3/32 to 7/32
3/32 to 7/32
3/16
1/8 to 3/16
1/8 to 3/16
5/32 to 3/16

rene applied to Test Section 14. As of the date of
this writing, any protection once afforded by the
former product has completely vanished and little remains of the latter.
In addition, tests were made with individual
soil-cement and regular adobes to determine the
depth of penetration of the several silicone solutions applied to test walls. Each adobe was liberally brushed with a solution in the same manner
as it was applied to the test walls. After being
allowed to dry for several days, each adobe was
broken and immersed in water. Depth of penetration of the several solutions was then measured. Most of the preparations tested penetrated soil-cement and regular adobe to an equal
depth of about 1/8th inch. Specific results are
given in table 5.
Despite claims made by manufacturers that
their silicone products will not discolor adobe, it
is quite evident that some do alter the original
color. Hydrocide Colorless 101 temporarily
bleached the adobe test wall. A very rich mixture
of Dow Corning's Silaneal 772 likewise left a
whitish deposit on the test wall which eventually
disappeared. When applied at the specified ratio
of I to I 2 or at the richer I to 9, Silaneal did not
appreciably change the appearance of adobe.
Polystyrene, not a silicone but a plastic, darkens
adobe substantially and eventually turns a yellowish color.
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hme content Recent stab11tzauon methoas (after th1s photograoh was taken) conslsted of e1ther form1ng or veneenng the low compound walls surround1ng the B1g House
w1th so1l cement and treatment with water reoellent Silicones
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APPENDIX 2A

Wall Realignment and the Use of Adobes

Condition on date work started; masonry: All
walls need capping. Brick coping in urgent need
of reinforcement. Adobes badly eroded away
under coping in wing wall.
Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: Wing wall:
Missing foundation stones were reset in cement
mortar. After the brick coping had been realigned with mine jacks, a gridwork of angle iron
was placed on the north side of the wall and
welded to a smaller gridwork of angle iron placed
at a right angle to it on the east side of the room's
east wall. The larger gridwork consists of four
11 '8" lengths of 2" x 1/8" angle iron placed vertically on the north side of the wall in intervals of
4' 9", 4' 4", and 5' 1". The westernmost vertical
member is situated in the angle formed by the
abutting walls.
A collar of 2" x 1/8" angle iron was welded
together and placed immediately under the brick
coping. It was then welded to the vertical angle
irons. The collar is 15' 3" long and 2' 6" wide.
Two 11' 8" lengths of 2" x 1/8" angle iron was
placed horizontally and welded to the vertical
members. The upper piece is 1' 3" below the
underside of the coping and the lower piece is
placed midway in the wall 5' 10" above the top
of the stone foundation. Resting directly upon
the stone foundation is a 11' 8'' length of 2'' x 1/
8" strap iron which is welded to the vertical
lengths of angle iron.
The entire gridwork is held to the wall by
lengths of 3/8" reinforcing rod placed at various
points on the gridwork. They penetrate the wall,
are welded to the gridwork on the north side, and
are welded to strap iron washers imbedded In
depressions hacked out of the adobe on the south
face of the wall.

Figures 62-64 are facsimilies of the stabilization record on wall realignment and the use of
adobes for repair concealing integral reinforcement at Fort Union National Monument. These
and similar forms for first and second sheets, and
a sheet for attachment of photographs of ruins
before and after stabilization, are in use at the
National Park Service archeological center in
Tucson.
RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Fort Union National Monument; Date: July
14, 1960; Building: 3-330; Room: 331; Feature:
wing wall; Wall (N.S.E.W.): E S W.
Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): Contemporaneous with contiguous rooms.
No evidence of burning. Single story.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): Probably
packed earth.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.):
Brick coping atop wing wall ready to fall. West
wall is also the east wall of room 321. Little remains of east wall; almost none of north wall
standing. Foundation stones missing from wing
wall on east end.
SECOND SHEET
Room No. 3-331; Date work started: Sept. 4,
1958; date work finished: May 12, 1959; Man
days of labor: 28 1/4; Cost of materials: $160.08. ·
Archeologist: Rex L. Wilson; Date: July 14:
1960.
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A short length of angle iron is welded diagonally to the strap iron and to the westernmost vertical angle iron.
Another gridwork is welded at a right angle to
the extreme west end of the larger system. The
smaller section is recessed in the east side of the
abutting east wall of room 331. A single vertical
10' 5" length of 2" x 1/8" angle iron was placed
5' 11 '' north of the point where the east wall of
room 331 abuts to the wing wall. The vertical
member is welded to a horizontal5' 11" length of
1 1/4" x 1/8" angle iron and to a 2" x 1/8" angle
iron 5' 11" long. The uppermost horizontal piece
(1 1/4" x 1/8 ")is situated 10' 5" above the top of
the stone foundation and the other is placed 4' 7"
below that. The vertical members are welded to a
5' 11" length of 2" x 1/8" strap iron resting upon

RUINS STABILIZATION
the top of the foundation.
A final. 6' length of 2" x 1/8" angle iron is
welded diagonally from the angle iron placed in
the corner formed by the abutting walls to the
northernmost vertical member in the east wall of
room 331.
After the completion of the steel installation a
concrete cap was laid on top of the coping and
painted red. Adobes were used on the east end
and north side of the wing wall to conceal the
steel gridwork and to further reinforce the wall.
The new adobes were roughened to give the illusion of age. The wing wall was then sprayed with
Dow Corning 1290 Resin.
South, west, and east walls: Capped. Sprayed
with Dow Corning 772 diluted in water at a ratio
of 1 to 9.

APPENDIX2B

Use of Steel and Concrete
for Adobe Walls

Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: West wall: The
largest remaining section of brick coping (35' 6''
long) on top of 20-foot high walls was completely
stabilized with steel, concrete and soil-cement
bricks. Eight vertical channels, about 4' to 5'
apart, were cut to a depth of about 6" in the east
side of the adobe walls supporting the coping.
Two additional channels, one directly opposing
the other, were cut in the north and south sides
of the wall which abuts the coping-bearing wall
on the east, and are located about 4' out from the
corner formed by the junction of the walls. Horizontal channels were also cut in the west wall,
and one on each side of the abutting (east-west)
wall, so as to intersect the verticals at regular
intervals.
An angle-iron framework, whose components
were welded together, was then erected in the
channels of both walls. The supporting base
plate of 1/8" x 2" strap iron •vas placed in the
lowest horizontal channel of all walls, and rests
directly on the rock wall foundations. The vertical members (of 1/8" x 2" angle-iron in the west
wall, and 1/8" x 1 1/4" angle-iron in the abutting
wall) are supported at their lower ends by the
strap iron. All other horizontal members except
those at the top of the walls are 1/8" x 3/4" angle-iron.
At the top of that section of coping-bearing
wall north of the abutting wall, two horizontal
members of 1/8" x 2" angle-iron were welded in
place. One is directly opposite the base of the

These records describe the use of steel and
concrete to stabilize adobe walls concealed with
soil-cement bricks (figs. 65-76).
RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Fort Union National Monument. Date: April
29, 1960; Building: 3-440; Room: 443; Feature:
Wing walls; Wall (N .E.S.W.): EW.

Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): Contemporaneous with contiguous rooms.
No evidence of burning. Single story.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): Probably
had wood floor.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etcJ:
North and south walls considered as north and
south walls of Building 3-440. East wall is west
wall of room 442.
SECOND SHEET
Room No.: 3-443; Date work started: June 1,
1957; Date work finished: June 17, 1959; man
days of labor: ca. 48 3/4; Cost of materials: ca.
$181. 72; Archeologist: Rex L. Wilson; date:
Apri/29, 1960.
Condition on date work started. Masonry:
Coping on west wall in urgent need of stabilization.
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Bu1ld1r.g 3-4.!0 copmg on west wall , ounng stab11tzat1on. Fort
Un1on National Monument
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FIGURE 6~ Bu1ld1ng 3-440 coomg on wes· wall dunng stab111zat10n Fort
Un1on National Monument.

F G AE 68 Su 01ng 3-.!.!Q coomg on west wall . ounng stab1lizat1on Fort
Ur on at ona Monument
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FIGURE 69
Monume nt

81.nlomg 3-.!.!0 west wall ana copmg dunng stat>1hzat1on Fort Umon Nat10na
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FIGURE 70 Bu1ld1ng 3-440 south hall of cop1ng on west wall , dunng stabilization Fort Un1on Nat1onal Monument
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The tvp of the u all under the brick \ eneer cap
na' almo't ompletd.\ eroded out. The area ua
cle<Jnc.•J of /oo . . e m.ttc.•rial.... quared up ,mJ linc.·d
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FIGURE 72 Bu1ldmg 3-440 copang on west wall after stab1hzat1on Fort
Unaon Nat1or.a P.. onument
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FIGURE 73 BUIIdmg 3-440 copmg o;, west wall after stabrhzatron Fort
Unron Natrona! Monument

FIGURE 74 Burldrng 3-4.:!0 from the northeast after stabrlrzallon Fort Unron Natrona Monument
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FIGURE 75 Bu1lcmg 3-4~0 southwest corner oefore stab1llzauon Fort
Umon National Monument

F GUAE 76 Bu1 dmg 3-~.!0 southwest corner after stab1lrzauon
National Monument

STABILIZATION RECORDS

of 1/8" x 2" angle-iron. The rectangles formed
were incorporated into the wall proper, by rebuilding this section with soil-cement brick up to
and through the rectangles. (The upper sections
of wall had eroded out, leaving the coping balanced on just a few inches of adobe.) Two large
holes in the wall under the coping were also filled
with soi/-cem.ent brick.
The free-standing sections of iron (including
those portions which overlap the remainder of
the vertical sections of the uprights) were further
strengthened by welding together two lengths of
1/8" x 2" angle-iron so as to form square members. To these is welded a horizontal member of
1/8" x 2" angle-iron which is cupped over the
top (east) edge of the coping, and the 1/8" x 2"
strap iron hooks which cross the coping and extend down the west side about 6' '. The horizontal member under the coping on the east side of
the north half of the wall was extended so as to
pass under the coping on the south half. Again, it
was secured by short lengths of 1/2" reinforcing
rod which pass through the wall immediately
under the coping, and are welded to the horizontal member on the west side of the wall and to the
box members of the east. The rest of the framework was secured by ties through the wall, using
5 sections of 1/2" reinforcing rod to hold each
vertical member except the short one over the
window (where 3 were used).
Both halves of the framework in the copingbearing wall are welded together through the
abutting wall with sections of 1/2" reinforcing
rod at the bottom, and 1/8" x 1/4" and 1/8" x 3/
4" sections of angle-iron at the top. Those ties
which cross the top of the abutting wall are welded to a historic iron bar which is imbedded in the
abutting wall, and penetrates the coping-bearing
wall. At one time the east end of the bar was secured by a vertical pin driven into the wall (this
pin had to be replaced) and the west end was fitted with an S-shaped retaining plate. It will be
necessary to place a new plate on the west end,
but this has not yet been done.
To keep water from penetrating to the inside
of the stabilized coping and supporting wall, a
concrete cap (mixed 3 sand, 1 cement) 2 to 3"
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thick was placed over the top of the whole coping. The cap extends down over both edges the
thickness of one brick. This extension was possible because the width of the top course of brick
is Jess than that of the next-to-top course. When
dry, the cement was painted with burnt sienna
and raw umber in Exterior Stucco Finish (adobe)
to render the cap Jess obvious.
To provide a better bond between metal, concrete and soil-cement all the angle-iron which
was to be enclosed by the rebuilt portions of the
wall or by refilling of the channels was first covered with meta/lath. (Exposed sections of angleiron were painted with red lead darkened with
burnt sienna and raw umber.) Then all channels
in the adobe wall were filled with colored soilcement.
All holes and cracks in both sides of the west
(coping-bearing) wall were pointed up with soilcement, of the same mix and color as that used in
the soil-cement brick and mortar in the chimneys
of Officers' Row.
A gallon sample of Hydrocide SX was applied
by brush to a meter-wide strip of the west side of
the west wall. The strip extends from immediately above the top of the rock foundation to the top
of the brick coping (west face only). The remainder of the coping (including the whole top surface) and adobe wall (both sides and ends) was
sprayed with Dow Corning 1290 Resin dissolved
in xylene. The solution was applied, at about 30
pounds square-inch pressure, in sufficient quantity to produce a rundown of at least 6 inches.
East wall: Capped (see introduction for detailed explanation of technique). Sprayed with
Dow Corning 772 diluted in water at a ratio 1 to
9.
FIRST SHEET
Fort Union National Monument. Date: May
27, 1960; Building: 3~440; Room: 441, 442, 443;
Wall (N. E. S. W): NS.
Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
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etc.): Contemporaneous with contiguous rooms.
No evidence of burning. Single story.
Floor (floor type, additional notes): Probably
had wood floor.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.):
Eastern extremities of both walls missing.
SECOND SHEET
Room No.: 3-440; Date work started: May 15,
1957; Date work finished: May 24, 1960; Man
days of labor: ca. 43 1/2; Cost of materials: ca.
$126.08; Archeologist: Rex L. Wilson; Date:
May 27, 1960.
Condition on date work started. Masonry:
Walls in fair condition. Need capping to prevent

RUINS STABILIZATION

further deterioration due to penetration of mois.
ture. Adobes missing from above several lintels.
Large hole where south wall abuts west wing
wall.
Materials, construction, and technique in mak.
ing repairs or accomplishing job: North wa/J:
Soil-cement adobes were used to fill all holes and
niches eroded out below the cap which is also of
soil-cement adobes.
South wall: Adobes set in adobe mortar were
used for all patchwork except for the cap proper
which is soil-cement. Large hole filled with soilcement adobes.
North and South walls: Sprayed with Dow
Corning 772 diluted in water at a ratio of 1 to 9.

(

APPENDIX2C

Realignment of Adobe Walls

The following records describe realignment
and stabilization of leaning adobe walls, and also
a method of bracing a wall by means of turnbuckle rods (figs. 77-92).

Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: South wall: A
portion of the south wall was realigned in order
to prevent collapse. The section, near the east
end of the wall, bowed to the north about 12" at
the top. Four wooden forms were completed and
put in place on the bulge, two on either side of
the wall. They were lined with asphalt roofing
felt, wired together through the wall with No. 9
black wire, and then the space between form and
wall was packed with damp sand. Two mine roof
jacks and one heavy-duty jack were used to
move the wall. The jacks push against the wall
by means of long sections of 2" pipe (mine roof
jacks) and 4" x 4" timber (truck jack). After
pushing the wall into plumb the jacketing was
removed from both sides of the wall and stabili1
zation was begun by placing six upright steel
members, and two horizontal members of the
same material, with a steel strap along the bottom seated upon the stone foundation. The
wall's brick coping is being held in place by seven steel rods looped about it and Welded to the
steel members on the wall's north side. The steel
on the north side of the wall is secured by rods
through the wall that are held in place by short
steel straps. A hole in the wall was filled with
regular adobes, cracks were grouted, steel was
covered with adobe, the coping was secured, and
adobes were laid along the top of the wall preliminary to capping.
North wall: Two dead men holes, 2' x 4' x 22",
were dug next to the joist footing wall inside the
room. Two 44" lengths of 1/2" reinforcing rods

RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Fort Union National Monument. Date: May 3,
1960. Building: 3-450; Room: 451; Wall (N. S. E.
W): NESW.
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): Contemporaneous with contiguous rooms.
No evidence of burning. Single story.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): Probably
had wood floor.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.): Most
of east wall is made of stone; only upper portion
is of adobe. West wall is the east wall of room
452.
SECOND SHEET
Room No.: 3-451; Date work started: July 26,
1958; Date work finished: July 7, 1959; Man days
of labor: 57; Cost of materials: $256.56; Archeologist: Rex L. Wilson; Date: May 3, 1960.
Condition on date work started. Masonry:
Massive south wall bulging northward. Only extreme west end of north wall standing. East and
west walls in good condition but all walls needed
capping to prevent further deterioration from
penetration of moisture. Small north wall section
leaning northward several inches out of plumb.
109
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FIGURE 77
Monument
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Bulldmg 3-450 Ro.:>m 451 , south Side of south wall, before stabilization Fort Umon Natlona
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FIGURE 78 Bulldmg 3-450 Room 451 south Side of south wall, dunng stab zat on ;:ort Un on Nat•onal Monument
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F GURE 79 Bulldmg 3-450 Room 452 south Side of south wall. before stablllzauon Fort Umon auor.a Monument
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F G t:E 80 Bu dmg 3-.!50 Room 452 south Side of south wal
zat on Fort Un on auona Monument
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.!ppru \lmate rhc.· hHt nc bn J.. color The .mg eron coli. r u ·'' chan .. <H ered n 1th me raJ l.irh •md
h.~rd-pal kt•d. c.olored . . orJ-..·emenr. To render le \
\"'hie rhc.· f. uri\ ~mooch f.Jirhough rouphenedJ
nl,,, •er "hluh' · · of 'otl· t•menr u ere thro\\ n on
H 4.1rhoueh . . ome of the e ma.' erode off an\
th.Jt rc.·m.lln t'fft: II\ el\ brc.•.tk up the refle lton of

ltghr otf tht' pJa,ra ~pra\ ed \\ trh Dou Cornm.!
--::diluted in 11 .1ter, r a rntro of I co 9.
,\orth and 'PtJ/h na/k C.1ppeJ ''t't' mrmJulrwn for detalccl e\plan.llwn t>f technique) .md
grouted u ith 'oil-cement \ft"ing .1dobe' abo1e
n mJou ' n ere n·plcJced .wd ltntel tim her' \\ere
repl<~-.·ed \\ hc.·rc.• m''''"g
~pra.1 ed u ith Dou
Corning--:; diluted in nacer ac ,1 rue"> 1 f I to I)
\ft,,tn!! ,tone' from ch ..• uppa ba,emt'nc 11c1/h
11 ere re,ec m ·emenc mortar 10 chc
r,g:1al het:::hi
of the u .,/I on tht• 11 e't ''de and ro )ltghtl\ e•,
than rhe ongmal height on the north ,jJe

north s1de of south wall oefore s:a·
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FIGURE 83 au d ng 3-450 Room .:51 nor h s1de of south .vall dunng stabll zat1on Fort Un1on at1ona Monument

d g 3-450 ~oom 451 north s oe of south wa
bl zat on For Un on at ona Monument
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FIGURE 85 Butldmg 3-.!50 Room 451
zauon Fort Ur- on at10na Monument

F GURE 86 Butldmg 3-450 Room 451
zat on Fo•t Ul"ton altona Monument
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F GURE 8- Bu1 d ng 3-~50 Room 451 east Side of west wall after stabilization Fort Un on Nat1onat Monument

F GUAE 88 Bu1ldmg 3-dSQ Room 451 north Side of north wall before stab zat on Foft Umon at ona Monument
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FIGURE 89 But cmg 3-tSO Room 451 souths ae of nonh wall befo•e stabl zat1on Fo~t Un1on Nat1onal Monument

F GUAE 90 Bu1ldmg 3-!50 Room 451 south s1ae of north wall aunr.g stab 1zat1on Fort Umon auonal Monur.1ent
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FIGURE 91
Butldmg 3-450 Room 451 south Side of north wall after stabilization Fort Un1on auonal Monument

F GURE 92 Bu d ng 3-450 Room 451 north Side of north wall after stablllzat on For• Un1on Nat1ona Monument
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APPENDIX2D

Stabilization of
Weakened Chimneys

The following records describe techniques for
the stabilization of broken or weakened historic
chimneys (figs. 93-98).

days of labor: 14 3/4; Cost of materials: $52.62;
Archeologist: Rex L. Wilson; Date: April 22,
1960.
Condition on date work started. Masonry:
Nearly all of east wall missing except for flue.
Many adobes missing from all sides of adobe
flue. North wall in good condition. Lintels missing from window in south wall. West wall in good
condition.
Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: East wall:
Missing foundation stones replaced in fireplace,
brick hearth rebuilt with historic brick, missing
fireplace brick reset in soil-cement mortar. Missing adobes were replaced in the north, east, and
south sides of the flue. The small chimney remnant stabilized by resetting loose bricks in soilcement mortar and replacing several missing
bricks.
South wall: The east end of the wall was rebuilt with regular adobes in order to support the
remaining original wall.
All walls: Capped. Sprayed with Dow Corning
772 diluted in water at a ratio of 1 to 9.

RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Fort Union National Monument. Date: April
22, 1960; Building: 6-160; Room; 163; Wall (N.
E. S. W): NESW.
Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): Contemporaneous with contiguous rooms.
No evidence of burning. Single story.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): No floor
remains. Joist indications suggest wood floor.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.):
Chimney and fire-place in east wall. North wall is
south wall of rooms 161 and 162. Fireplace badly
weakened by missing bricks. Loose bricks in
chimney remnant. Brick hearth missing.
SECOND SHEET
Room No.: 6-163; Date work started: June 29,
1959; Date work finished: Oct. 23, 1959; Man
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F GUQE ga 8 dmg 6- 60 Room 163 I reo ace m ast wa
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F GURE 95 Butldmg 6-160 Room 163 ftreplace tn east wall after stabthzatron Sorl-cement mortar used to reset brrcks was brushed to prevent shrne
Fort Un on atrona Monument

FIGURE 96 Bu ldang 6-160 east srde of east wall before stabtlrzauon Fort
Umon at ona Monument
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FIGURE 97 Bulfd1ng 6-160 Room 163 flue and ch1mney 1n east wall durirg
stab1hzatton Soli adobes are bemg la1d 10 replace those that hao fallen away
Fort Un or. National Monument

, ·.. .,.,.
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SUI dmg 6-160 Room 63 flue anc ch1mney n east wa
stab zat on Fort Umon atlona Monument
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APPENDIX2E

Stabilization of
Stone Masonry

The following records contain detailed ruins
stabilization information for Kin Ya-a, a classic
site in Chaco Canyon National Monument. Techniques for stabilizing prehistoric stone masonry
are included (figs. 99-119).

Roof (roof type; additional notes): No data.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.): See
additional pages for detailed notes pertaining to
condition description, materials, construction,
etc., with respect to each individual wall of the
kiva.

RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET

SECOND SHEET

Chaco Canyon National Monument. Date:
Sept.-Oct., 1956. Ruin: Kin Ya-a. Kiva: Tower;
Wall (N. S. E. W.): (NESW).

Date: Sept.-Oct., 1956; Ruin: Kin Ya-a; Kiva:
Tower; Wall (N. S. E. W.): NSEW. Personnel of
party on job: R. Richert and six Navajos.
Justification: The fragile tower Kiva remnant,
a unique architectural development of the Chaco
Culture, was reinforced and repaired to preserve
it in nearly an "as found and as is" condition as
possible and in such manner which will not impair any future, proposed excavations.
References: The site is unexcavated and most
references are only general. However, a listing
of tree-ring dates appears in the following publication: Smiley, T. L., A Summary of Tree-Ring
Dates from Some Southwestern Archeological
Sites. University of Arizona Bulletin, val. XXII,
no. 4, Oct. 1951. Laboratory Bulletin of TreeRing Research. No.5, Tucson, Arizona.
Condition, description: The Tower Kiva,
north wall exterior. In profile this is an L-shaped
wall remnant, the vertical arm of the L forming a
narrow section 8' wide, beginning at the second
story and tapering at the top to an area only one
stone wide. It is four stories high, measuring 32'
10" from the base at present surface level to the
top stone. The exposed base of the wall at the

Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): This is a circular kiva set within four
square retaining walls, located along the north
wall of the house mound and approximately in
the center. The Tower Kiva forms the nucleus
for the pueblo. This unique round tower within a
square one is impressive because portions of the
north and east enclosing walls stand 4 stories
high. On both the east and west sides of the tower there are at least 3 tiers of rooms. The main
house block. however, is to the south and is quite
mounded over but contains perhaps 4-5 tiers of
rooms. All exposed masonry appears to be of the
same type, indicating a single construction period. The third and fourth stories of the inner, circular kiva burned.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): Site is not
excavated and there is no data on this.
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cop of the debm lope '' ..r 6 · · higha th,m the.·
urroundmg ground le\ el. hence che a''umecl
ba'e of the "all'' ac l~a't ch.tt mu •.:h Jon er. makmc the nail~-·.!" htgh ... on,enall\eJ_, .
Thn•.c br..' .lm tub., .1re embedded in the ma,onr} in che norrh-,ourh dire .. cum. che end' proJe ..·tmg .,fight/} be} nncl the e-.;terior facing . The: are
near/: m lmr..• one.• abo' e th~ ocher. ~~ the flr,t.
.. econd. and chird .. wrie~ . The.' are not root . . uppore a~ the: ntend mw che chick !\na orner
and .. cop thc.•re It '' ould appear enat che.\ nerc.>
either reinforctnl! tie for che ki' a ornc.•r. or
chdr projecting end' .. en t.•d a' a 'upport for
.. ome 'ore of bakon_\. or perhap' ..catfolding
along the ouc,tde (or con,cru tion of th1' hreh
"all.
At the fir,t .. con /e' el. m a horizontal l1ne
"ith. and co the "e r of che hH' a beam . . rub
mentioned in the prec:eding paragraph an.· en o
~qu<Jre opening... The,c.• Jormerl} held beam .. a'
the.-. \till ret;Jill the mold,. Spaced at ,. ~ · · rnh.·r.. al ''ith thr..• fir,t bc.>am. the: ma.' ha'e 'enc.•d a'
projection' ro hold a ..catfolding or cal\\a/.~ .
About U\O ron' of 'tone' beneath. and c/o't''' ro
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n e~c open mg. '' d th1td . . quare pemn!! n h1 h 1 a
'enulator and large .. cof che three (I'" \\Ide. 16
h1eh ) In cleaning che cop of che nail 'edron
.th(J\t.' rhe'e openrng ... there na . . found the IO\\er
part of .1 fourth a T-,haped 'encrfrilnr I _.. l\Jde
at the b.he and 16 .. m n 1dth abo\ e the.· .. houlder
The l\' o 'encilator' in chi' "all n c.•re open co the
kl\ ,j
Reeinnmg at che . . econd . . ron Je, el. the \\all "
rn . . t'r ~ .. co thr..• .. ourn. and at the.· 'it' ond ,ron
ele\ auon IC 1' m'et 6 ... prc.•,um.lbl.\ lO m~ure fleeter balance for 'uch a high n all
\r a herghc ot N" <JbO\ t~ pre enc 'urta~.e /e\el .
tht.• e:~:terror t'.lcmg .:onc:un' one rou of e\Craordi·
nanf.\ large. oblong blod\,. the large .. r mt.•a,unn,
'1" long. f) co '-r' chick. and 9" n 1de or deep A,
a rule. che . . cone' in the /on er . . ror) are rh1 .. ker
and larger chan rho'e m the upper chret~ ~rone~
The nMth "all e\Cerior i' further chara..renzed
h.\ con,IJerable 'pall' bet" ec.~u tht.• ~.our'e ' of
lanw 'tone block'· Thi... 'traight 1 all . 1 a .ll!e
~~ .. n ide. For the mo,c parr 11 '' fa ed on h«~th
''de,. and ha' a core of .. mal/er flat 'tone' 11 llh
irregular edge' 'ec m thick amounc' of 'a'/ mort,lf.

FIGURE 99 General v1ew of Kin Ya-a from the north Tower K1va occup1es central oart, flanked by house
mounds on each s1de Rums stabilization work and supply area 1n the foreground
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FIGURE 02 Hole at base sQuare openrngs (the
two upoer he d beams the lower was a ventr ator)
and rnsets reparred and wall stubs capped Beam
stub at eft and two beam ho es rn rne above (arro ws) erther represent remforcrng ties for krva corner or supports for some sort of prehrstorrc scaffoldmg used rn constructron or a balcony
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pre enc ~.:
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th ".11/ mtenor t For 11nc \ rf.. on north and ea't "all
mtenor 'ee figure /0~-1 II 1 The north nail intenor concmn the north ar... of the kn a. The ki\ a
"all;, not perfe tf.\ c1rcular a' there are at lea'c
l\\ o .. omen hac .m!!ular ,urf.t~.·e, e\ idenc m the
f:16nc "here the preh,,ton~. builder' "ere unable ltl nwJ..t• Lhe 'qunre or ohlong 'tone' form :1
circular wrface. fhe J..na ua/1 at chi, norch ,,Je
ha' tu o e.:cenmc ledge' or benche,. The lo" er
bench \8fle' from 0'" to ~0" abO\e fi/1/e\e/ and
'arie' 0" in n1dth at the eu'c \\here ic merge..,
n llh the fa ing co l-" \\Ide at the north 'ide
-\nocher ,hon /ed!!e '' -I : .. abo\t~ the Jon er
and e \tend for a dl\tan e of on/J 6-·· along lhe
north nail. \\ hether the e \en narron ledge
"ere ceremomal or uu/uanan '' unknon n. The
/u~tr<itlon, ~o.O\e
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_,.,.,

RGURE 03 Genera v ew 0 1 nor; east n•enor o
Tower va at stan of project ...ne c1·cu ar wal11s
stepoed bac or nset at two oom:s (1) at narrov.
edge or benet" v. ere wor man 1s ceg1r.m'"'g •epa~rs ana 2 ~., '"lere facmg es gone exoosmg core
arrow)
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na mu t h 'e been e\treme ' deep. d the
u the northe 1 t ~.orner "llh n the kn a me
IY' JbO\ e pre ent h/1 me nd It ,., p
1b e th
tht' deep chamber h.td e'er floor.. nd e .
mg, Thee enr ll ed!!e" m ' ha\e upp
.:ro 'bt•am for the e e1 m~' Eh·a, dliOn r rhe
mrenor of thh mtere tmg rructure mtghc pr •
'tde the an'" er ro 'ome que uon' regardm~
aberrant ar hJCectural form
t\latenal . con,trucuon. ~~~- . The Ton •
K.n,,, north ~' 1// t.'\tt•nor Th~ htgh. 'lopm!! e.~,t
and He't 11al/ -.w/"1, Here capp~d. c\lendm!! lhc..
e,t,l . . cub ,ftghtl,\ ea-.rH c1rd co prtH Ide a 'horr bt.c
'trong burrre ' ,e . . t10n. Tu o ince;r,11 member,
n ere placed m the 11 e't ~tub n hc..•re ir ri'e' 1 t'ri.
.. a//_1. be!!innme at the o,e ond ~:or.' le' eJ rhe
member e\lendin!! to tho'e rNng from thee ,
n all. The ,e . . ond and third 'lOr} ledge, or n,e ,
n ere repalfed. The e' era/ openm;- me ud ~
the l\\ o . . quare eam hole'. afld the 1 entt ,
beneath them. and the beam hole, .urhe e
n ere all repam~d The lar!!t' hole Jl the
't
the n all n a filled u llh repmr ma . . onr_\ n
ment. the rough mrerror core bem!! 'et m . . erne
and the face 'tone' la1d m mal\.hmg rmted ...
mt•nt Foil<"' m~ the Jbo' e n ork. the enure '
fa c..' na, groured. pt>inted. andre p1.11/ed It ' ,
nc..·ce"ar) to re,et a fen loo'e 'tone-. here Jn.t
there in the facmg
The l\\ t> eccentric. off,et lc?dge' a/on,; tht'
nnrrh c~rc ju,t flhOI e fill line 11 ere repaired The>
h111 er h.llf of a T-,h.1ped 'eniilator in rhe cente•
of rhe ~~a// be..' ill een the 'econd and third ,IOn
Je,ef, na' repalfed. Ea~t and 11e~t 'rub' "t're
Tt'mforced 1\ uh paired integral membe·, HI
conne... uon n 1th n ork on north "all e \Cenor. J ·
read~ de,cnbed \\ ithm rhe upper ki1a nJ I
Jude' the upper. 'Pife-llke fra!!meniJ ...·on- de ·
able fa ... e 'tone nere re ec. and. nhere . . or~" ,
e\po,ed. th1 n a re et and pomted \\lih ' ·
mortar 4t the 'erJ cop 'P"e iragmenr li•. •
palfed T- haped mtegral member' n ere
'tailed
The To"er Kna. ea't nail. euenor. Th1' u
ri'e' ar the norch end to the 'ame he1gnt ,
north "all a!!am r n hi h 11 " a ucted. P.:rt·
four cone' -are dear/\ '1 tble a-. md1cateJ "
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n

,it n ~c: /Jng lnt'rt' Jrt•

four 'J 1 mo tuf:o, fhh c \tenor r e::hi ·Jc.le llf
the u a// formed the 11 e'r '-tde of Cht• fir,r room
.tdJ.t..enr to lht• tO\\t kf\,J on rhe t'a'c. Fa'"rn.!
conlrJ'h ,h,1rpl\ \.Jlh th.ll tlf north u.JJI. \\herea' the nonh ual/ u,, \.( mpo~ed of m ..·e nh/ong
blnt:k' drt•,,cd lln one ,u/c .•wd r.ilht•r lc~rge
rule. the 1.1cc: ,l! ne' 111 lht• t'.hl u J/1' 1re ~.ner.J/1\ 'maller. t,, "c:/1 't' t ~:red .md 'haped.
The 11.111 11,1, 111 r1thcr poor condiCIPn. It h.,J
,e,eral \c;rll al a.h.k
me tlf ,e,ere prororlH>n' Thc: mo,r 't' <'t ' t vnllllwn hou t'' a u a
a lame hole t'\tendrnc rh liU!!h the m~r.J,c: ..::hm .u
tJr•l 'ron /e1 el \\ ht•rt rvdtnc /le m o kt"
\\ c:rt• producmc an e1 t•r lnt"rt':hmg opr: nm;.
Ea'l n all. mlt•nor 1ht• en o n 1rrou benc.:he'
menlloned m '"''nnu.rwn uah north 1,1// mttfll
merge n Hh rhe 11 •II 1 c dl,dppe.•r alan!! the
ea'c n all Tht• fi/11• h nkc: J hl!!ht .tlong cht• u ,t//

".t

,.

Jnd the ' uth 1
thJn d .. en here The hole m
mtd't'diOn \ tc; ndmg through rhe n a//. ~·au ed
P\ brt' tkdon n l t heam ,ocJ.ec .. on che e\fertor
,,Jc: 1 I, r .!e tln tht' ,,Je Broken and m1' mg
f.H.c: c ne ec: I epi<J-.emenc. rough e\po,ed
c:ort> 1n upptr 'e"' rton' .. hou/d be re,er. and the
1e tJ'""' ual/ 'cull formtng norche.J'l ornu rem-

fon.. t~d

elc.: The To\~er
\terillr Tht• chrt•e ron' of 'a',_
no' and or .h mo '0\."kt'h. rhe \ erllc.JI crack-.
.wd the l.trpt' ht>ft• .tl muf,cccion 11 t'Tt' repaired.
Enltre fJdng \It!<~ rt•,p,l/!t·d . .!rouced und pointed.
£.,,c 11 all. mtt•nor Th ,ouch h.tlf ui the lop
u a' horizonr,JII\ cappt•d he 1errh..'J/ or ~harp/)
.. /t ptnl? norch h.1/f n a .. rem for ed n ich paired mCt•gr.ll memher' 11 h1\.h .1rch up and cro" O\ er
near the cop .. ptre and •• rt• JOined u irh cho...,e from
•he north "a// Or~·u/ar "a// facmg !!rouced and
pomceJ ,md •ton<."' rt•,ec .~~ needed. L.1rge hole m
..·t·nru "' tJ/IIme p.llched
\l,nenal'i.
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F GURE OG Lower port on of - ower K•va nor h and east segments after
stab zat on Of'set edges re:::am~d he es flied w th repa1r masonry fac.r.g
reset arrows A top caopec ana nse· core arro~ B grou ed
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FIGURE 108 Upper portton of .,..ower Ktva north·
east corner tntertor after the mtegral members
were anchored tn masonry
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FIGURE 109 Begtnntng
capptng (arrows)
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FIGURE 1 10 Integral members tn the form of aT were tnstalled n thts top
ragment of core masonry after the lower wall sectton had been strengthenecl
to that pot nt
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FIGURE 112 To.ver K1va east wall extenor at
uncture w1th north wall stub (at s•gn)
ole the
vertical crac s eroded savmo sockets (ar•ows) and
oose frag11e so1re Poruons of 4 stones are v s1ble

p t on of stab zas derab y strengthenea and
o s or ObJeCtionable alter-
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V1ew of Tower K1va showmg vertical cap .
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FIGURE 114 Vte,., of Tower Ktva snoweng north wall stub buttressed cracks repatred . savtno sockets remolded and factng grouted
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Tower K1va northwest corner
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FIGURE 116 North wall stub caopec arrows :.
lower pOrtiOn of west wall tac1ng reset B a-:~.:
exposed portion of th1ck core grouteo (C)
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FIGURE 11 ~ Tower Ktva west wa ll Thts fragmentary section of the souare
tower enc os ng a round one was reoatred by resettmg the facmg (arra N A)
caop ng ana QfOut ng ·ne thtck core (B)
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FIGURE 118 Work on the highest port 1on of the tower The scaffolomg completely surrounoed the struc·
ture To prov 1de max1mum safety for the workmen, the three sets of scaffoldmg were anchOred at the base~
and across the top and through m1asect1ons .
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F GURE 119 Tower K1va Scaffolding was anchoreo on f~rm and revel bases

bu t of hea~oy timbers
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An 1ntenor v1ew of Betatak1n Rum The three maJOr s1tes of NavaJO National Monument-Betatakm. Keet Seel and lnscflptlon House-are well protected from the natu·
ral elements except for rare 1nternal diSturbances such as blocks of sandstone breakmg 1rom the cave roofs The rr.ator problems at NavaJO are the protection and mamtenance of scemc and frag1le cliff dwellings ana tne control of VISitors
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APPENDIX2F

Stabilizing Stone Masonry Walls

Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.):

The records below contain stabilization information for Talus Unit No. 1, a small classic ruin
iQ Chaco Canyon National Monument. They
describe a method for stabilizing a distorted, prehistoric stone masonry wall (figs. 120-123).

Doorways in south wall on first and second stones.
SECOND SHEET
Ruin: Talus Unit No. 1; Date: July 27, 1959;
Wall (N. S. E. W.): NSEW. Condition on date
when work started:
Ancient masonry: North wall above the ledge

RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Chaco Canyon National Monument. Date:
July 27, 1959; Ruin: Talus Unit No. 1; Room 27;
Wall (N. S. E. W.): NESW. Personnel on job:
Joel Shiner and eight Navajos. References to
publications and justifications for job: Unpub-

leans precariously into the room. East and west
walls have eroded and are loose at the top. Footings of all four walls are undercut by erosion.
Beam holes are eroding where beams have decayed.
Repair or reconstruction previous to this
work: None.
Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: Part of the cen-

lished notes by Paul Walter in 1933, and Margaret S. Woods in 1934. Their work was accomplished through the School of American Research.

ter section of the leaning wall was removed. A
horizontal slab of steel-reinforced concrete was
poured so as to abut against the junction on the
partition walls. Steel rods were fastened through
both wall and slab with turnbuckles between.
Using the turnbuckles, the wall was pulled back
to nearly vertical position. The stones removed
were then replaced in tinted cement. East and
west walls had already been patched and strongly capped to bear the load. New stones were set
in cement around the wall footings. The beam
holes were patched in tinted cement.
Date work started: July 29, 1959; Date work
finished: August 14, 1959; Work authorized by:
Roland Richert, Archeologist.

Architecture
Orientation, plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.: Long rectangular room of two stories; ma-

sonry is Type II (tiered blocks and spa/Is). It is
one of a half-dozen rooms which are in two
rows.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): No floor
present now.
Roof (roof type; additional notes): Ceiling of

first floor shown by a ledge and by numerous
beam holes. Roof of second floor is gone.
143
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FIGURE 120 The wa oetween Rooms 2- ana 28 Talus Unit No 1 was dtstorted and pushea out of line o~
pressure of ft I often damp at lett Arrow shows dtrectton of force The puroose of the stabtl•zat•on was :o
strengthen 'he wall aga1nst the pressure

.STABILIZATION RECORDS
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THREADED RODS
AND TURNBUCKLES

REINFORCED
CONCRETE BEAM

FIGURE ~ 2~. Plan of reinforced beam to realign and hold north wall, Room
27, Talus Unit No.~ (not to scale).
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APPENDIX 2G

Cliff Dwelling
Stabilization

The following are stabilization records for Site
NA 333, a four-room cliff dwelling in Walnut
Canyon National Monument (figs. 124-126).

SECOND SHEET
Room: I; Date work started: Oct. 12, 1955;
Date work finished: Oct. 13, 1955; Work authorized by: G. Vivian, Areheologist.
Condition on date when work started. Ancient
masonry: Fair. North Wall: In poorest condition.
A large hole beginning at foundation and exteniing to midsection caused by pot hunters ha 1
made this wall extremely weak, and collapsed a/
of the eastern third except a fragile corner one
stone wide. East Wall: Good except for eroded
foundation, and the lower third of southeast corner which has collapsed. The V-shaped hqle over
doorway needs grouting on the north side.
Repair or reconstruction previous to this
work: None.
Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or accomplishing job: North Wall:
The large hole measuring 3' x 4' was filled with
repair masonry to save the upper section, and the
northeast corner was buttressed also to preserve
it. Repair work stained with black mortar color
to match original.
East Wall: Entire foundation one stone high
was grouted and pointed. The south wall also had
a few small holes along the foundation row
where original soil-mortar had eroded and these
were filled. Sill and wall area below door grouted
and pointed.

RUINS STABILIZATION RECORD
FIRST SHEET
Walnut Canyon National Monument. Date:
Oct., 1955; Room: 1: Wall (NESW): NSE. Personnel on job: G. Vivian and R. Richert.

Architecture
Orientation. plan and type (situation, evidence
of additional stories, period of construction relative to surrounding rooms, evidence of burning,
etc.): This is the southermost of four contiguous
rooms comprising NA 333. Nearly square in
plan. Wall junctures indicate that it is at least
older than Room 2, but not as old as Rooms 3 and
4. Sequence of construction was probably as follows: Rooms 3 and 4 built as a unit, followed by
Room I at the south end of the cave, and leaving
an open gap as a work area between which was
subsequently walled across to form Room 2.
Floor (floor type; additional notes): Unexcavated.
Roof (roof type; additional notes): Cave.
Details (notes on doorways, lintels, etc.):
Doorway in center of east wall. Lintels are missing and the area above the door is broken into a
V shape. Door is characterized by a high sill.
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FIGURE 124 Cans of water and large bucket of stabiliZed mortar suspended from earner and nd1ng across canyon to the project (Walnut Canyon National Monument)

STABILIZATION RECORDS

FIGURE 125 Room 1, east exposure, before replacement of fallen corner .
(Walnut Canyon Nat1onal Monument)

FIGURE 126 Room 1. east exposure. after replacement of fallen corner.
The deeply eroded wall base was grouted. and the area above the doorway
was partially reset (Walnut Canyon Nat1onal Monument)
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APPENDIX3

Executive Order 11593:
Protection and Enhancement
of the Cultural Environment

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States and in furtherance of
the purposes and policies of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852, 42 U.
S.C. 4321 et seq.), the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 915, 16 U. S. C. 470
et seq.). The Historic Sites Act of 1935 (49 Stat.
666, 16 U.S. C. 461 et seq.), and the Antiquities
Act ofl906 (34 Stat. 225, 16 U.S. C. 431 et seq.),
it is ordered as follows:
Section I. Policy. The Federal Government
shall provide leadership in preserving, restoring
and maintaining the historic and cultural environment of the Nation. Agencies of the executive
branch of the Government (hereinafter referred
to as "Federal agencies") shall (I) administer the
cultural properties under their control in a spirit
of stewardship and trusteeship for future generations, (2) initiate measures necessary to direct
their policies, plans and programs in such a way
that federally owned sites, structures, and objects of historical, architectural or archaeological
significance are preserved, restored and maintained for the inspiration and benefit of the people. and (3), in consultation with the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (16 U. S. C.
470i), institute procedures to assure that Federal
plans and programs contribute to the preservation and enhancement of non-federally owned
sites, structures and objects of historical, architectural or archeological significance.
Sec. 2. Responsibilities qf Federal agencies.
Consonant with the provisions of the acts cited

in the first paragraph of this order, the heads of
Federal agencies shall:
(a) no later than July I, 1973, with the advice
of the Secretary of the Interior, and in cooperation with the liaison officer for historic preservation for the State or territory involved, locate,
inventory, and nominate to the Secretary of the
Interior all sites, buildings, districts, and objects
under their jurisdiction or control that appear to
qualify for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.
(b) exercise caution during the interim period
until inventories and evaluations required by
subsection (a) are completed to assure that any
federally owned property that might qualify for
nomination is not inadvertently transferred,
sold, demolished or substantially altered. The
agency head shall refer any questionable actions
to the Secretary of the Interior for an opinion
respecting the property's eligibility for inclusion
on the National Register of Historic Places. The
Secretary shall consult with the liaison officer for
historic preservation for the State or territory
involved in arriving at his opinion. Where, after a
reasonable period in which to review and evaluate the property, the Secretary determines that
the property is likely to meet the criteria prescribed for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places, the Federal agency head shall
reconsider the proposal in light of national environmental and preservation policy. Where, after
such reconsideration, the Federal agency head
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proposes to transfer, sell, demolish or substantially alter the property he shall not act with respect to the property until the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation shall have been provided an opportunity to comment on the proposal.
(c) initiate measures to assure that whereas a
result of Federal action or assistance a property
listed on the National Register of Historic Places
is to be substantially altered or demolished, timely steps be taken to make or have made records,
including measured drawings, photographs and
maps, of the property, and that copy of such
records then be deposited in the Library of Congress as part of the Historic American Buildings
Survey or Historic American Engineering Record for future use and rererence. Agencies may
call on the Department of the Interior for advice
and technical assistance in the completion of the
above records.
(d) initiate measures and procedures to provide for the maintenance, through preservation,
rehabilitation, or restoration, of federally owned
and registered sites at professional standards
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
(e) submit procedures required pursuant to
subsection (d) to the Secretary of the Interior
and to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation no later than January I, 1972, and annually thereafter, for review and comment.
(f) cooperate with purchasers and transferees
of a property listed on the National Register of
Historic Places in the development of viable
plans to use such property in a manner compatible with preservation objectives and which does
not result in an unreasonable economic burden to
public or private interests.
Sec. 3. Responsibilities of the Secretary of the
Interior. The Secretary of the Interior shall:
(a) encourage State and local historic preservation officials to evaluate and survey federally
owned historic properties and, where appropri-

RUINS STABILIZATION
ate, to nominate such properties for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places.
(b) develop criteria and procedures to be applied by Federal agencies in the reviews and
nominations required by section 2 (a). Such criteria and procedures shall be developed in consultation with the affected agencies.
(c) expedite action upon nominations to the
National Register of Historic Places concerning
federally owned properties proposed for sale,
transfer, demolition or substantial alteration.
(d) encourage State and Territorial liaison
officers for historic preservation to furnish information upon request to Federal agencies regarding their properties which have been evaluated
with respect to historic, architectural or archaeological significance and which as a result of such
evaluations have not been found suitable for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
(e) develop and make available to Federal
agencies and State and local government information concerning professional methods and
techniques for preserving, improving, restoring
and maintaining historic properties.
(f) advise Federal agencies in the evaluation,
identification, preservation, improvement, restoration and maintenance of historic properties.
(g) review and evaluate the plans of transferees of surplus Federal properties transferred for
historic monument purposes to assure that the
historic character of such properties is preserved
in rehabilitation, restoration, improvement,
maintenance and repair of such properties.
(h) review and comment upon Federal agency
procedures submitted pursuant to section 2(c) of
this order.
Richard Nixon
The White House,
May 13, 1971

.
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ASTM submersion test. 31: Hydrozo.
30. 31
Aboriginal construction. 9
Acryl-60. 84
Adaptive restoration. 77-80
Adhesive Engineering Co .. 30
Adobar. 71
Adobe bricks: alkali and. 9: construction. 8: durable. 84: manufacture. 8082: number per square foot. 81: soil
characteristics. 81: test for strength.
81
Adobe structures. 2: capping. 58-60 concentration of salts. 9: Fort Davis. 7'277: history. 71: modified restoration.
77-80: post-1540 A.D .. 7: SpanishAmerican crews. 3: weatherproofed
roofs. II
Adobe surface: Daraweld spray. 27
Adobe wall repair records: concealed
integral reinforcement. 97.98: steel
and concrete. 99-108: turnbuckle rod
bracing. 109-119
Adobe walls: damp-proofed. 40: silicone
preservatives. 93-95
Adobes. bituminous-treated. 82
Adobes. simulated. 79.80
Adobes. stabilized. 23. 82-84
Advisory Board on National Parks. 1.2
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 151. 152
Alfesil. 68
Alkali deposits. 60
Alkali removed. 31
American Bitumuls Co .. 24
American Concrete .[nstitute. 14
Anasazi masonry. 7
Anastylosis. permitted. 5
Anatolia. 71
Angle-iron framework. 97-99. 104. 107
Angle-iron placement. 1.13
Antelope House Ruin. 8
Antiquities Act of 1906. 1.151
Apaches. 3
Arch sections. reinforced . .'i.'i-57
Archeo-historical record: replaced elements.5

Archeological excavations: preservation
problems. II
Archeological Center in Tucson. 3
Archeological reservation. first U.S .. 2
Archeology and stabilization. 4
Arizona Archeological Center. 24
Arizona Poppy. 31
Asphalt. emulsified. 14. 36. 40
Asphalt-stabilized soil. 23-25
Asphalt types. 25
Aztec Ruins. 6. 21. 23. 25. 31. 34. 35. 36.
44. 45.61-65
Bandelier. Adolph. II
Basket Maker III pithouse, 22
Beam sockets repair. 52
Bellows-Valvair. 80
Besh-Ba-Gowah. 3
Big Bend National Park. 8.77
"Big House." ~8. 69
Bitumens. emulsified. 23
Blackman. E. E .. 30
Blocks. press-made. 80
Bond. angle-iron. 107
Bonding agents. 26. 27
Borax. 31
Brick molds. hand forms. 80
Buchenberg. A. E. 17. 19. 45
Building Research Institute. 14
Bureau of Indian Affairs. 2
Burned brick. 69
CINV A-RAM block press. 80. 82
Caliche-based soil cement. 69-71
California State Park System. 84
Cant strips. 65
Canyon de Chelly. 2. 6. 8. 9. II. 67
Capillary moisture. 14. 25. 30-36.81:
control of. 36-40
Capping. 134-139: evaluation. 58-60:
weak points. 60
CasaGrande National Monument. 2. 6.
7. 9. 13. 28. 29. 67. 69. 70. 71.83: wall
surfacing. 70. 71: waterproofing failure. 28. 29
Cast concrete members. 52-55
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Cattle. II
Cave sites.9: erosion by moisture. 33
Caywood. Louis C.. 17
Ceiling repair. 52. 64
Cement caps. durable. 58
Cement colors. 83
Cement grout. 47
Cement mix trials. 15
Cement mortar. 59. 65: capping. 29: color problem. 38: strength. 14: waterproofed. 39
Cement plaster. 40
Cement requirements: field tests. 21
Cement stuccos: lack of bond. 69
Chaco Canyon. 2. 3. 6. 9-12. 17. 22. 23.
31.43-55.57-60. 127. 143
Chemical spray experiments. 78
Chettro Kettle Ruin. 10. 12. 23. 25. 46.
47. 49. 52. 54. 57.58: cast concrete lintels. 52-54: Kiva I, 12: temporary support. 46-49
Civil Works Administration. 17
Civilian Conservation Corps. 2
Chicama Valley of Peru. 71
Chimneys. weakened. 121-125
Clay foundation, 66
Clay mixes. 19
Clay soils. 17. 18. 21. 24. 71.82
Cliff dwelling: capillary water. 35: stabilization records. 147-149
Color: cast poles. 54: reaction of cement. 26: soil-cement. 19: stabilized
adobe brick. 82
Colored mortars. 45
Committee on Ruins Stabilization. 2
Compressive strength. 13
Concrete: beam construction. 146: bonding. 26. 27: casting 53-55: colored. 13:
control of hydration. 15: curing and
patching. 84: moist-cured, 14. 65: durability. 13: light-weight aggregate. 62.
64: resistance to moisture. 13: sand
ratio. 15: shrinkage. 13: strength 13.
14: texture. 13: water to cement ratio.
15. 19: waterproofing. 14
Concrete mixtures. 25. 26: specifications. 15
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Concrete mortar. 35. 57: field control.
14: trial mixes. 15
Concrete piers. 66
Concrete slabs. 61. 62: reinforcing. 63.
64
Concrete-stabilized coping. 99-108
Congress Hall. Philadelphia. 30
Conservation of historic structures. 4
Controls. 33-84: adobe structures. 71-84:
drainage. 40-42: efflorescence. 60. 61:
erosion by moisture. 33-40; foundations. 67-69. settlement. 65. 66; wall
breaks. 42-50
Coping. 114; stabilized. 99-108
Corruform. 62
Corrugated metal. 63
Costs. recording. 90
Coverings. self -supporting. 7 I
Cracked surfaces. 30
Crete. 71
Cultural environment: protection and
enhancement. 151. 152
Daracone.61.83.93
Daraweld. 26. 27
Davis Company. Frank D.. 83
Definitions of terms. 4. 5. 6
Dewey and Almy Chemical Division. 27.
93
Discoloration tests. 95
Doorway. 44. 45. 149
Dow Chemical Company. 27
Dow Corning. 93. 95
Dow Corning 772.98. 107. 108. 113. I 14.
121
Dow Corning 129G Resin. 98. 107
Dow Latex 560. 27
Drainage maintenance. 34. 40-42. 62
Dry-barreling. 41
Earth-block presses. 80
Earth brick. form-molded. 71
East Ruin. Aztec. 44. 45. 61. 62.65
Eastman Commercial film. 86
Efflorescence. 33: control. 60.61
Egypt. 71
Employment. 3
Engineer's field book. 90
Epoxy adhesive. concrescent. 30
Epoxy resins. 29
Erosion: adobe wall. 10; downward and
horizontal. 9; from moisture. 33-42.
hygroscopic salts. 9. 10: melting snow.
34.35
Erosion control: untried techniques. 3
Evaporation-pan roofs. 61. 62
Excavation problems. I I. 12
Excavation-stabilization. 2
Excavations: seal coats. 39. 40; soilcement use. 21; Venice Charter (1964).
5
Executive Order 11593. 151, 152
Exterior Stucco Finish. 107
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Federai.State. and local cooperation. 2
Federal agencies; cultural environment
protection. 151. 152
Federal properties. transfer of. I52
Fences. I I
Fewkes. J. W .. 13
Field crews. 2: Navajos. 2. 127. 143
Field Manual for Museums. 53
Field notes. 90
Finishing and flashing. 64. 65
Fireplace. stabilized. 121-125
Floor Mastic Binder. 25
Formed repairs. 70
Fort Bowie. 8, II. 40. 77-80. 82. 83
Fort Davis. 8. 1I; adobe restoration. 7277. 83; visitor center. 77-80
Fort Larned. 11
Fort Union. 8, 77, 83, 121-125; chimney
repair. 121- 125: stabilization records.
88. 89. 91.97-1 19; weathering tests.
93-95
Fourodations: failures. 67: not waterproof. 9; prehistoric sites. 65-69; underpinning and shoring.66. 69
Freeze-thaw tests: soil cement. 18-20
Gila Cliff Dwellings. 3. 56
Grace and Co .. W.R .. 27
Grade stakes. 69
Gran Quivira. 31. 39
Great Kiva. 12. 23
Gridwork record. 97, 98
Grouting. 47. 48: intrusion-grout injections. 68. 69; Portland cement. 26:
slumped areas. 45; soil-cement. 21;
vertical surfaces. 45. 46
Hail damage. 93. 94

Handbook for Ruins Stabilization. Part
2,2
Harrison. Benjamin, 2
Herbicides. nonselective, 31
Historic American Building Survey
(HABS). 87. 152
Historic American Engineering Record.
152
.
Historic Areas: administrative policies. 2
Historic environment: preservation and
maintenance. 151. 152
Historic properties: Federally owned.
152
Historic resources. non-renewable. 4
Historic Sites Act of 1935. I, 151
History of Ruins Stabilization. 1-3
Hole, stabilized. 56. 57
Holes, repair. 108. 129. 132. 133
Horizontal members. 57
Hovenweep. 9
Hubbel Trading Post, II
Huddleson. Sam. 58
Hydrated lime. 16
Hydrocide Colorless SX. 94, 107
Hydrocide Colorless 101. 94. 95

Hydropel. 25. 35. 36
Hydozite. 30
Hydrozo clear coating. 30. 31
Hygroscopic salts. 9
Indian mobile unit. 2
Indus Valley. 71
Insecticide. non-toxic. 27
Integral members. 55-58. 133. 134
Integral reinforcement: use of adobe. 97.
98
Inter-American Housing Center. 80
International Basic Economy Corp .. 80
International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments
and Sites. 5
Intrusion Aid. 68
Intrusion-grout injection. 68. 69
Inventories. 151
Inventory of structures. 2
Jacks: installed permanently. 48-50:
placement of. 47. 48: screw-type. 47;
use of, 109, 113
Judd. Neil. 10
Kin Klizhin. 23
Kin Nahasbas Ruin. 12
Kin Ya-a Kiva. 127-141
Kiva corner. reinforced. 122
Kiva I. 12
Kiva Tower, Kin Ya-a: stabilization
records. 127-141
Klear film. 94
Kozlowski. Mrs .. II
Labor recruiting. WAE, 2. 3
Latex molding compounds. 55
Library of Congress. 152
Lightweight aggregate. 62
Lime mortars, 13, 16
Lintel replacement. 50-55
Lintels and poles: cast concrete. 53-55
Lower Ruin at Tonto. 6
Lumpkins. William. 80. 81
McKee. Harley 1.. I
Maintenance. 152: adobe structure. 77;
defined, 6; personnel. I. 6; records.
87; stabilization, 6
Maintenance and rehabilitation account, 2
Masonry: curing and patching, 84:
weight, 48
Masonry cements. 16
Masonry repair: leaks. 27: patch. 44:
steel reinforcing. 56: tower kiva. 127141
Masonry walls: capping. 58-60: moisture
entering. 33: removal of defective, 38;
respalling. 46: stabilization. 43-48:
waterproofing. 14
Materials, 13-32. Portland cement mortars, 13-16: pre-Columbian masonry. 7
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Matlock. Gary. 84
Melting snow. 34. 35. 61
Mesa Verde.~. 38.40
"leta! flashings. 58
Metal lath. paperbacked. 63
Metal-lath cover. 107
Metalibec Ltda .. 80
Military posts. II
Mindeletf. Cosmos. Ll
Minority group employment. 3
Mission of San Carlos. 30
Mobile Ruins Stabilization Unit. ~. 3. 23
Modified restorations. 77-80
Moisture. capillary. 14. 25.33-36.81:
control of. 36-40
Moisture damage: masonry walls. 33-40
Moisture erosion: field control. 37
Moisture penetration: lime mortar~. 16
Moisture resistance tests. 35. 36
Monolithic structures. 7. 69-71
Montezuma Well. 27
Morris. Earl. 38. 58
Mortar. lime. 16
Mortar. ordinary. U
Mortar bond. 26: freeze-thaw test. 19. 20
Mor!ar color. 2o. 8~. 83
Mortar required: number of square feet.
81
Mortars. soil-bitumen. 23-25
Motz. J. F .. 17
Mummy Cave. Canyon de Chelly. 27
Museum of New Mexico. 85
NS-610 weed killer. 31
National Bureau of Standards. 24. 31. 80
National Chemsearch Corp .. 31
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969. I. 151
·National Historic Preservation Act of
1966. I. 15 I
National Park Service: approach to archeology. 3.4: ruins stabilization program. I: use of Hydrozo. 30. 3 I
National Park Service Act of 1916. I
National Register of Historic Sites. 151.
152
Navajo Agency. 2
Navajo field ..:rews. 2. 127. 143
Near East adohe. 71
Oblique >urfaces: treatment. 38.39
Ocmulgee walkway. 6
Old Meeting House. 30
Openings. large: repair. 45.51
Pecos National \tonument. 3. 8. 77. 82.
83: Mission Church. I I
Penasco Blanco Ruin. 43
Pentachlorphenol. 27
Photofinishes. 86. 87
Photographic coverage. 86: materials
and processes. 86. 87
Pile underpinning. 6R

157
Pine seedling protection. 3~
Pinkley. Frank. 2. 77
Piping. 66
Pise construction. 7: weathering. 9
Plaster molds. 53: plaster of paris. 53. 55
Plastic cement. 15
Plastic compounds. 29
Plastic emulsion. 83
Pointing and patching: masonry cements. 16
Poisons. warfarin-base. 32
Pole lintels. concrete. 53-55
Pole sockets. 51. 52
Polystyrene. ~9. 94. 95
Polyethylene. liquid. 29
Polyvinyl acetates. 26
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC). 40
Portland cement: compressive strength.
13: freezing and thawing. 15: Gray.
types l-111. 15: grout. 26: mortars. 1316
Portland Cement Association.~ I. 55:
specifications. 14. 15
Powder post beetles. 27
Precipitation tests. 94. 95
Pre-Columbian masonry. 7
Prehistoric buildings: stabilizing objectives. 7: vandalization, 10. II
Prehistoric ceilings: roof support in situ.
61-65
Prehistoric construction. 51
Prehistoric mortar. 19
Prehistoric sites. 5: loose foundations.
65. 66: piping and sinkholes. 66: subsoil intrusion grout. 67-69
Prehistoric walls: cement plaster. 40:
weak bond. 45
Preservation: definition. 4: wood. 27
Protective coverings. 61
Pueblo Alto. 55
Pueblo Bonito. 10. 23. 33. 34, 50
Pueblo del Arroyo. 9.44. 59. 60
Pueblo I sites. 7
Pueblo Ill. 62. 66
Puncturevine. 31
Realignment of walls. 48-50. 109-119.
145. 146
Reconstruction: definition. 4
Record sheets. permanent. 85
Recording Historic Buildings. I
Recording stabilization. 85-91
Records: Federal. 152: HABS sheets.
87: Mobile Unit's. 3: unit-co~ts. 90
Reinforced beam. 55-58. 145
Related stabilization: definition. 5
Repair jobs. standardized. 3
Resin. plasticized. 84
Resin compounds. 29. 30
Resin. No. E R L 2795.29
Restoration: definition of. 4: modified.
77-80: reconstruction. 5
Richert. Roland. 127. 143. 147

Rio Grande pueblo~. 7
River diversion devices. 6
Rock-mortar bonding. 18
Rodent repellents. 32
Roof maintenance: flashing. 65
Roofing. 61-64
Rubber latex. 26
Ruins: deliberate creation. 5: unexcavated sites. 4
Ruins stabilization: adobe structure. 78:
capillary water. 33-40: comprehensive. 5: concrete admixtures. ~5:
cracked wall repair. 30: definition. 4:
earlier manuals. I: early methods. 3:
Federal beginnings. 2: plastic and resin compounds. 29. 30: Portland cement mortars. 13-16: soil-bitumen failures. 24: soil-bitumen use. 23-~5: soilcement formula. R3: soil-cement mortars. 16: summer crews. 3
Ruins stabilization problems. 7-1~:
heavy visitor traffic. 59.60: human and
animal damage. 10. 11: weathering. RIO
Ruins stabilization program: five-fold
purposes. 2: legal bases. I
Ruins stabilization records. 85-91: stone
masonry. 127-141. wall realignment.
97. 98. 109-119
Ruins Stabilization Unit: permanent
record sheets. 85-91
Russian Thistle. 31
Salts. concentration. 9
Salts. control. 60. 61
San Buenaventura. 39
San Carlos Apache. 3
San Isidro. 39
Sand hla~ting. 61
Sand-cement trial mixes. 36
Sandstones. moisture content. 34
Savino sockets. 5~. 131-137
Scaffolding. 46. 140. 141
Sealcoats.35. 39.40
Secretary of the Interior. 151. 15~
Settling. 8.65. 66
Settling-box drain. 42
770 Water Repellent. 93
Sheep and goats. II
Shiner. Joel. 143
Silaneal 772 spray tests. 93-95
Silica aerogel. 27
Silicone and pentachlorphenol. 27
Silicone content. 28
Silicone spray tests: depth of penetration. 95: discoloration. 95: weathering.
93-95
Silicone types. 2!<
Silicone water repellents. ~7. 71: applications. 28. 29
Silicone waterproofing. 79: capping. 60
Sink holes. 66
Site NA 333 record. 147-149

RUINS STABILIZATION
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)
Skip-tunnel method. 66. 67
Slab pouring, water-cement ratio. 65
Slab roofing. 62-64: repair, 65: ventilation, 64
Slumped areas. 45
Smiley, T. L., 127
Soil adobes. 125: best soil for. 71: mechanical characteristics, 80. 81
Soil-bitumen: capping. 25. 58, 59; durability, 23; trial bricks, 24
Soil-bitumen mortars, 23: evaluation, 24:
moisture penetration. 36
Soil-cement. 59: additive, 84: bond failure, 19: brick. 104. 107: caliche based,
69-71;clay. 19;classification. 17:coatings, 69; compression tests, 19: deep
grouting .. 45: durability tests, 17-19:
earliest uses. 17; field control. 21:
formula, 83; freeze-thaw tests. 18, 19:
moisture resistance. 19. 20: not for
setting stone, 19: soils A and B. 17-19;
strength of bond. 18: treatment curing,
22; veneers. 83
Soil-cement adobes: damp-cured, 81
Soil-cement mortars. 16-25, 82, 124: reasons for using. 16
Soil engineering properties, 67
Soil gradation, 21, 22, 24, 25
Soil mortar, 57: patches. 44: texture. 13
Soil particle sizes, 22
Soil pointing. 38
Soil Seal Concentrate, 83
Soil Seal Corporation. 83
Soil tests: classification and gradation.
21. 22. 24.25.: soils A and B. 17-19
Soil walls, waterproofed, 28
Southwestern archeological sites: structural faults, 7
Southwestern national monuments. 2.
77,85
Spalls, 43, 46; use oL 38
Spaniards, 71
Spanish-American residences. 8. 77
Spanish-Americans. 3
Spicer. Edward H., 17
Stabilization: definition of, 4,5, excavated walls, II: soils A and B. 17-19;
spirelike structures. 57. 58: sub-soil
intrusion grout. 67-69. trial mixes. 15:
waterproofing, 14: weight factor. 46,
48
Stabilization records. 3. 85-91. 127-149:
cliff dwelling. 147-149: comprehensive, 85: stone masonry walls. 127146; weakened chimneys. 121-125
Stabilized adobe: merits of using. 82
Stabilized-earth blocks. 80
Staining cast concrete. 55
Standard Drywall products. 84
State and Territorial liaison officers. 152
Steel beams. 49. 63
Steel plates, 47
Steel-reinforcing. 56; walls. 99-108

Steel rods, 109
Steen, CharlieR .. 78, 83. 84
Stone for repair. 42
Stone masonry: capping. 58-60; efflorescence. 60. 61: post-1540 A. D .. 65.
66; prehistoric Indian, 71
stone setting; 13, 22: moisture penetration, 36; oblique surfaces, 38
Stratton. John. 31
Structural faults: summarized. 7. 8
Structure, abandoned: weathering pattern. 8
Sub-soil stabilization. 67-69
Sun Temple: concrete capping, 13
Support methods. 46-50
Surface drains. 41, 42
Surface seaL temporary, 30
Surfaces, oblique: moisture erosion. 38
Surfaces. verticaL 45, 46
Talus Unit. 85; stabilization records.
143-146
Tamms Mortar Colors. Inc., 82
Tannin, 14
Techniques, 33-84; adobe brick manufacture, 80-82: adobe stabilization, 8284: capping, 58-60: casting. 52-55:
cement coating, 69-71: drainage,
41 ,42; grouting, 45. 47; integral members. 55-58: lintel replacement. 50-54:
modified restoration, 77-80: realignment of walls, 48-50; respalling. 46:
roof supports. 61-65; seal coats, 39.
40; setting jacks, 47, 48: shoring. 66.
67; sub-soil intrusion grout, 67-69;
timber blocking, 46; wall break repair.
42-44: waterproofing, 36-39. 79
Technology improvement. 2
Telvar-W, 31
Temporary support, 46
Thiokoi411-H, 40
Tile drains, 42
Timbers, 10; blocking. 46-48: replacement; 50-55, treatment, 27
Tonto National Monument, 32
Tower Kiva: stabilization records, 57.
58, 127-141
Trailing Four O'clock. 31
Trinity Portland Cement Co., 16
Trinity white cement. 16
Trowel marks, 45
Tufcor. 62
Tumacacori. 8, 9. 28. 31. 32, 40, 77
Turnbuckle rods, 109. 113
Tuzigoot. 2. 17,31
UNESCO on excavations. 5
Underpinning and shoring. 66, 67
Unit pressures. acceptable. 66
U.S. Corps of Engineers. 21
U.S. Department of the Interior. II, 152
U.S. Office of Indian Affairs, 23
University of Arizona, 3. 127

Valley fill foundation. 66. 67.68: sub-soil
stabilization. 68-71
Vandalization. 10. II
Venice Charter(l964): excavations.)
Ventilation. slab-roof. 64
Vertical sections. 58
Visitor traffic. heavy. 28: field control.
59,60
Vivian, R. Gordon. I. 147

Wall. distorted. 143-146
Wall breaks. repair. 42-4!1
Wall capping. 60
Wall realignment. 48-50: repair work
sheets, 97. 98
Wall repairs, 50-55: kiva. 130-141
Wall stabilization: moisture control. 1,740
Wall surfaces: efflorescence. 60. 61
Walls: damp-proofed. 40: drainage. l'i:
moisture protection. 35: steel-reinforced, 99-108
Walnut Canyon. II. 35. 147-149
Walter. Paul, 143
Warfarin base. 32
Warmtone. 16
Water repellents: evaluation tests. 93-95
Water-table fluctuation. 68
Water-to-cement ratios. 14. 19
Waterproofing, 36: slab covering. 65
Waterproofing agents. "!.7-29
Waterproofing compound. 40
Weather-resistant brick, 83
Weathered adobe. simulated. 81,
Weathering, 8-10; caliche walls, 70; capillary moisture, 36: dissimilar mortar,
82; pueblo ruins. 9: respalling. 46: soil
cement. 19
Weathering protection: capping. 58-60
Weathering tests: accelerated, 93-95
Weed eradication, 31
Weight as factor, 46. 48
West Ruin. Aztec. 3. 25; capillary moisture
White House Ruin. 6: sub-soil stabilization. 67-69
Wijiji, 23
Wilson. Rex L., 93-95.97,99. 108. 109.
113, 121
Wood, replacement, 53
Wood. treatment. 52
Wood preservatives. 27
Wood stain. 54.55
Woods. Margaret S .. 143
World War IL 2. 28
Wukoki Ruin, 46
Wupatki National Monument. 2. 9. 17.
19.45,46
Xylene. 107
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